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Farming.

tiir i-lit .-(ofieultur.tlfiiir at I’uoria.
ti’ d) Inoi*;s,>]i addressed the t'olI
sensible words to the fanners
-hlf'ied there. They are equally ap-

i‘icable
■

to

farmers in this section of the

‘imtry.

The fanner has the advantage of the
vhanie in many ways.
Ill our time we
,i\
plenty of mechanics but no tradein the subdivision oi labor, w*
i'"' live hundred or a thousand men
•
•rkiiifr upnu dill'ereiit pans of the same
:iu. each schooled in his
particular
''.inch. hut ill no other. We have, saw
a shoe
fa,-lory a thousand men but not
ic shoemaker,
Knelt does some parti,.*t pari and not one knows the entire
eic
the result is. the moment the
t ry shuts down these men are out of
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it has

i>*
■

done il it lias

*i to i- tin'

11J*• storing

nut

nh'endv been ntieudof a lai

of lain

water for winter use.

n

I hose fanners who have been

enough
not lie

to

ri-tel 11 for

digging

secure

deprived

\11 those ulio

such

a

provident

cistern

would

of it for ten limes its cost.
last winter obliged to

were

drive their stock to tie* frozen brook or
polld for water ill the coldest ol weather,
and saw the animals curl up and shiver
alter drinking their til! of ice cold liipiid.

produced

a

general awakening

of

interest, an increased spirit of inquiry,
and a more rational and intelligent fo!
lowin'; iif the noble oeeupatioit of anri\ merit an ( Tilt h atm
illtme
TUo

Potato

hrown as u spreads through the plant.
should see to it that they are secured
The threads of the little plant are sent
against such experiences tin* coining winstealing through the tissue of tin* leaf.
W e know ot instances last season oi
ter.
afterwards passing down tile stems and
stock being driven a mile twice a day for I
tinallv reaching the tubers. The frost)
water, the wells havint; given out, and
of the alfectcd leaves is due
the labor and time that was thus consum- appearance
to a multitude of threads which
pass out
ed would easily have due' and cemented
the breathing pores of the leaves and
half dozen cisterns in the preceding
then branch and hear a multitude of
fill
An ordinary ham and dwelling
It is these spores which rapid!)
■use will save enough
rain water in the spores.
propagate and spread the disease when il
ill and winter ordinarily to meet the rehas once made its appearance in a potato
i|uiretnents of a la roe. farm if it eotild lie held." lie recommends
that as soon as
stored, and ill that is required is the ex- I he vines show this
frosty appearance,
•■avation and cementing of a eistern ten
with a curling and blackening of the
or til'teen lent square to keep it.
The
the potatoes should be dug and
cistern should he dug so that conduct foliage,
in a dry. cool place, thus removing
j>ut
from
run
it
the
to
Imnse
and
pipes may
the tubers before the rot plant lias reachham, and a pump pipe may reach it and
The tops and diseased tubers
ed them
lead the water to a covered shed or some
be burned as a precaution against
other protected place. The cementing should
next vear.
required for the sides of the cistern is
of
of
an
inch
thickness,
hydraulic
only
Thai Ynrv; .Man kuu.m tiii: ('ah:. lie was ;i
cement of the usual strength, and the
It had hern a good
young man from the tape.
and
then
bottom may be bricked
covered day for beets aiul cabbage heads, and riding slow
with cement, or covered vv ith two or three ly home after disposing of his garden truc k il en
inches of cement without bricks. The t«*red his head that he would like to enjoy himself
that
So he nut on his best suit and drove
cash outlay is covered by a few dollars. back evening.
into town.
Hiding through Washington
The eistern should of course he covered street a bevy of mischievous girls called to him.
with planks and sod, and a trap door and imparted the information that they thought it
should lie provided for access to it for the was real mean for him to ride alone, lie admitted
he never felt meaner in his life, and said he would
purpose of clearing it out in the spring.
be happj’ to take
any one of the fair damsels in
The convenience and value of having' with him Then there was a hurried consultation
and the young man Irom the (’ape was told to re
an abundant supply ot good soft water
for stock, free from tile icy chill of well or turn in Jifteeu miuute.s and one of the blushing
beauties would be ready to accompany him. He
lirook water In the cold weather, is to he was there
promptly on time, and into the ph.eton
appreciated only after being possessed, jumped a youthful form. The ride for the first few
was
moments
in silence, until finally that young
hut in our opinion it is absolutely among;
the necessities of the farm. | Ploughman. man from the ('ape mustered courage to address
his fair companion, and in the course of time even
embraced the fairy form, and was about to imprint
a
kiss when the veiled beauty remarked. “Sa av.
When at home bed-bug's and tlies put
young man. you are too ambitious." and
up togtether at the cheapest bourding- "the veil, disclosed the freckled features ofremoving
a voting
Imuses and show an equal disposition to gamin, whom the girls had adorned with his
sis
live within their means, lint when it tor's clothes. That young man from the ('ape ut
tered never a word : he turned his horse's head to
comes to traveling;, you will always see
ward the city, and depositing his now unwelcome
the bui;, with a seeming; disregard for expense, shin over the country in a sleeping
ear.
for cabbage head.-. | Vrgus.
[Oil City Derrick.
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'“Then* is ;t divinity Hint sh;:(>t*s
ilotijili hew lii'Mit itmv we wiil."

»»;ir

cm!--.

than i liau* !
d'nl not marry
how two men.
made enemies

And now yon know wli\ i
Miss Van Horn, and also
for a moment about to be
tbrnuyh the reckless, unscrupulous coquetry ot an inferior, lieurl
less woman, by a happy stroke of fortune
heeaine friends and brother-.
■•As tor Helen Van Horn, -lie still 1,vein sinyle blessedness, and upon the memory of her many conquests, lindiny her
chief yraliiieatiou for some y ears past in
reeountiny the various cliyible oilei- she
had refused, ineludiny always Churchill
and my self amony her rejected suitors. \
heavy speculation, into which He Suiltus
had been beyuiled about the time of Mi-.Van Horn's triple eiiyayeinent for the
same eveniny. resulted .--o disastrioush in
him that her doors were at once riyidlv
closed upon I hat admirer, who disappeared like a quenched ntelem from society.
Miaou bile ueeurred the death of old .Mr.
Vail Horn. Which, as 1 have said, left the
daiiyhler no other attraction than mere
physical beauty, that had now bee.iine so
used that it eased to plea e marriayea
hie men, and site vva no lon.yer able to
malic three enyayenients for mu- <• eiiin .'.
"Her
indeeiI. ha been a lit) of to.a
nppui t tiuil ies."
Ski nkku.
Quite a panic vv as created
at the Maidenly of Music ball Hiver, hv
the advent of a lively skunk amony the

audience. The Huston Theatre t nmpany
with b. S. ( 1 iu1111 ;iit were play iny
Kit”
before a lat'ye and elect atldiellee. In
filet, till orellest a chair, and lhose of
the parquet circle Were rowded with tile
elite ot t he city.
\ 1 ;iiluuI

1 lie <‘iiil ul lHr

lot h

.il

l,

\\

Iii’ii

kil ami \ I ,u mi I I Solid were engaged in
the bowie knil'r iliii'l, sunn' of tlir audii'iiiv in tile i'llmt pari nl'lht' theatre arose
ami imuii*iliuti'l\ tin* er\ of “dow n front"
was raisial In those in llir rear.
I'ln- an
sum- was siiihi tvturned that there was a
skunk in tin.' building, ami a panic cnsin-iI :1111hi t i*iin;il vo what a lire would
cause. In tin- rush that ciisiicii Ills skunkship became eni uce,I, ami before lie eouhl
be k i I let I lie malic bis [in cllee know 11 ill
a niaiiner not
to-night.'
pleasant In those in his imMam ladies had their
"I glanced inward Hie stranger and he nieiliale \ i,-i11it\.
returned the glance with a slight frown dresses ruined, ami considerable damage
was ilone to the eliairs and earpels in lhe
on his fact
Miss
an Horn continued,
Al lirsi it was supposed that
lint oli I ) beg your pardon, gentlemen, I theatre.
1 bad forgotten von were not aeipuiinted his introduction was the work of somi
with each other.
Mr. Churchill, of liieli- sooumlrel. who thought to have some
inonil,'and she caiclessly fell bark into amusement not m the bills, but subsethe chair, from which she had half risen quent inquin shows that this is wrone.
Oflieer -Me A dam stales that about I went \
for the moment.
I am sorry .Miss Van Horn lias so minutes to half an hour before the panic
treacherous a memory ; but I hope, Mr. he was passing alone Second street, near
Churehill with your approval- can be the theatre, and saw what he supposed
prevailed upon to defer his engagement, to be a eat running along the sidewalk,
for I assure you the picture is a rare gem, but on discovering that it was a skunk he
and well worth seeing.” i persisted in gave it a wide berth.
\iiother gentleman stated that lie was standing at the
this because I had become slightly mils
ed by the indolent way of receiving the entrance of the theatre, when the creathomage paid her, and there seemed to be ure ran in front of him, and so near that
il went under his legs in passing and dis
a gleam of triumph in the face of my
rival.
appeared up the staircase. The theatre
The young man looked at me gravely, j has been fumigated like a ship infected
then silently turned to Miss Van Horn with tlie plague : but a taint perfume not
for some expression of her wishes,
lie exactly that of Araby the lilest .still hints
to visitors nl the unwelcome guest with
was evidently very much displeased at
my interruption of their tete-a-tete, and shaggy hide and busln tail
was sullieieiitly interested in the lady to
lie seriously rutiled by my rivalry : he w’ts
Likk in
1.11,111 iioi sii. The Ihiltinot altogether pleased with the fact that
more Sun describes an ollieia! visit t.n tin*
she seemed so careless with respect to lighthouses ill 'that port hy the (.’olleetor.
her engagements, which did not accord Among the numlier is one at Seven Foot
He was a Knoll, Unown as oft lie "iron cheese-box"
with his standard of women.
well-educated young man of good fortune pattern, which stands on legs out of the
accustomed to be well received by wo- water.
The visitors dunned a ladder
men, and yet- as lie afterwards told me through a trap door and found them-lie could not hell) for the moment some selves in the garden, which is an iron balapprehension that the lady's choice for cony running around the cheese-box and
the evening might go against him, for ; Idled with ilowers growing in pots and
you know I was called unite a lady's man boxes, with several children playing in it.
Inside the cheese-box was found a large
in those days.
“As for Miss Van Horn she sat, mean- I suit of apartments, including a parlor
while, demurely toying with a large tas- j with a piano, a large sitting room, sleepsel suspended from the arm of her easy
ing rooms, kitchen, Are., quite as comchair for a moment, as if in deliberation, modious as a French Hat in a large city.
Mrs. Moiling, the keeper’s wife, said she
then exclaimed: “Keally, 1 am sure it
A litmust be very wrong in me to be so and the children were never sick.
thoughtless, is it not ?" Here a captiva- tle girl, three years old, who was born in
ting smile illuminated her beautiful feat- the lighthouse and had never been on
land but once, appeared rather shy of
ures and parted her bewitching lips, just
discovering the pearly teeth between the strangers. Three children and two
them, and she added, ‘Will you not set- grown people form the child’s world, save
tle the ipiestion, gentlemen, between the broad expanse of waters and the ships
that come and go, and the sun and moon
yourselves f
“The matter must be arranged in some and stars overhead. When the ice jams
way, and, as I was the most intimate against the piers of the lighthouse in the
Last winfriend in the family, and my rival a com- winter it rocks like a cradle.
parative stranger, I was about to mag- ter it occupied two men tiearlv all the
nanimottsly withdraw my pretensions, while to watch the stoves and keep them
and leave the field, when suddenly there from overturning. Everything was found
to be very comfortable and homelike, and
was a loud ring at the front door, and
Miss Van Horn started to her feet with the occupants of the singular dwelling
were as happy as if they lived on solid
the exclamation:
‘All, that must he Mr. DoStultus ! what laud.
■

Hot.

A correspondent ni tin- Scientific Farm
or lias ilisouvered signs of tin* rut imunis
his potatoes, which ho detines in ho "a
littlo parasitic plant nl the Ftiugus onlcr.
wiiicli lives upon the substance of the poIt is lirst noticed on the under side
tato.
of the loaves, in the form of a light frost,
rapidh spreading and turning the foliage

unfortunate. thoughtless giri 1 am for
I do believe I am engaged to go to the
opera with liim to-night !’
That quickly settled the question in
dispute between Mr. Churchill and myself: and with a common impulse wc both
rose to our feet, smiled ai each other
pleasantly, and. with a mere hurried
good evening to Miss Van Horn. 1 stooped for my hat. which had fallen from my
hand in my surprise, and struck my head
against the corner of the piano. .Mr.
Churchill rushed into the hall, almost upsetting the diminutive DeStultus. whom
he met. the very picture of effeminacy
and ultra i >p;,ishne
•Descending to the sidewalk, where
the brilliant equipage of DeStultus met
our lieu, we both .simultaneously burst
into a laugh that seemed to break the ice
between us, for ue walked otf together
lor se\ ei al squares.
\s i complained ot
a -evei'e pain in my eyes from the bloc I
had weired, my companion said:
1
hope .Mr. Hume will pardon my recent
t ilde pel si. telle.• ill Illy
I inch'd engagement with our fair acquaintance, and let
its be
mod friends out of sympathy for
the denouement.
we are here at im
\
hotel, let us enter and drink to tin- good
tiutline ia’ .Mr. De Stultu-e
"1 gladly accepted the im itation, and
we were engaged in a
pleasant eomersation. when a loud noi.se was heard in the
street, mingled with the cry of a woman
ill di t less.
"S uldenly starting to our lert v
nished forward to render a Mstanee.
Tinfirst object that met our sight was Helen
fan Horn, covered wiih mud, lmt happily more frighlened than hurt. De Stultus was also in a wretclied plight, !mt
too nmeli engrossed, as might be
expect
ed siieii a eieal ire, with hi.- own
mishap,
to give the least attention to bis tssoriale
iii misfortune, whom he left to struggle to
her feel unaided, and to make her way
to the sidewalk, where she livsterieallv
explained how a truck, against which De
Stultits’ carriage had been carelessly dri \
en, had left them stranded in the muddy
street. fortunately and maw elmisly. how
ever, without broken bones.
'Inirehill called a earnaye and we escorted the w retched demoiselie back to
her ie.-iilruee, at tile dour of which we
eoiiyratulated ln-r upon her lucky e rape,
and hid her -yood niyht.'
‘•My new friend then proposed that we
should at once drive to the opera, where
he hoped we miyht meet a party of his
friends, to whom he would be pleased to
introduce me. and in whose society we
would tind surcease for our disappointments in reyard to .Mis- Van Horn. I assented. Churchill's friends were met as
he hud promised, and aniony them were
two beautilui sisters, so attractive that
they speedily drove all I houyhts of a mere
handsome yirl, superficial and spoiled,
like Helen v an Horn, out of the head of
Churchill as well as my own.
A eliarm
illy eveniny at the opera ripened into a
serious attachment on the part of Churchill and myself for these sisters, which
ended in our marriaye. and no one ever
had juste: reason for sayiny.
an

Methods of fanning that prevailed durI >aw to night tin* man I io\ ed
Three little years ago :
ing the days ot >>ui lathers will not an1 did not think so short a time
'■vei the demands of the
present generat'ould change a mortal so !
ion.
Modern agrieulture requires tin,
1 !'<•!'»• were none like him in those
days
help of science, far beyond the capacity
So strong, so true, so wise :
ot
single banded, isolated individual
Ho had a lofty, marble brow
tavnier- to investigate or to dedui-e roAnd tender, soulful
eyes.
'iilts.
The problem of disseminating the
A voir.- of musichair by which
advanced thought, the practical experiThe raven's wing would seem
ments the valued
Hut pale, indeed : a face and form
experiences of the most
mplovnient. < mt oi employment means
1 o haunt a
sculptor’s dream.
intelligent agriculturists ot the day among
oi weik :
cit of v.,.rk means out of
Hut when 1 looked at him to niirht
The
id and that means famine and hor- tin' masses yet remains unsolved.
1 saw no single trace
!t ithousand times better to be newsjtaper press is all all powerful meor the old
dium in tlie right direction and has been
glory—only just
'"d ainner than a part oi
nieeliaiiie.
A very common faec.
heller to Woii-, the -oil and he inde- productive of vast beneficial results to
Au marble brow, no soui lit orbs
ociiiieiit. than to work lo, any man or all el a."is. v et, being controlled by private
1 lie face was round and sleek
individuals, ii doe nut wield the same
a!‘oration at .: salary.
Tim!
once to my love haunted eves
man
Kerry
authoritative svva.v that State, county
\\ as so iiitenselv (ireek
"■iid end, a wa to In-Ion.himself.
1
111
< lov ernnieiit etiiirt' could maintain.
to you til i I \\ II In- mi mva n an.
I know full well lie has not ehaimed
Hence the establishment of State agriSo very much.
II .■" iiiorlcar• 1 he pu—lbil.lies of vout
\h. in.-'
cultural
I was blind in those dcurdav-.
But
boards,
endowed
with
certain
ne
bate the couiaev to take life as.
A nd now. a bis ! 1
tight'
and
privileges, that have within
com,-.toast ia- famine
think of hum
Id ver\ dreadful to I"- bhno.
cold mini at a dollar a day a ml their power the means of accomplishing
1n course, and y» t to nmhi
i '•■'lilts
ir beyond the reach of indiv idual
ok ol Undine ii. how Would \ ou fe,-l
I should !•.- happier fu if 1
cntorpissi m ciideuvni. Farmers’clubs.
W o ale Ic. km. in iinlcpi-udciice.
-ii
Had not received m si*:lit.
-' tn.ge club:.,
i.c lacking in true com me when for
county agricultural soeie
<Mie little tin.in*lit will trouble me
t"'
an' all valuable for good in their rei ilie hiuirc
ilake ;he nm .-ardly
I only wish I knew
spective spheres. Ini! yet the present
;
U bethel- he still is blind,
oi lhe pros--in.
I would iatliei
r if
methods
of
do
action
mu
.cent to cov er
li is e\ i'S are- Open too.
la: m
mI he ,iidcpcinlciit. than Io
>
1
arlotia
IVn
lie
in
whole
Home
Journal.
Held.
[‘
■mi
dent of the I 'nited Sl-Fe- woh\ 'V stem of agricultural lectures, under
icp, ialcnce or than to he a mem
Mate ,u nullify patronage, would constiA Moment at the Window.
i I outvss filled with d, m I it
and
tute ,i better popular educator than any
ahhne. teci ... a i he populat pulse,
W !'-••
tin tln*\ (‘(Mill-, ilittl U'lltMV «lt» tlua\ !*"
present aids can supply not that lecture Ttic i‘j'« »u 11 Ot !>.•.»;. 1.- Hitt rush it ami tit*''
■•-oi tine to .ill anil artllice to keep m.\
v'stcm
vhich
is
saiislicd
w ith a single
iiirr.
^
t *!'■!
teem in*_•' 111«n15;t
-i
)«»v or «d live. I.
i annual session, and its .hurls cnnlineil to
1 !*-it nl 1 lliroii: It tin- tl:ty like ILrlitniiii*; have
W" invd inon■ maniiiies
more leal insped
a
I
!
.hill. Inn oi «<• less cumbersome
-ingle
endciice, iv,■ uni t take rare of our- and
! W hat are they uishiny. amt
hoping, and dnine.
I
more.id i vi : with less oi stateliness,
o c-.
: in-; tak
,re of our children.
^ Init will of the wisj» are iliev ever
pur>iiiu/
and in.ire cl practical work : one loaded |
in
11.,
f, hor : 1 hi.-, w <* call
in do n
'' L;tt makes them so
merit, ami trial
hopeful,
h
;
"ith
and
better
baggage,
equipped W f:et makes them s<• sorrowful. w»\irv. and sail
\\ e
leiu-e.
and pi
nlcp
lor s.-i vice in the held,
li the average !
1 eli'ou.-e
that hit- i Hess
Imiikl (• 11!.
burner
liisiiichneil
to make an annual j W hat makes some lace blank with a dull, stilled
,1,
a.
;
n;! oi which will
!
cry
mi tge of a hundred miles to drink in
I'ilgi
....
We
lie
can
ih.
I \\ hat make.-, -..me look thtuhtinely. l..*rd
u I
a,ip|.iin
the periodic tlitw of wisdom from the
..a
iih.
ithoLil lieim;
Vv h\ do some linger. WIn tlo some hum
a
let
the
lattei
of
hoard,
spend
part
nil
ii p
!
!hnl w e can be
11
llatiiiy or h»vim.' to he in Life’s wtun
its i 1111 * I in sending knowledge broadcast
iin famous.
There
Win tlo >t)iiie w ork. and why tlo soim* .'•lay.
over the Slate through the medium ot
'""i
: "..if
in.' in
e! a farmer
! lieuimror frittering tIn* hours awav
tent lecturers.
'Take, foi instance,
:
i.- !..
.i
iin n-v, that no comp,
crcinthe state ni Massachusetts, w ith an out- ! How small, how useless, it all seems t.i he.
n>I(
-inn run promise,
lay II s Itl.llllil, O! not exceeding olie-lifth | <’omj>aretl w ith the hreadtli of Lternity !
I. .!! !<-;ist In
mal man i
he'•
;'resent state appropriation for the | 1 m y surely have read. 'l e shall reap as ve >ow
> tli.r all lii|mavers am w :111i11u. hi- is client
How little tiley heetl as the;, eome 1* ami fro!
lageinent of agrieulture, one good,
'II'l
.tiled ll Si-I
i;i_;rr aim
sound, practical lecture might be deliver- i Huvv fall is (iotl’> heart of lnerev and
.iii
ila- r.t'-c n| Iilipity
and In- is
ed before the assembled farmers in every I For the work wearv people in eoiiutn and * it\ 1
-il
s an old age ul intclleetlKli
mi
town in the state, at least once during i (Helen Hi fiord.
--i 11 >.
Hut "ii a |ai in lie
as ii
the year: and vvliat practical man could
I'm an
in rsliiji. vv d Ii iiaUin-: In- livi-s
doubt the beneficial effects therefrom
1 !i leavers and live.- : tin-n- is no frightWhy He Didn’t.
I iruiers necessarily lead a somewhat
;m tin mind : ;in- nights are
isolated
hie.
and
demand
occasions
of
"Hut.
injudge, you never told im* why you
;
■••d A ;t i: sleep and jest : In- watch.-s his
terest like Hie gathering for a lecture, or did not marry Miss Van Horn.
Wo all
'! k ail'! herds mi lie -men slope : lie
the meeting on common ground with thought that matter was settled. Imt sudcats tin- pleasant rim falling t:j»«»ii his
their brother cultivators.
There is en- denly wo were surprised by the news
.nil.
and 1 lie lives he jilallted ill Ids
thusiasm in a crowd, there is a spirit that you had married a stranger in the
a a
-tie alnne. while In plants others
generated at these public meetings, fan- city, and Helen Van Horn was left desoini 11je ellilth ell V.‘ 1 In 1m'.
ned by lm al pride and neighborhood in- late.
I w onder what has heroine of her
i >iii euuii!
tilled with unemployed
y
terest, that avvak'-ns thought and creates
She must have married well, however:
-"ii. and I In* -mm
'em
iskto-day
quest
a
lieu.tliy seTitiiueut in promoting the ■he had a line ehanee to choose, tor there
aia Iiir a <iilm'.ni ;
wind hall he done
cause of agrieulture.
'That which was scarcely a. good match in the city
with these men. or rather, what shall great
indue, s preparation and activity is certain that was not at hei command at one
these men do
The only answer, in my
to pi’.'dncc lasting impressions |br good. ; time.'’
a.dameiu is, they must cultivate the soil.
"Ves. yes," answered the gentleman
pleasiii; lecturer, one who is well
Il ain- nnis!
I.
more
desirable.
I!
'er.'o.l in li;s subject, and who. after his addressed—Judge llume. a
distinguished,
so that
•.nst he
|e\ at "d hi ils rhei.e
hour "i delivery, is willing to answer j handsome, intelligent-looking man of
those -. ii'> work the land will have an
such
be
briefly
questions as may
pro- about !.”> years of age : a successful law
a
less
fhey
his audience, can interest, yer who had some years before been
>• 1;11 <11-e11
'- to"'.
a ! edai
how to eul- pounded by
inspire and instruct a large number, who raised to the judicial bench almost by
! |\ ate ;
r!e
-oil.
must t|.it lie educould lies be so readily or so effectually
acclamation
"no
woman could have
cated *impl\ to o
miiii-tefe. or lawyers,
reached bv .my othei method. Sin-h a j married better than Helen Van Horn.
a dot lot
I.ili I It
must he edlleated to
lecture would afford many texts for future Why I did not marry her is a short, simhi* 1.1mi-a
il miist he understood that
disciissii a and investigation among the ple story, not without a moral: and 1
dill ate ill I.- a- itee. -s,.l to till the -oil as
listeners :
occurrence would form a
will tell it if you care to hear it.
I have
to tillin'.! air other business or profession
i ally mg point a '.mud win eh would centre
never told it before, even to my wife, lum the ,."i\\ e must a' t rid of the
future thought, reading and reflection. dicrous as some of its phrases are. So
ilea that a
th 'dia-atiou unfits me for
aroused to individual thought, the take a cigar you will find it a good one
1 i a
...!** r.
at'
to-day lmndr. ds of goo.l e"uii!ioii-st:!isi.* of the active
and hear how. possibly, Helen Van
farmer
r d a 11
Va
iioundlcR lii-lds of inquiry. Horn is not M rs. 11 nine to-day
ug e
ntaendears who ale a or!)!
sewing
The important work to he accomplished
"Vou knew her father," began the
elime it;;:!' i:: s,
ilieitors
u- insurance,
t" --lari the average mind on the right
Judge, "and will remember that he was
clerk.-. eop-.a-i v, in short peifonnitijr tru‘track, t" inspire it with a desire for pro- reputed to lie very rich.
However, it
■e.al sen ire. ’I 'le
cem a, be willing to
gress. Ibr improvement.
turned out, upon his death, and after his
■I" anything 1 hat rail he ilnue in the
I'liere '■" ;i wonderful mauuetisin and debts were pai l, that there was left a.
Imtlse. or ill :
r,\ II. but '."i'l f: inning as
in personal appeal. Tin' a', er- mere pittance for Helen, obliging her.
tie y v. "ii|.| a i"t>io.-y. if very ouiig mall inspiration
a_ro mind i.- iiiui.' influenced In what il
the pelted child of fortune, to live with
due .lei; hi :1
milled.
inipi
heats liimi authoritative sources. such as extreme economy ever since."
W'liiit little a o"d ,-eiise la- lia- is edilraled
>mic luetiiuvis nr Slain chemists, than In
"I >o y on mean to say that she has ne\ i
i:
.i : linn .and t imes better
ml! nf him.
llu: \\ liicli il reads in the quiet of the cr married
asked his guest.
w itii.in
"o.l
edtieati m,
I ni\iTsilirs n>■_;iii/.i■ tlic
lnimcsicad.
".Married I
repeated llume: "no inimil edlie.ii i'ill without rood 'elise.
important i-dacaliimal aih anta^c-; ul' the deed! and in that may be seen the moral
i'' yom
-on
an education that w ill
j lecture system. I’olilii ians \ aloe the of my story to which I referred. Hut do
■ii ihle then] to help them—Ive.-. eduea.if the eaileathe slump speech, not let its anticipate ; let us begin at the
m that
11 be nf real use.
I,et them power
the spirit dc\duped In puidie meetings, beginning.
:
that it i- j
taught to help them.
fat above the cifect ul printed remarks,
"One evening, going to fulfill an en
m- n 'I-ft111 to be idle :
that only tie use
eireuiais nr handbills.
K\atiyeli. ts sel- gagemcnl with Miss Van Horn, as the
’ill a re honorable.
dom acliie-, e succi.
ci v ant ushered me unannounced into the
throuah the (listri
ii .on want mole men ,un! women on 1
Imtiuii iit
rminus and h\mn '. hut wield
parlor. 1 found her engaged in eonversa
:*■
t.i t iii y i.a tun 1 do oiiit-l liiii
io .nake |
<ner the human mnul
tuivli!\
\vn\
lion with a singularly handsome young
t »m11. i'.; iimiml ere:
m- l ban it
ihiiHi-di pel-ojial, impassioned pleading. man. who, I saw at a glance might readi j
l.lii' ally with life upon a fari.i ! dial it I
The li .'del of the temperance cause have lv become a formidable rival, and I fell
J
lonely. I ii l hi e day a w lien t lie omit ry wmimlil more eomerts throne'll the me- lor the first instant a
sharp pang of that
n\ ei"d
with tramp.
when a man
of public eatheriu. s and clin|uent
dium
unaniiable,
disconcerting passion, jeal
11
mi
wile and daindilei
oukv.
lint as my entrance had been an I
speaker, than in sowiny the held hroad
"1 t"
'lie di.-l a lit held to work, I 'lindow
.1
1 u iih 1 rai l-, and printed appeals.
1
was able to recover myself!
observed,
■ I
I. .ir 1
upon hi-- heart all day, and the
\\ h> t h"ll
h: hi li i t he met hods of dil
before saying in my blandest manner,
.::te
ludow is at home
In the early
lit hi a the all important truths and to
■Hood evening.’ The gentleman start
cl! 1''menl nf 1 hic ciilltt:> l!e- farmer had
ipliieinenis oi ayriiailtmal progress he ed, and wlil'liy returned my Imw. As for
take hi
family. his a so, hi. do- and
Mnee stat,
and national Helen, with suffused cheeks she said,
exceptional
.nui and ‘/o into lie- wild forest, build
aid
yurli appropriated for the promo
•Why, Mr. llume. I did not hear you at
a
cabin miles from any in ii'.hbor;. and
lion ot tin.-, uohle eate-e. win
hould its all: you are absolutely as gentle as a
e the smoke of hi.-, home
in
up alone
la ili'lieelil lllllucilee he directed ill sill'll
lamb.’
all the wide liori ton.
channels as have heen ahandoned hy
"Somewhat angry at her satirical tone
i lie Annin s.ixoii- are the only people
wise men and philanthropists in their di
I observed that she was engaged in con
hint have r\cr had the pluck to do this
reel ion ot other important public works'
uasation and probably did not hear me
111 m a.
Hut tie- necessity has pas.-ed If
the lecture ostein is so potent, in the enter, and added that I had called to
so
and
now
fat
of
instead
living
away,
lii'liI of education, rehyiim and polities, attend her to the gallery to see the pic.part as you do upon your firm- you win
persist in adianeine the claims ol ture she was anxious about.
Itoitld live in little villages, and tlie time
sericulture through the. medium of volu‘■•Ihit really. Mr. llume,' she said some
entiling will-11 ii will be dolle. Witll till minous anil rust It
reports, with limit- xv hat confusedly, looking from the strait
unproved iiiaehinery wliieh you huve you ed isrritlalion and restrieted iiilluenee
can now afford it.
j gcr to me, I iiad entirely forgotten all
Whereier the aurieiilturedeeltin- .system i about it. and si> promised Mr. Churchill
has heen adopted and fail'll dealt with,
here to accompany him to see Richelieu'
Value ol' a Cistern.

Anioih'. tliu I’arm Work which should
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The

Dangerous Business
Menageries.

1877.

Stocking

each with a white leader, and .start off in
different directions, while those who are
left in camp occupy themselves in cleaning'
W ho i;vi>r even
thought ol' tin.- lives
tliiit have 1.. lust, tin- sutlering endured. it up. rai ing for tile beasts, making boxes
tile great sums nl' money expended, and j for transportation, and cages for the exthe perfect system directing the workings | peeted new captures.
In getting wild animals the rule is to
et mm and savages far beyond the limits
of civilization, making collections of wild kill the old ones and secure the young:
for after any of the beasts have grown
annuals for the menageries. Indeed, the
business has been so almost exclusively old enough to become accustomed to the
done by two very quiet gentlemen, whose ; free life of the woods, and to hunt their
own food, they are treacherous, and worth
agencies cover nearly half the globe, that ;
little for purpose of exhibition
beyond tlie proprietors and managers of
Paul Luhu, one of Keiehe Brothers'
gardens a id shows onU a limited number have any e.inception of the extent ol men, who has lately returned from Africa
their operations, m of s,i much as their I with rare birds and animals, tells interstories of the perils of the limit.
i estiug
existence.
fhe head of tin linn, and directing He says: "The lion is a tierce creature,
and the lioness, when protecting her
■pun of ii
workings r> Mr. Charles
young, ven much worse: but from long
Kei« hi
»n d( rablt
ties side of fifty.
with the comfortable honlinwnt" manner practice we know just how to go after
them. A good ride, tirm hands and steady
ot an educated, trawled gentleman. His
eyes, and we can soon topple the old felNe,\ \ ork establishment, at .Vi Chatham
low o\ r
The old lady mav take a little
sii'eet. is passed l>\ unnoticed tty huiidii-ils dailt svi from il ortleis aie >up- longer. 1 uit in tht‘ end we are sure to kill
nid then it is no trouble to pick up
I'licd from almost even trateliug show her.
hi the I lifted State. from the Zoological and secure the cub. Wo try to get these
Carden In London, and others in Kmsia. little fellows when they arc about three
or tour ?\ eel,
old.
l’liey are then like
Wistria and elsewhere
lli< laigi: supph
puppio. easily managed, and soon
depot for this count rs is in Hoboken, young
Leopards,
ib-urt iieicho. his brother and partner, learn to kn.,u [heir keeper.
tigers, and all that kind of animals we
lives in liermany, where iliey have a gen
in
the
same
and
get
at
about Tile
way
era I supply farm for all the world, w ith
Baby elephants are hard to
accommodations and appliances for the same age.
and the hunt is very dangerous. The
keeping of almost every oird, iea-t or get.
old ones seem to know instinctively when
from
ant
or
eountrs
clime
in
that
reptile
we are after then
young, and their rage
p trt of the world that has been ■\plored.
The trumpeting of
I lies are reads at ant time to till an is something terrible.
order loi any thing from a single canars the parents can be heard for a long distance, and quickly alarms the whole herd.
thnmgh singing birds, displat birds or
trick birds up to a dock ct ostrii lies, oi' The title is comparatively useless, and
trying to approach them particular!.'
from a field mouse to an elephant
hazardous, yet it lias to be done
t'irM.
\frira. llie hnine of the greater mini- we
try to distract the attention o: the
her oi fierce. voracious ai imals, is their
ieinale trom her oft pring. Then a native
most extensive held of operation
In it
cautiously up from behind, and,
creeps
have
w
ith sheikhs or with one cut of a
they
many stations,
heavy broad-hladed
chief- in their empioy and stall ting in•knife. si*\ ers the tendons of her hind feet.
ihleellients otlered io nsli.r. tor choice She is tin'll
disabled, call lint walk, and
sjieeimens of ntiv birds or l easts. Haring soon falls tc. the around. We
promptly
nine months of every ye.u they have a
kill her. secure the ivory, and capture
hand ofexperianced white African hunt- the
little one. i if course we oerasionallv
er.- traveling
from station to station,
have a native or two killed in this kind
overseeing and directing the workings of of hunt : but they don’t cost much
only
the natives, and catching elephants, lions,
-d nr >al apiece. The sheikhs are paid in
leopards, tigers, and such other beasts as advance, and don't care wliethcr the
poor
they may be instructed to obtain. The devils come back, and so we don’t bother
company, usually composed of four or six, inuch about them.
15aby elephants we
and never more titan eight, under the
like to yet when they arc about one yeai
command of Charles Leslie, a v eteran
old.
Yoauyer ones arc too tender, and
limiter and trapper, start from (h rmany
older ones know too much. Tliev soon
aoout the 1st of September, and return
act acquainted with all the camp, and we ]
from Africa early in .tune.
During the ha\e lots of fun with them. They unrein, lining three mouths of the year, vv hich
kindly, docile, and as fall of capers as the
they know as the "rainy season," the cli- little niyyvr babies that
play with them."
mate i- so severe that it is almost certain
I tut of all tierce, unyovcrnablc and
death for a white mail to remain in Africa.
lusty brutes.” the hunter continued, "the
A few have tried it, but most of them
with vnuny is the very
hippopotamus
died, and those who survived su tie red
worst, and whenever we start otfto set a
terribly from fever, and were unable to baby of that kind we calculate to come
accomplish any tiling. I'ho medical treat- back with one or more men missing. In
ment is very limited, and routined princithe water they tiylit liydit devils, and in
pllllv. in tile i.uiguage of one of tile men. live minutes will crush to pieces the !
"to take horse-doses of quinine
until strongest boat we can use.
They arc
killed or eared: and being cured by the
quick as a llash, too, notwithstanding
quinine is worse than being killed by the their clumsy
appearance, and the oarsfever."
men have to be wide awake to keep out j
Starting from Derniauy tin1 hunters of their way. On shore they are just as
take a complete outfit of clothing, tiro- | ferocious, and the way they can hurry
arms, gilts for the chiefs, and from s7,nuii
their stumpy little leys over the yround
to SI.-,.ll(lll in drafts and letters of credit.
would astonish you. They die hard. too.
They go to Trieste, thence to Corfu, in and take a heap of killing. \\ lien such
i reeve, thence lo Alexandria, and then
a job is over, you may
be sure there is
I'here they exchange yrcat rejoiciny antony us; but, as one lit- I
by rail to Suez.
all tin ir money for Maria Theresa silver tie hippopotamus is worth as much as half !
Austrian dollars, the only coin known to a dozen lions, tiyers. and such truck, wc
the Arabs and sheikhs of Africa. A Hank arc well content to take the risk. Ur can
1
of Lngiand note is v alueless to them, and not yet these babies too
yoimy to suit us.
j
the brightest specimen of a gold \merican One. I remember, thouyh ! was not in
eagle would not buy tin meanest ring- the limit, was ca])tured tlie wry day it
iailed monkey. Tiny, next take the Turkwas born, and the hunters and attendIi steamer to .ledda, and thence to ants brought it lip Oil the bottle. Il is the
>arachiti, their last station before com- same animal that llarnnm advertised so,
mencing tlic long, tiresome and danger- exte11si\ eIy as the 1 »aby I i ippopotamus.'
ous
niaroll across the Nubian desert. I and it is now traveling with bis show,
They buy camels, water and provisions, | ostriches wc run dow n on horseback, and
and hire such of the sheikhs and other i then catch them with the lasso.
It is an
natives as they want, the latter being
cxeitiny chase, hut not particularly dan
■
and occasionally as yerous. on these hunts wc arc entitled
■heap enough
high as .*7. each for the trip across ti e to only tile youny animals we capture.
desert and when the caravan gets to The beautiful skills of the leopards, lions,
its .imtnicy's end tlie poor fellows are left and other animals we kill, the tusks of the
to get hack as best they can.
In this elephants, the feathers of the ostriches,
manner
they travel to Iloniahir, the and all other similar spoils yo to the nalicichc Itrother-' principal station m MVi
tive sheikhs and chief;
and these old
c:i. where the distinctions of caste arc
rascals arc as sharp at a trade as the
-trietly maintained, livery vvlnie man, shrewdest -old do' merchant you have in
ha
a
"man.-ion,” w Inch com i a of a j t 'batliam street.
straw house about twenty feet wide by
'Ill llll* Cl!. 11! 111 >11 i'll! I lie ll.n 1 \ ex a.vdsl
thirty led deep, and divided into two in taking ran1 of tin- animals anil tin
ill sue 11 houses they ii e, eat and general work, 1 ml tlie mental 11utie- are
room:
sleep, and ill one of them they keep the performed 1>\ Nubian slave;., who are
money that has been brought across the j very cheap illlil fun lie bought in numbers
desert in trunk s on tin- hai k« of earners. to suit. Among tile unlives tile Women
No attempt to hide it is made, nor
are looked
Women
upon as inferior.
then- any secrecy a- to where it is pack- never eat with their husband
The hused during the long journey. So honest band is allowed tour wives and a mam
arc the native blacks that ill tile past six
slaves as lie can corral."
A utlieient number and variety oi' alii
year, not a dollar has been lost by caretherein:
lessness.
been ten nulls having been seeiired a caravan is
frequently
thousand of these silver dollars in the formed lo take them across ihe desert to
lull, with only one or two white men in tiertnany or America. This usually conrump, surrounded by neg"oes, Atabs. and sists of about one bundred camels, each
ball' breeds; vet no attempt at robberv Inn ing iis indit e driver: thirty or fori \
has n il' liecn made, amt the hall-cmlhorses for lie white men and \rab hunti/.ed natives. knowing that they are not ers and their attendants; a Hock of from
en! it lei I in a lulls r until they have si mod
I ."it • to dull goals, for their milk and also ;
it, never tn to get h m anv othet way. for food, and black slaves to look out fm
The men .sleep where and as they please, the goats,
file wild animals are .secured
ami three times a day are given a tail in strong boxes and carried on the camels'
supply of Indian emu, which the> grind, backs. flies are all \ oiin■ ■; and are fed
and. after adding a little water, cook ever with goats’ milk, although occasionally,
their own tires into i sort of biscuit. The to keep them in good spirits and line conwhite men have nes. ro woman conks, and dition, they are gis en pieces of raw goats’
I he\ have eggs, eolfee, meat. Horses are
live luxuriously.
very cheap there, rangand Indian corn oiseuit for hrettkfast, ing from *15 to *gu each -the natives
with a hroiled ehieketi for a relish when- even cheaper, *7 being thought an exever tlie\ want 01 e, for fowls are very
travagant price per man for the trip.
plenty. For dinner, maize and beef 01 Milking goats are worth -I each, and
mutton, very tough and very stringy. others about f>0cents. The journey usual"A good-conditioned ox" call he bought
ly occupies from thirty to forty days, and
for s4, and a '‘good-eating goat" for all traveling is done between three and
fifty cents. A little garden truck, which eleven o’clock in the morning, and live
they grow themselves, and onions, which and eleven o’clock in the evening. Durthey raise in great quantities, are also ing midday the sun’s rays are so fiercely j
No dinner would he complete hot as to make labor or tra\ cling hazardeaten.
without plenty of onions, and they are as ous, and none is attempted. Thu route
much in order at either of the other meals, ltoine is much the same as that taken goor, indeed, at any time ia the day when ing out, and in due time the beasts are
one feels hungry.
Supper s similar to landed, usually with very little loss, on
break last, and after that tlif (tcrman the great 'lock wild animal farm of
limiter's inseparable evening friend, his l.'haries Keielie \ Brother, in Alfcldt, !
long-stemmed, china howled, fragrant Hanover. There they remain until need- !
pipe. The interior of their lint would in- ed to Jill orders of showmen in either Kuterest a New York artist. Idephant tusks, rope or America, while tln-ir hand caplion skins, leopard (kins, hunting hats tors take three months of rest and recreand coats, and long-topped hoots, ritlcs, ation before starting on another trip.
The Keiehe Brothers have nearly *o,5(l,- I
pistols, bright-colored liannel shirts, and
bits of harness lie scattered about in dire ’Mill invested in this enterprise, which they
confusion : but, in a safe place where it
have successfully conducted for many
cannot possibly he scratched or disfigured, years.
The extravagance of the prices
the only tenderly used thing within the paid for some beasts is little known. As
four strong walls, a lirst-elass full-sized high as *15,(11)0 has been paid fora single
silver-keyed (ionium accordion. M’liev hippopotamus in good condition. To-day
tell that in the long winter evenings, sgU.Oilll would hardly buy a .specimen, as
after the perils and labors of the hunt, there is not one in the country that is
l.oshe plays on it divinely, while the known to be for sale. A rhinoceros is
others puli' out great clouds of smoke and worth from *B,0(l() to *7,00(1, according
dreamilv think of the Fatherland.
to the demand and excellence.
Hiratl’es
The clearing is on tin- haul; of a litth* sell for .*1,001) to *0,0110, lions from *500
liver failed the Settet, a branch of the to sg’,51 )ll, leopards from *c!00 to *400.
Nile, and is inclosed by a high and thick hyenas about the same, and ostriches
hedge, made of a native thorn. At night, from shot) to *500. Klephants vary in
tiller tile animals have been fed, watered,
price, for, while some have sold for as low
and housed or tethered, great tires are as *1,000, as high as *10,000 has been
built at irregular intervals around the paid without grumbling for a line, big, ingrounds to scare oil' wild animals, and telligent one.
the watch is set.
liy ten o'clock all
others are in bed, with the dismal howl
11 seems hard, but the beautiful moon
of the hyena, the roar of the lion, and that smiles down a soft
encouragement
the shrill shriek of the wild-rat to disto the lot ers leaning over the garden gate
turb their dreams of wives and sweet- is the same old
reprobate that provides
hearts. The myriads of gnats. Hies and illumination for the
midnight cat soiree,
mosquitoes are ibr a time a great annoy- and smiles the same smile as the sounds
ance to the hunters, and a sort of amuseof woe are wafted to his ears from the
ment for the natives, who, with their
hapless denizens below.
black hides covered thick with grease, do
not mind them, but enjoy the contortions
of their while companions.
A plaster-ot l’aris image man is in town,
I>y eleven
o'clock till are asleep, and the camp is and all the married men in Burlington
still until about live in the morning, when wear their winter clothes and ulster overevery hods is astir again, and the busi- coats to the store and go to bed in them
ness of the day is begun.
The native ai night. It’s the only safe plan. [Burlinghunters form in parties of about twenty, ton llawkeve.
of
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An

Exciting

Adventure

which

lor stones.

16.
Occurred

ago.”
"Ves. sir.

Never told you about that
Well, i will. It was—let
me see
in 1S40. 1 was working at the
t d<l
Eagle lawn; had a eouple niec
horses, and, for a young man. was doing
a line business.
Those days there was
neither railroads or telegraph: the stagecoach w as the only mode of public travel,
and ii was the event of tile day to see the
coaches from tile West and New York
bustle into the tavern.
Well one cold
morning in the middle of Decern tier, 1
wan just stepping out from the otliee to
the long wooden veranda, w hen I noticed
two well-dressed gentleman, each
carry
lag a good-si, ed travelling satchel, hurry
tog toward the hotel.
One of them ad- i
dressing me. said :
"Stage for New York gone yet
A cs, sir."
More

1

long

for

Stones are

Oysters.

/”

mighty

scarce at

llorter wanted to make
some borders for his dower-beds, lie
asked the man what he would take tot
his load. It struck Hotter that the price
was high, intt he bought the lot and had
them dumped down by Ins gate. Tile
next day lie stuck eight hundred f them
in the sand in his garden, around the
beds, and when the job was done lie
thought it looked mu-nmmonly handsome
A week afterward there were three 01
four warm days, and Hortcr remarked
that the sea breeze smelled very strongly :
and he told Mrs. llortei that he though;
there must lie a dead whale lying somewhere down on the bauk. The next day
Tile smell became moie oileiisive. and
.Mrs. Hortei said that it was all outrage
that the authorities didn't clean up tinstreets and remove the garbage tin
poisoned the air. On tin- follow ing day
tilt- weather was extremely hot. and the
stench heeume perfectly territic.
Mi
llorter said there must be a dead lai
somewhere in tlu* weather-boarding, and
in- got the carpenter to conn and remove
some of it.
Km he found nothing, am!
upon going away he remarked to Hort.-i
filar the sauerkraut they were cooking
for dinner was the deadliest sauerkraut
for smell that he ever encountered.
The stench grew stronger all that nigh;
and on the next morning a committee oi
neighbors waite 1 upon Mr. Hortcr to .-ay
that if he would kill that polecat he would
confer a personal favor upon them and
upon the people of the country genera
Then llorter told tln-m how perplexed
he was about tin- matter, and said la
would only be too glad to Ian tin- cause
of the 1 rouble di teeted.
>.> tile
l oin
mitlee made a tom of inspection, bolding
their noses
When they got into the
garden they perceived the oysters all gap
mg wide open and evolving an awlai
smell absolutely in fumes.
tine ot the
committee-men. grasping the tact that
llorter planted tlie-e oy-tei>. imagine.!
that he wasera/.y. a:nl suddenly ciiml.co
over the fence and went home
'I laothers remained, and asked llortei w
oil earth In- meant by lay ing th.».ters around in the sun in that mannei
•■Oysters!" said llorter. --uystc:-’ on.
don’t mean to say those an- oy stn ! W.
well! that heals all!
I was vvoude.nig
what made all those -ton.
split down
1 couldn't nenumt for d
the middle.
Vnd so those are oy sterWhy I ; 11.>i 11:
oysters always came in can- !"
That afternoon he buried the shell lisli
deep in the sand and the nu-11 c.-a.-cd
Then he sold out his cottage and mov.-.l
to I.ong Kram-h.
lie told I frown, his
next door neighbor, that lie knew they
were oysters all the time and did it for a
joke, but be moved because till- people
seemed to see too aw ful much fun in it.

Atlantic, and

[From tlic Albany Kxpress. j
The writer sat in a well-known saloon
at noon yesterday,
eating a delirious salad
and sweltering over a ru]> of hot tea.
when the proprietor stepped up.
1 tie boys have a nice day for their excursion to Kingston." said he.
"They have, indeed. Ever been there f
"Ves; 1 took a eouple of bank robbers
down there twenty live or thirty wars

■•How

Use

orado a few years ago, but a ; his health
was bad he was ordered to spend a vear
or two at the seashore.
He was horn in
the far West, and had never seen an
oyster in its shell. He bought a cottage
down at Atlautic City, and went there to
live early last Spring. A tew days after
Ills arrival he saw a man going by with a
cartload of oysters, which Hotter mistook

Nearly Forty Years Ago.

affair, did

New

A man named lim it r lit mi nut in O'l-

as

hours ago.'
much eve.ted over the
new S and asked wha.t tile
oilld do In
I told them
get to New York speedily.
I diiin l know
Flic boats had stopped J
running
month, although one oi them ;
still ran to Kingston, the river lining open
that far up. siic would leave that evening for New fork, and the stage-coach
which left Albany a couple of hours before
would traustcr her passengers and mails
to tlie steamer at Kingston lAint.
Then
the gentlemen said they must get that
boat, and asked if 1 knew of a couple of
fast horses in tile city and if theycould
hire or get a carriage to beat tile stage
ill.
it was a matter ,.f lit'.- ami ,l,.:oh
they said, a in l they would pay any price.
1 asked what price they would
pav. and
they told me soiiii to heat the staye to
Kingston.
It was a
hie sum amt I
whistled, but told tnem I'd take them,
and oil' 1 rail.
1 found a friend of mine.
Hawk Lewis he hitched up the horses
to a four-seated sieiyh : the two yentlcmen bouylit some whiskey, and awai we
went dielter skelter'for Kingston.
Lord,
how we did eo : Two hours behind the
sta.ee, and yet before we reached Athens
we passed it.
Near t'atskill the horses
jlttve out completely and we had to hire
a new team,
i didn’t want to eo any
tint her on account of tile horses, hut one
The Great Wall of China.
of the jyeiitleuien asked, w hat is that team
The great \v:ilI of ('lima was measured
ol yours worth
I'liree hundred dollars.
I said.
Drive on, he answered. I'll pav in many places hv Mr. Cnthank. an
tor them.
< Mice we
tipped over, and American engineer, lately engaged mi
half an hour was spent in yet tiny to ri.yhts. survey lor a Chinese railway. His mens
Then we went at it ayain, and at b.'tu urements give the height at is feet. and
width on top of l."> feet. Kvery tew hunwere drove up to Kinyston Point, where
the steamer lay till loaded, but uaitiny dred yards there is a tower \! 1 feet square,
and Irom 'Jll to lo feet hit'll. The fonnda
lor the Albany mail
Mi.
“The two yetiliemen went on board and 1 tion of the wall is of solid granite.
Cnthank brought a hrick from the wall,
asked for Captain Doan,
lie came aft.
and they told him what they told Lewis which is supposed to h’av e heen made vino
and me cominy down.
Ilow they resided years before the time of Christ. In Imildin Canada, blit were the sous of an Liy- iltg this immense stone fence to keep out
lish nobleman, who had iveentli died, the Tartars, the Imildei net et attempted
e
lea\iny a valnaliie estate, l'heir presence to avoid mountains or chasms to
for I,(too miles ;lic wall y,,e
was needed immediately in
London, if expense.
they would sal e the estate from a desiyu- over plain and mountain aild eveiy foot
iny relatiie. The packet sailed from of the foundation is in s--la 1 yranile. and
New York for Liverpool on the tirst tide the rest of the structure solid masonry.
ne\t mommy.
They must yet it or wait In some places the wall is 1 milt smooth
thirty dills for the next ship, and so up against the hank, or canyons, or pro,
lose their fortune.
They ottered the ipices, wlftf'e there is a sheer descent ,,f
captain section if he would leave then 1,000 feet. Small stream: ale arched
and there ami make certain of rutehiny ov ei. out in the larger stre me- tlie wall
runs to the water’s ody'e and a towel is
the ship
"Would like to make that > y’.oon yen- htlilt mi each side. (Ill til, top >>1 the wall
t lie re are I ii east works, or defences, lacine
l lemeti," said i aptain
I lean, “hut my
in and out. o the defending force c in
orders aiv me, to leai ,■ till i yet the A1
bam mail, and I cannot accept
| i.i ss from oji e tower to aitoi her without
"They veined much disappointed, but being expose,! to the enemy from either
I o calculate the time of iuiiidn
said al couldn't be expected,' and they side.
made themselves ayreeable to cvi rvliodi or cost of this w all is beyond human --kill.
So fai as the maynitude m the work
about.
I !icy paid me the si'idil promised,
and yai e me .<!Uil for I lie losi horses, and concerned, it surpasses anything in m
cient or modern t hues of w liich ; her,
yaw my driver and men over *11)11 each
t race.
The py ra mid- ,,t Kyv pt are not I,
"e waited until the staye came in, the
,1 .nation New
mails and passengers Mere transferred, iny compared to it.
away went the lioal in a hurry : then we
rode leisurely hack to Uhany, it beiny a
\n amusing incident o, cm re I not tony
line iiiylil. but before we yot tliere ive
tit'll ill it well-known photograph gallery
met motinted police furiously eoiniiiy alter
1 11!
ill New \ ork
yallel V I kept I,,
our passenyeitile dead iiohlemau's l»,three handsome brothers. whose per on d
sons,
were
hank robbers, and
yus
I'liey
tlppe.iranee as Well as tile exeelleliee ,,|
those two satchels they held contained their work has done mu, It I I,l ine lie m
ovei s-.Mill,(Mill ai yuld and I failk of Lnyone day as one of the hrothei
eastom.
land notes, the jiroeeials of a liiy Mons
hi desk
was easting up his aeeouu:
treal rolilien
in the room down stairs, a woman enter
"I Mil 11H• \ r.Ill'll t In'll!
e,l and ad'aimed with the air ,,|
Ini.:a
"< ali li
VV hen [lie boat
\'iii
Nn,
dier-gelle ml to the desk. She a, very
starti*d ilia! night they talked with (‘apt. tall and stout, and rat her tin, lookin
I lean and ottered him s.'ilin if lie w ould
and evidently a foreigner. follow in _• h,a
put them on hoard of the out ward hound at the distance ,<i hall the room ,-ame a
ship In-fore he landed, as she would In- little hit of a man. with mild, upoloyeii,
lying in tlm channel. (’apt. I>can accept- sort of a look, carry illy a heavy linn,Ih
ed, and jusi at day light tin- steamboat The woman approached the photo rap
lay alongside the vessel, and by the time er, and -aid in a loud and decided lorn
Captain Ivan got to his pier, and the "T wr+rrt fo have my pieime taken in a
passengers awoke, the -hip was sailing group vv itli one of the Mr.
s," lnui
through the Narrow and away to Kng- tioiimy the name of tile photoyraph ■!
laud."
Hefot, the yentIf ui.i11 Ii l time to i,-,
"And the robbers w ere la V er heal'd of
et from his astonishment, she eonl'uim ,|.
"Never.
o!
bad
a
start
Why they
Mv folks live in a little v ilia:.1,-. in a d
iliiuy days, and being young men then, tint part ,>! i.ermany I have just l,eeu
they are prehaps living in clover in some married, and want to -eml them my pi,
Kuropean country on their ill-gotten tine, taken with my hm-band : they will
wealth, flu \ were smart enough to take never know the ,till’, r,-nee if one ,>t vmi
its in
by their smooth talk and gentle- are taken with me: I want to show the.
manly addtess."
a handsome man, yon wouldn't ealeh un.lust then the salad was linished and so
being taken with Ihitltnd she pointed
The waiter picked up bis
was the story.
over her shoulder with
eontemptuouslv
cheek, and Mr. Veazio walked toanotber her tlunnh at the meek little er,'attire,
part of the dining-room to see that bis who did not dare raise his ey,
from the
waiters were pay ing proper attention to
The photographer most
m
ground.
other hungry customers.
phatiealh declined the honor, and -IsThe story has tile merit of being liter- 1 irate woman strode out the door, foil,..■
ally true.
ed by the little man and a whole die
n
ary of indignant epithets

They

u two

were

_

1

,,

■■

Paine’s

Death-Bed.

| lT«uu tin- New > ih Tribune j
l>r. S. Iretia-us Prime lias not taken up
( olonel
Robert C. Ingersoll’s gauntlet.
The original challenge seems to have
been an other of s I .IIIMl to any person w ho
should prove that either Paine or V oltaire recanted his anti-Christian .sentiments before lie died, or approached his
end in fear and trembling, hr. Prime,
II this week's Observer, says that he has
received a letter from Colonel Ingersoll,
,11 which is proposed tlm establishment of
a court of arbitration for the consideration of certain propositions in regard to
the deaths of Paine and Voltaire. The
colonel suggests that the religious side
shall have ninety days in which to collect
and present testimony in the affirmative
of these propositions ; that the respondent
shall then have ninety days to present
evidence on the other hand ; that the
atlirmative shall have thirty days to bring
forward testimony in rebuttal; and that
the deeission shall then he argued before
the Court of Arbitration, hr. Prime
contends that not one of the propositions
mentioned by Colonel Ingersoll was contained in the oiler which was made in the
W hat he volunteers to do was
Observer.
to produce evidence that "Tom Paine
died a drunken, cowardly, and beastly
death." Without accepting the arbitration plan, lie lay s this evidence before his
readers, one of the strongest links in the
chain of testimony is a letter which appeared in the Tribune a y ear ago, containing an extract from Stephen (Relict's
journal. Without passing judgment upon
the completeness or incompleteness of the
proofs, every reader will he. relieved to
learn that the bottom has fallen out of
this absurd scheme for settling this controversy.
The safest way to rid yourself of your
wife's female friends is to make love to
them,
[(llobe-hemocrat.

h
"Say. mister." said stnail dm
el the assistants .it tin- I’uhiie l.ihraty
yesterday "I ean’t find the luniks I want
to e'il into these here eat a low..
| wish

yer'd tiinl 'em I'm

me
"What work do
you wish to draw
paternally inquired
the ottii ial. "Well hev yer wot 'Mulliitan
die Masher, or the Cory Caloot of the
tialteesf" The man shook Ids head.
"Well, I'd like lied-1 leaned lialpli. the
lianwer of the lioarinw Idaho.’" "We
don’t keep any of that kind of trash, tut
hoy." "Wot sort of a libery ;s tins, any
way .'"retorted the wamin. -Wy. it's just
like everythin' else in this country
run
for the rich all'the poor workiieyman alls
no show at all."
j From tin lioston
Travelh'r.

In* kind to the book agent,
lb- has a
father, perhaps, and a mother who knew
him in his innocent youth. Perhaps e\ on
now, in some peaceful New Kuglund \ li
lage, fond hearts are beating for him, and
sweet lips breathe love's dearest pravei
for his welfare.
Therefore lav him down
tenderly, fold his hands peacefully on his
breast, and close his eyes gently as you
put him to rest under the branches of the
weeping willow, where the birds earrol
till through the summer day s their sweet
est songs.
Put plant him deep plant
him deep! [Puck

Paseall Merrill of Heading, \ t., came to
his death in a singular manner.
In tall
ing, a small tree near the roadside lodged
against the tops of some other trees. In
order to bring it down the tree being
Mr. Merrill
comparatively small-sized
placed his shoulder underneath to dis
lodge, it from the stump, and in doing so
the butt immediately shot backwards,
carrying Mr. Merrill’s head on to the
stump, where it was caught between the
body of the tree and the stump, and there
held until life became extinct.

Congressional Matters. The Organization.
J.

\ NT»AI. I.

W

Oct. I A.

\shing i.»n.

In the Democratic Cau

tonight Kamlall was nominated for Speaker on
the tirst ballot receiving 10A votes against I J for
ous

S

ivler and *JA tor Goode.
\1

11 1;

AlT’OINTMENTS.

large number of office seekers at the hands of
those expected to hold positions in the House
\

Idled the lobbies of the House to watch the results
of the caucus.
THE
\i

THE

NOMINATED ON' THE FIRST BALLOT.

( AN DI DATES.

meeting
Representatives for New York
t*' dav n was
agreed not to present the name of
C<>\ for Speaker.
Ohio reduced the candidates to
Randall. Goode and Sayler. Shortly after the can
was called to order
by Clymer of Pa.. Stevens
of Ga.. nominated Samuel J. Randall a candidate
tor Speaker and referred to his
P“*t record in public a flairs, speaking in earnest terms of his qualifications for presiding officer of the House.
of

a

PRESIDENT’S
PAYMENT

OK

Fellow Citizens of the Senate aiul House of Representatives
The adjournment of the last Congress without
making appropriations for the support of the army
for the present fiscal year, has rendered necessary
a suspension of
payments to the officers and men
of the sums due them for service rendered after
the 30th day of June last. The army exists by
virtue of the statutes, which prescribe its numbers,
regulate its organization and employment, and
which fixes the pay of its officers and men, and
declares their right to receive the same at stated
periods. The statutes, however, do not authorize
the payment of the troops in the absence of specific appropriations therefor.

<

FOR.

RANDALL SENT

the balloting the nomination was made
unanimous, and Messrs. Wood. Goode and Sayler
After

appointed

were

a

formally

committee to

commu-

the result to Mr. Randall. He was found in
fie room of the Committee on
Appropriations and
was addressed
by Mr. Wood, informing him he had
been unanimously nominated lor Speaker by the
Democratic caucus of the House of Representatives. and inviting his presence in the hall.
Ppon
his entrance into the hall Mr. Randall was greeted
with a heartv round of
applause.

nicate

RANDALL’S ACCEl'TANcK.

Mr. Randall thanked them for the action taken
by the caucus, saying I will in administering the
high office to which 1 shall be called endeavor to
d«» my lull duty to my country, believing that in
such a course 1 will best promote the interest anti
success of our
party, secure your confidence and
receive the approval of my countrymen.
(Ap

plause.)

1 hi: OTHER

NOMIN A

HONS.

Sergeant-at-anns Thompson, was then nominated
l»y acclamation for that office ; Adams the present

incumbent was nominated for Clerk, and Polk, of
Missouri, for Doorkeeper: .1. M. Stewart, of Vir
ginia. was nominated for re-election as Post Master >»f the House, and Rev. Dr. Paisel of the
Southern Methodist Church, for Chaplain.
ORGANIZATION

OF

THE

HOl.’SE.

in- House of Representatives are expected to
from noon until two or half-past two to
morrow in
organization. The Senate will await
Cm action of tin* House, after which a
joint an
miltee will notify the President that
Congress is
reatiz to rereive
any comfnunication.
'J

"nsumc

rm;

president's

message

which will he brief, is now in the hands of the
public printer anti will be printed in advance of

delivery.

sens hues.

the organization a resolution will be
introduced and pressed to a vote pledging the
muagainst granting subsidies.

Larly

after

PLACE
<

ul.

WAN TED.

Polk the Democratic candidate for door

keeper of the House is already over run with applicants for office, though as the appointments of

MESSAGE.

THE AK.MY.

INCENTIVES

lo

PROMri ACTION.

The constitution has wisely provided that no
money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in
consequence of appropriations made by law, and
it has also been declared by statute, that no department of t ic Government- shall expend in any
one fiscal
year any sum in excess of the appropriations made by Congress for that fiscal year. We
have therefore an army in service, authorized by
law and entitled to be paid, but no funds available
for that purpose.
It may also be said, as an additional incentive to prompt action by Congress, that
since the commencement of the fiscal year the
army, though without pay, has been constantly
and actively employed in'arduous and dangerous
service, in the performance of which both officers
and men have discharged their duty with fidelity
and courage, ami without complaint. These circumstances, in my judgment, constitute an ex
traordinary occasion, requiring that Congress be
convened in advance of tin* time
prescribed by
law for your meeting in regular session.
the

appropriations ani»
STRENGTH OK THE

the

m:mkki»:ai.

A I’M V.

The importance of speedy action upon this sub
on the part of Congress is so manifest, that I
suggest the propriety of making tlie
necessary appropriations for the support of the
army for the current fiscal year at its present max
iiiium numerical strength of *2.">.U00 men. leaving
for future consideration all questions relating to
the increase or decrease of tin* number of the enlisted men. In the event of a reduction of the
army, by subsequent legislation, during the fiscal
year, the excess of the appropriation could not lie
expended, and in the event of it. enlargement of
the additional sum required for the pay incut of the
It
extra force could be provided in due time.
would be unjust to the troops now in service, and
whose pay is already largely in arrears, if payment
to them'should be‘further* postponed until after
Congress shall have considered all questions likely
to arise in the effort t<> fix the proper limit to the
strength of the army.
The remainder of the message is devoted to
other deficiencies, and to recommendations of an

ject

venture to

appropriation for the country’s representation at
the Paris Exposition, and at the International
Prison Congress.
Waterville Desperado and His Feud.
Settling a Fence Quarrel by Rifle Bullets.
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Letter from Boston.
things are being brought
whirligig of time! The all
('orrvspoiulcnee of the Journal.
powerful Republican party of a few years
Boston, Oct. 15.
ago, that ruled the country with despotic
Nothing could afford us greater pleaspower, that rode over the Constitution, ure, than thus to see ourself once more
made and unmade Supreme Courts, and
peeping out from the columns of the .jolly

V'hat

held itself accountable to no tribunal, is
about to be shorn of the last vestige of
its power—the control of the Senate of
the United States. The Democrats can
very soon, if not at once, control that
body. Morton is stricken by palsy, Patterson indicted and almost a fugitive front
justice, Spencer in the Black Hills, Sharon

Stranger Saw

in

Bucksport.

BccKsroiiT, Oct. 17th.
The dweller on the shores of the Penobscot bay,
who ascends the river a few miles, as far as Bucks

old Journal; though it requires all the
pluck in the feminine composition to ask
in the well dressed assembly,
when our suit is so rusty from the long

place

a

a

[Correspondence of the Journal.]

of quill driving. Just wait ’till
we get the fall fixings, and the mosquito
bites have had little more than a day to

suspension

port, will find the scenery so changed that he might
well imagine himself hundreds of miles from home.
This handsome town lies on the east bank of the

and ,Jones too busy in looking after their
minerals to come to Washington.
It is

The

Victory

in

Ohio.

The results to the Democracy in last
week's election in the great state of Ohio
are abundantly confirmed by fuller returns. and constitute a brilliant triumph.
A Governor

by 25,000 majority, and a Leg-

islature by over forty on joint ballot, with
an United States Senator
depending on its

vote, is

synopsis of the result.
It makes no special difference whether
the wound which the Republican party
a

has received in Ohio be as

deep

well,
or as wide as a church door.
Tis enough,
and will suffice. The grave is dug, and
as a

the funeral cortege waits. It will have
few prayers and fewer blessings.
its

long

career

of wrong headed mis-

doing made a curious diversion for its last
days—as bad men sometime experience
repentance, and to some extent make res-

Wo

the accusation
brought against Miss Hattie H. Smith,
of Skowhegan, by Henry Plummer, dry

have mentioned

dealer of that town, for whom she
had been for four years clerk. A search

goods

warrant revealed at her

goods
taken secretly from

his stock, such
as dress patterns, silks, thread, laces, <ke..
and on the complaint of her employer she

been

indicted. The trial took place last
week. Miss Smith was defended by K.

was

F. Pillsbury, Esq., who put into the case
zeal, eloquence and ability

the usual
which he

brings

as was

It

to the defence of persons

shown that many of the
goods in question had been purchased and
paid for, one dress at a store in Boston,
accused.

was

abundantly proved

others

:

presents from various friends, and
had been

provided

for her

So minute and

marriage.

the defence that there

were
some

approaching
thorough

was

nothing

left

was

for the prosecution to stand upon, and an
acquittal followed at once. The trial oc-

cupied

four

days,

the court

being

room

tilled by a sympathizing crowd that burst
into applause at the verdict “not guilty.'’
John S. Jleald, of Portland, is

one

of

the best detectives in the country. He is
constantly putting his bracelets on some

a

rat in the cellars of the Back

There is

general feeling in Boston

a

that hard times will not be the inevitable
for

excuse

year, and

thieves and house-breakers in Kennebec
county, who have recently broken into
stores and houses as follows—H. A. Arch-

er, Fairfield Centre; L. Libby, Albion;
C. Fulsom and J. M. Field, West Waterville

;

F. Meady’s house and several others

in Gardiner ; two in West Waterville and
L. W. Cochrane, Wiltwo in Waterville.
lard Thompson, Manley brooks and John
Johnson, have been arrested as the thieves
and

lodged

gusta

in the Kennebec

jail.

In Au-

ten houses have been searched for

the stolen property, and some of it has
been found in eight of the ten places.
Rev. II. ('.Munson, the Greenback eaiutidatc for
Governor, preached his farewell discourse at Skow
hegan on Sunday week, lie is to return to Turner.
a

Hut he will always be remembered as
queer episode in the politics of the

His memory will be kept always
green by that letter of acceptance, which
conveyed a dim notion that he had dropstate.

ped a syllable

ot his

that Munson is

our

original

old

name, and

acquaintance

Mun-

chausen.

economy, the coming
enterprising dealers are just

even’

our

a

covetous

neighbor,

over

there.

Sergeant

favorite of General Scott, and is therefore
kept iu the service The fort itself is built of
granite from Mt. Waldo, and it is massive and
solid as the rocks oil which it rests. Begun in
184»), it is not yet completed, though work on it
has long since ceased, and will probably never be
resumed. Posting about a million dollars, it stands

themselves. Windows, which
a monument of human folly ; for since the present
becoming a competing feature of
advance in the science of war. it would not be
the ambitious dry goods and millinery much more effective in time of
danger than an
houses

perfectly

are

radiant with

bright and beautiful tints which
bedeck

streets later in the

our

the

are

to

season

;

and the shopping mania is at its height.
It would seem that, with the promise of
money in the pocket, some
choice and desirable article might be purchased, which would give the jaunty fea

bit

male
able

more

semblance of style, for a reasonfigure. But French novelty goods,
a

have all gone mad, can’t
he wrenched from the clutches of those
relentless clerks for less than from three
which

over

we

ancient feudal castle of the middle ages. A walk
through its winding passages ami lung encircling
ride gallerv is interesting hut wearisome.
The
fort has reached its only usefulness—that of a
good show place.
But we have no intention of writing a tourist’s
letter, but rather desire to give some items about
Bucksport. Tlu* new concert hall, built by James
Kuiery. is worthy of prominent notice. It is a
model of its kind, for it is exactly suited to its
purposes. The auditorium is 00 bv f»0 feet and 25
feet high. The stage is 25 feet deep, and the stage
proscenium has 20 feet opening and is 18 feet

high. The seating capacity, with gallery, is for
800 persons—though then* have been 1500 people
in tiie hall at one time. The dressing rooms are
to live dollars per yard. And like the old
ample: there are retiring rooms for the use of the
song, “It takes forty yards,” &c. To be public and all needed conveniences. The ventilasure, it has much the appearance of what tion is effected by a method of Mr. Emery's in
“
our mothers used to call
sheeny rugs,” volition—the lower sash of the windows tips forward a few inches from its upper edge, when it is
the exact recipe for which was the old
desired, and a current of air passes over the heads
rags left from the more elaborate Mower of the audience without any perceptible draft. Tho
j
pot and immense blue and green roses building is roofed over in a novel manner, and this
adorning the parlor hearth rug, and a method is also an invention of Mr. Emery's. One
couple of days pulling of the same with a vard square pieces of common cotton cloth were
hook constructed from a dilapidated table laid down smoothly in white lead, the doth being
fork.

There is

one

little

at the

woman

of

unhappiness

more

cause
an

to

the

owner

irrisistable French novelty

suit,

than the loss of the best Sunday night
“fellar" living; and she airs the sentiment.

sions

too.

on

hence

;

sundry opportune
the

confession

occa-

in

these

truthful columns.
Black is

day

or

longer the correct thing for
evening, and only handsome silks
no

and velvets of the sombre hue
sible in

a

lady’s

wadrobe.

are

admis-

All black

woolen fabrics

are brightened with gay
pipings, and even the proverbial black cloak is in favor only with

embroidery

or

elderly people. Hats and
becoming so complicated
impossible to accurately
girl with the

bonnets

are

fast

that it would be
describe.

'The

mosquito bites on the
left side of her face, wears her Fall hat
on that side; she of the perverse crimps,
most

the saucy hat far down over her
eyes, and fails to remote the becoming
appendage until time to do up on hair

pulls

Felt hats will prevail. An especial
style for the girl of the period is the exact shape of the gentleman’s “Derby,’’

pins.

They have a particularly mild type of
and has only a band of ribbon, and a
police justice over at Waterville. A desat the side.
Soft felts, dented
perado shoots murderously at a party of huge wing
and every where, are particuanywhere,
into
three
of
and
bullets
them,
men, puts
convenient for traveling, as it doesn't
the kindly, considerate judge sets his larly
bloody intentions free again on eleven
hundred dollars bail 1 t'pou the whole,
we shouldn't want a choice lot joined to

charge

was a

Bay.

offender, who thinks he is too smart to be Hub, who scorns the tempting bait, for
caught. He has just bagged a gang of she can swear that one smart shower will

’•

reflect on either party when the other
side of the railway tunnel is reached.
Bonnets are still worn far back, and

tower

sufficiently

in front to admit of

a

tirst well covered with the same ; then over.this
first layer a second has been put which was treat
ed with lead in the same manner. Not a nail has
been used to fasten these pieces of cloth except at

This roof has stood two years with
leaking drop, and Mr. Emery claims for it
superiority over tin roofs. Mr. Emery is a man of
fertile invention. His own residence, planned bv
the gutter.
out

a

himself, is. for an inexpensive house, the most
artistic and convenient villa we have ever seen.
This gentleman has done much for his town. Back
of Emery Hall stands the engine house of Deluge
No. d. which contains many conveniences, while
the hall proper is tho engine company's room,
a pleasant apartment, well furnished and carpeted,
and from its hull's eye \v imlows commanding a tine
over

view of the river with its bold headhunts.
It is surprising what a great tide of travel east
waid passes through Bucksport ; the Ellsworth
stage leaves the door of the Robinson House daily,
loaded down with passengers and luggage, while
numbers of people start otf on the same road in
the more comfortable livery carriages. The ur
rival and departure of the stage reminds one of
ye olden tymes." The Boston and the Portland
steamers and the trains of the B. A B. railroad

City and County

Now for the ludiau
New cider is to be

remarkably

short passage: in forty five days he
sailed from Bangor to Grenada, thence to Bonaire,
thence to Providence. He carried out lumber and
brought back salt.We have before spoken of the
beauty of the scenery here, and we wish to mention
that the local photographer, Mr. Frank Morrill, has

The ladies
Not

ho

summer.
scarce

this fall:

overhauling their furs.
carting of water as there

are

much

was

About time to be thinking of putting
double windows.
The city boll now rings at
o’clock in the morning.

seven

on

and

your
half

a

Capt. James White, of Belfast, lias been place.t
in command of sch. Hattie.
The lower masts have been placed in position
board the new hark Charles Stewart.

on

Garfield of (fiiio is in

a

which is 45x10 feet, and ten feet high from
tin* foundation, contains 100.000 brick*. They have
a new boiler. I.'»x4, with fifty three flues, and an
engine Sx‘24, all set up and i:i working order, 'flu*

smelting furnace is twenty three

foot

and

a

half feet

The crushers,
and live tons.

high,

a cr

••

The lease of Pierce

Hall by tin* (iood Templars
ill vacate and ill tutiiP- will
hold their tneetiiurs in tie* vestry of the f mver
salist church.

having expired, they

\i

When we were ahoy, ever so nut'
wasn't this about the season tlmt w
went out with those nice little parties to •rath
beech nuts
Let

two rooms are finished oil*, one for an
office, the other for a lahratory, where the whole
work of the establishment, except crushing tie*
ore. will he duplicated in a miniature form. The
ore will be assayed here, from time to time, as the
miners get the shaft down.
The shaft where they are gettiugthc ore is about
400 feet from tin* smelting works, and within fifty
feet of the shore and tide water, but with the
mouth considerable higher than the highest tides.
It is now down forty feet, and sinking deeper every

building

us see.

years

ago,

Tin* present terra of schools in tin* central 1.
in this city close on Friday, the P.Uh. Then
will lie one week's vacation when a term of ;
weeks' duration will commence.

trict

Wm. K. Hogan. of Bath, (iraml Master of tin
(iraml Lodge of Odd Follows of Maine was in tin
city last week. He in company with (iraml Mar

day. It is Ox IS feet across. The ore lays princi
pally in a seam from twenty to thirty inches with*,
running lengthwise of the shaft, close up to the

shal
o

W. W

rustle, of

Belfast,

is

v«<iti11 tr lodges

die i ally

Henry Mudgett, ot Newbury, assaulted the _mi.
wall, which is almost as true and smooth
keeper of the Monroe fair with a knife stubhim
the wall of a house. The silver hearing seam
[ him in the face and neck. The wounds w. p.
has widened from four inches at the top to what
painful but not dangerous Mudgett is held t
[
it is now. What the prospects arc for itseontinu
answer for the assault.
to
of
1
China.
course
cannot
tell
:
hut
ing through
Benj. P. Hazeltim*. wife and child, arrived on
at present there are no indications of its giving
Saturday in this city, where we understand the
out.
They will probably soon commence follow
lug this seam h\ drift, both under the river and will reside in future. Mr. Uhetiervalso arrived to
tin* same train, for tie- purpose of taking his fain
hay and in the opposite direction
ilv to San Francisco for the winter.
The building is on the hank of the reach, about
western

as

seventy-live feet from the water. They arc build
ing a wharf nearly in front of the building, with
UMi feet front, where they will receive the ore Iron,

On Saturday, a team with a load of goods :
the country, among which was a hogshead of m
lasses, broke down on Main street, and a great
many gallons of sweetness were barely saved troi.
bursting oig and ■akingto the gutter

their mine in St. (ieorge. New llrunswiek. which
is being worked by a large gang of men.
They tell
me it i> necessary to have two di He rent ores worked
A sehool of tinker inackeic-; nave mad* their
up
together, in order to get all the^value from either. pearanee in our harbor, and last week were caught
There is now piled up. near the smelting works, I in quite large numbers from tin- wharves ami
about »’»<•<> tons ot ore trom the shaft here, and with bridge
It is something remarkable for marker*-,
an equal amount from St. (Ieorge. they hope to be
to 1m* caught in those waters so late m the season
able to work all winter.
The steamer «’ity of Riehraoml, from Portland
1 believe 1 never had anything to do with a piece
Thursday morning, lauded the largest amount
of machinery that got running as soon as was ex
freight ever put ashore in thi-^ city from that mutt
pected, therefore I will not say when wc shall In- \nioiig the
principal items acre too hands o;
read) to start up hut as all the machinery is on ilour. and Its) mil* ot leather. >he was Iw
h.>uithe ground now. ready to he set up. we shall, uu
at her whai f.
less there is some great drawback, be ready lo tic
V year ago this week. Sunday the loth. then
middle or last of next unmtli.
w. «
t
was a wintry day set right down in the middle
golden October
The W illd ho\\ led. tile SUoW tie
Generalities.
j
like stormy March, and there was seen the eurioti-.
»'ulorado Inis voted iIowa l In* ballot tor woman.
sight of trees laden with -now and rip** applet
the same time
But we had some :ncc fall wcatle
Potatoes .it Bangor are 'I per barrel tor \N bites
afterwards.
amt si. I»> tor Early Rose.
■

Two Tennessee men swapped
day and both of'em got cheated.

wives

<’apt. Viigustus Putters..ii wife tin.I Tew of P
hark tieorge Krcmelberg. m V*w York. re,
abandoned at sea. arrived at t'owes Fnglumi. Or!

tin* other

(lov. Hendricks and wife arrived in New Y«uk
last week in the steamship Bothnia.
<»f hydrophobia in

ease
one.

The

\

irtiui

Boston last

w a> a

One

u

having been taken "If l.\ brie \ u 'm \ struli
apt. P belongs 111 Stoekloii. w here a portion
the lost vessel w as wwm-d. >he was built in St.m k
ton in 1^7... by the late lion is
[ h-trlmr.
10

•

«-,*k

wuman
even

l.

O.M-ar W. Pitcher. o.f this eity, to whom the >.•
Walter II Thorndike with eoal and hriek. ise<-:
signed, liad a letter on Saturday from tin- Hoe;
laud owners saying that the vessel was sate. Sin

“Mother. I've come home '• vote. is a new song
dedicated to the department clerks from Ohio.
Carleton. Norwood A »'.■ are getting out th
moulds for a I BOO ton hark, to hi* built next -mason

was a! Ihdawuiv Break w ater on the
th iu>l wh-e
she hud hern for nine days, with a Very huge tie.

The Portland Press remarks that a 1>*.\ 10 years
was to he seen ill that cit\ W rduesday di-ail
drunk.

of age

The 1 unmet*.s and mills n Pennsylvania. I'mm
present indications will la- going .it a lively rate
before » 'hristmas.

Back of the Robinson House and connected with
is a large new carriage-house, and an immense

.Jetferson Oavis has almost linisln*d his memoirs
«»f lie* civil war He severely censim-s Let .t .-<•{>it
E. Johnston

stable, not yet quite completed.
Very near the hotel are the extensive green
houses of Mr. Frank F. Moses, sou of the propric

Bros

each

dared to say more about the good points of Major
Moses, hut he so despises anything that looks like
puffery that we must hold up.

new

Mathews

future.

nine
being
up, weigh
About fifty tons of the m>-st imbeiiur
proved machinery that could be bought
put up oil the gro iml.
lit the eastern end of the second story of the
set

workman in

a

then;

The Belfast shoe factory has laid in a very la'.*
stock of leather, and tin* appearances are that
considerable amount of work will he dune :n t1

built solid of brick and stone.

now

passenger i- killed in England tbi
000.000 carried ill Ohio for every ML

it

Henry Moody,

amuse

sash and blind factory, got his hand afoul of
cular saw. on Saturday, and badly cut

six inches diameter, made of quarter inch boiler
iron, and will he li ted with nine tous of tire bride.
It sets on a foundation of ten feet diameter, six

may, for it would be hard to lind a better laid table
to sit down to than at this same house.
Major .1.
Moses, the proprietor, is a type of the jolly,
generous, old time landlord, who /attends personally to the wants of his guests, who sees that all
He is a
nave what they want, and are satisfied.
tavern kecpei such as would have delighted the
heart of Charles Dickens, and he is a person of
marked and pleasing individuality. We wish vv.

1

high by sixty

Another
and a fatal

F.

this region, and frivolous fellows
selves by seeking out victims.

nace.

bring the travelers: but if they are bound east
they must depend on horse tlesh for locomotion.
ll is noticeable that they all like to stop and
take dinner at the Robinson House, and well they

whole hen roost, the feathered creation
He being at present the correct adornment
tight
place.
sidi-red.
a great many men, and a
new eonserva
great variety of
the Sunday tor of the Robinson House. Some
The second set was signed by W. P. Kellogg, and
denied, over his own signature, that Pres- for that pride of woman
lories have been recently built, and a new boiler
facts; but lie seems to have possessed a
r- aeiu-d the clerk at ditferent times and
by differ
ident Haves requested him to withdraw bonnet. A more accurate description of and
•■lit channels. In regard to the latter. Clerk Adams
apparatus for heating was put in last Saturgreat alacrity at losing his hold of the
id the eertiiicates signed were not in compliance
from the Senatorial contest, in order to the decided modes can be given after day. By a simple arrangement hot water is eon
with the laws of Louisiana and were not proper
facts, judging by the perplexed and bebe a candidate for Speaker, in which the Jack Frost has taken a permanent resi- ducted in pipes throughout the establishment, thus
credentials. Therefore, the clerk said he could not
wildered way in which he treatsa straightrecognize them or put the names of members hold
President agreed to aid him. And now dence among the belles and beaux of the affording the plants an equable and healthy degree
forward matter. We asked for a explanajiig such eertiiicates on the rolls. The third set
of heat.
Very line are the crosses, wreaths, etc.,
are signed by F. V. Xicholls as Governor, and are
the
letter is published in full. Good bye season.
tion of conflicting statements in the colwhich Mr. Frauk F Moses makes up and semis to
in due form and in accordance with the laws of
is
me
street
waged against
Garfield.
Again war
his customers in Bangor, Ellsworth. Belfast. Rock
Louisiana. The names of members holding certitiumns of the Opinion, and the editor
provender. Every little dusky haired chest- land, and other towns within easy communication
•ates signed hv Xicholls had been placed on the
The statue of the late Edward Little, ceeds to
that
he
once knew a man
say
rolls.
Bangor last week exhibited her abun- nut roaster is sending sparks enough with Bucksport. He is an artist of considerable
executed by Simmons, the sculptor, was
The clerk called the roll through without interwho wanted a Congressional nomination dant and
unveiled
on
Edward
powerful water supply to visitors from her fiery eyes to ignite a dozen merit, and he puts something of the taste into a
Little
Thursday,
on
until
Colorado
was
reached, when Air.
rupt
Adams said he had excluded the names of Bel ford
park, Auburn, in the presence of 5(100 and couldn’t get it! It is his way of in- representing Frederickton, N. B. If they
flower piece that he would into a painting.
places of authority like City Hall. It in
and J’atterson, both claiming seats from that State.
A large procession of Masons, sinuating—and tin insinuation is
people.
From flowers to boots andshoes is quite ;i jump,
to
come
the
New
Brunswickers
always
There wen- *JX!» members present, more than a
Belfast,
Local dealers complain
a hard tpiestion.
children of the public schools, alumni of
but not far beyond the green-houses and across the
Mr. Hale arose and offered a resolution.
;i sneak's method—that the editor of this
«|itoniin
can't
see any water supply, but they can
Edward Little Institute and others was
that rents are high, and that trade should street is the Moccasin and Shoe*
Mr. Wood, said nothing was in order but to pro
Factory of K. A.
il to an election of Speaker.
escorted to the park by Johnson’s band. paper is the disappointed aspirant alluded see the blackened ruins of two great fires, be
Patrons declare the ancient Buck & Co. Here about l‘J,000 dozen of moccasins
protected.
M
«'nx objected to the reception of the resoluThe city council of Lewiston and Auburn to. We ask the Opinion again, as we and first rate material for a third one.
tion am! mad* a point of order that it was not in
apple and orange women slip as few rot- have sometimes been made in the summer months,
participated in the exercises. After music have once before, to name the occasion
ten apples into the bag as the dealer, and all for the western trade. They are now turning
Found
on
Boston
Common—A
of
small
the
Smith
of
asby
The Clerk decided to have the resolution read,
band, Mayor
piece
Auburn,
or the time when that
From January 1st to
out fifty dozens per week.
“attempt” took elastic about ten inches in length with monogram
and it was done.
In substance, it provided for sisted by Mayor Russell of Lewiston, unpocket less change. Somebody will un- June 1st. thirty or forty hands are employed in
striking from the rolls the name of Patterson, and veiled the statue, which stands upon a place. The public can't have much in- buckle. The owner can have it by calling and
her
Post.*
proving
property. [Boston
doubtedly be hurt before the question is manufacturing heavy shoes. Tin* factory has been
inserting tin- name of Belford.
granite base seven and onc-lialf feet high. terest in this matter, to be sure, hut if
As the Clerk had not placed the name of Patter
Let’s see. Ten inches in length—three satisfactorily settled : and we advise any established three years.
The figure is seven feet in height, of fine we can
o;, the rolls, the resolution created a laugh.
our
get
slippery neighbor to fix and a third inches in diameter. I I’m
The writer took a ride over to the Trim farm,
Mr. llah* said this part of the resolution would
Munich bronze, pronounced by art conaspiring friend who may contemplate
himself somewhere for a brief time, we
ot oourse he stricken out.
from tin* village, the scene of the
noisseurs abroad, as well as by those who
'twasn’t any down east girl lost that.
to start a peanut stand about live miles
his
r
farm,
leaving
The Clerk decided that the point of order was
horrible murder which happened there just one
bate seen the work in this country, as promise the public some amusement from
well taken, and that the resolution was not in
at the Hub, to “bide a' wee
It will be revear ago on the 14th of October.
one of the finest portrait statues ever exhis squirming—and that will be worth
A Washington despatch represents the
order.
There was a new birth oil Sunday in membered that a Mrs. Thayer. Mr. Robert Trim
Mr. Hale appealed from the decision of the clerk.
ecuted by an American sculptor.
An something in a dull season.
President as being very much depressed
The latter declined to entertain the appeal and address
the newspaper world—a Sunday edition and a little girl were murdered, their house and
commemorating the character of
said the only question in order was to elect a
And right here we want to express a and discouraged at the result in Ohio.
Edward
Little
was
delivered
of the Daily Globe. Like all infants, it barn burned to the ground, and that their bodies
by Judge
speaker and that the motion was to second the deHo has also become so much intimidated
mand for the previous question oil ordering the Morrill, and a poem was read by Mrs. M. disapproval of the vagueness which is
had its welcome, but did not possess the were destroyed by the Humes. One Kdward M.
election of speaker. Tin* question was put and S. Read of Auburn. Mr. Little was the habitually
feature of the Opinion’s edi- by the rebellious Republicans that he
Smith was suspected, tried and convicted, but he
elaborate outtit which is generally in
declared carried.
founder of religious and educational in- torials. The issue of
is now iu llangor jail awaiting a new trial on some
21st had don’t dare go South to fill the Supreme
Mr Hale demanded tellers, and the House diSeptember
The
same
even
waiting for the stranger.
Some new witnesses w ill be called
vided. The question was carried—141* aves, 12P stitutions in Auburn, and this statue is directed at this
technicality.
an article which
as
he
desires
to.
paper,
vacancy
erected by the city in front of Edward
much the same matter, and if another trial is
nays and the resolution was then adopted.
very
day
suit,
granted. It seems that a party
Air. Clyiner placed in nomination for Speaker
Little high-school building, in commem- came to a sudden termination in the midThe Republicans obtained a decided alas! no Moody and Sanky here to offer of young fellows and girls from Verona (the town
Samuel .1. Randall. and Mr. Hale Janies A. (iartield.
oration of the great service of Mr. Little dle of a word, as though the writer, pacing
'fin* result was aiiuouuced as follows: For Samuel
A bit of on the island) were out on a lark on the night of
or praise for its future.
to the city.
the floor in the ecstacy of composition, had success in the recent elections in France, prayer
J. Barnhill IT.*: for James A. (iartield J’Jg. The
the tragedy and they met Mel Smith, at a late
will
however,
undoubtedly
clerk thereupon declared Air. Randall duly elected
248 members of the Assembly to good nursing
hour, on the bridge leading to the island. And
Win. 1J Gilman, the New York forger, walked through the office hatchway, and electing
for the loth Congress.
117 Conservatives.
Gamhetta and his place it in rank with its more popular they remarked at the time that it was strange he
The Speaker on taking the chair said, gentlemen
made a confession in court Friday.
He couldn't get back before the paper went
of the House of Representatives, elevated lor the
It is
was going over there at that time of night
crowd are consequently at the top of the editions.
to excuse his crime by stating to
press. We never knew a disputant to
second time by your generosity to the exalted attempted
are as plenty as flies in a
now supposed that this was after the murder, and
that although he knew he was running
Weddings
ladder.
of
1
of
this
House
thank
with
dignity
Speaker
out of sight so suddenly.
you
And in the
behind and that his investments turned go
I shall endeavor with even tema grateful heart.
cheap hotel, and each couple, as it drifts that he was going over to the high hill in Verout badly, yet he kept on, hoping that above extract the editor, peering into the
ona. which commands a view, to look across and
per. hut with rigid firmness, to perform the duties
The Sound steamers are reported as toward the
prospective bliss, sighs for
of the otliee and to respond adequately to the contimes would be better and that his in- undefined future, conjectures of the com- full of
see if the house burned well, to learn if his hellish
and even running extra
fidence reposed in me by continuing my action to
freight,
the wealth of the boy Sears, who starts
vestments would prove more profitable
work was successful. These new witnesses who
the clearly expressed will of the House.
ing time when he shall find that “our field boats; while the steamers to Southern
life with a fortune greater than the Prince met him will have t<«
Objection was made by (’ox to the swearing in and enable him to meet bis liabilities. of labor is too smell.” Is this
testify on the coming trial.
inof
en
fuller.
All
which
are
ev
of Cain and Rainey of South Carolina and of Harobscurity
He admitted that lie was extravagant
ports
proves of Wales.
An intelligent gentleman went over the scene of
rell of Louisiana, by Mr. Frye of Me., to swear- in his
personal expenses, but said that tended to convey a dark hint—the editor that business has taken a start in earnest.
All our Summer pleasure seekers are the tragedy with us the other day : he showed us
ing in of Khun and Robertson of Louisiana, and he
loved better to give away money than is fond of hints—that he can smell a great
<\ Air. Springer of Illinois, to the swearing in ot
in Winter quarters, but the breezy the post-office about a half a mile below the Trim
hack
That sanguinary chap over at WaterPachieo of California, and those members were re- to spend it upon himself.
Liberality in deal worse that now, if he tries to, and
farm where Mrs. Thayer went on that fatal night
the juicy clam, and jolly good
quested to stand aside. 'The delegates from the giving is commendable provided the
hammock,
and when, it is supposed. Smith followed her
that lie may come nearer to 11s? If so, we ville distributed his rifle bullets among
Territories were all sworn in without objection.
to the man who gives it,
laughs are all safely stored in pleasant nearly home,—then near the house and by the
Mr. Clymcr then offered a resolution electing as money belongs
as though the state
the
just
neighbors
shall
feel
much
like
the
field
and
but if it belongs to others, he is no better
fleeing
Plerk (icorgc Al. Adams of Kmituckv; as Sergeant
side of the road a stake is pointed out which indi
hadn’t provided the fearful penalty of im- memories.
than a thief, and such disposal of the confessing ourself beaten.
at \rins. John <1 Thompson of Ohio: as Doorwith her finely de- cates the spot where blood and other marks showed
Lydia
Thompson,
keeper. John \\ Polk of Alissouri: Postmaster, plunder is no excuse for the crime.
for
murder!
prisonment
from here a trail is made
James M, Stewart of Virginia: its Chaplain, Rev.
Gilman was sentenced to five years’ imveloped blondes, is in our midst. Nightly that she was butchered; the route
The Lewiston Journal don’t believe that
Or John
,.»■ \lnrvl-oi/l
bv fence rails indicating
along which
The Bangor people have been making
the hankering for things naughty has led
Mr Hale offered an amendment substituting for
prisonment.
horse racing, and the congregation of
the murderer dragged the body around and de
these names those of Jeremiah M. Husk, of Wis
themselves feel good in the aggregate by
crowds to the house wherein Lydia bides,
eonsin ; N. «i. Onlway, of New Hampshire: Horace
posited it in the barn. In the ruined cellar an*
A Northampton provision dealer, while jockeys, are necessary to the success of
publishing a list of those who pay in taxes but disappointment has invariably been stakes
II. Harrison, of Tennessee : Henry Sherwood, of
showing where the hones and ashes of the
a cold, procured a prescripfront
It
fairs.
is
an insuffering
agricultural
says—It
over $500 each.
.Michigan: and Hew .1. (i. llutler. of Washington.
Individually they don’t the result.
to old man and of the little girl were found. It seem
done
has
nothing
Lydia
The amendment was rejected and the resolution tion containing a little morphine, but the
teresting fact that the Androscoggin show feel so well about it.
disgrace her honorable appellation, and ed horribly realistic, as we stood there in that
adopted without division.
druggist put tip enough opium and mor- and fair has been a marked
success, now
Committees were then appointed to inform the
to
deserves the “p” in it as much as any blasted spot and listened again to the awful story.
kill
the
most
able-bodied
citizen.
phine
been
retained
to
assist
Jere.
Black
has
of
the House and to in
♦Senate of the organization
At an
But not to dwell too long on horrors.
He took the dose and soon began to feel for two years, without a single horse race,
body. On Sundays liev. W. II. II. Murray
form the President that C*digress was ready to rethe prosecution of the indicted New Or- holds forth in the same
place where the early hour on last 'Tuesday morning au alarm of
ceive any communication ho may desire to make.
queer, and was fast sinking away, when which shows at least that, however much
board. It will be a rare blondes dance and sing through the six tire was sounded, and the engines proceed to the
The House then at d: I a took a recess till 4 o’clock. one of the druggists, who had learned the an
honest and fair race may contribute leans returning
After the selection of seats the House adjourned
He says, wharf where
the Boston Theatre.
blunder, arrived with four doctors, and
and gratifying spectacle to behold the ras- days
lay the schooner Onward, of Bucks
at .’>:d(). the questions as to the
in
to
of
the
of
interest
an
show
agricultural
swearing
“many will go to the Theatre who won’t port, apparently in flames. She was loaded with
by injecting antidotes and by shoving,
memhers objected t<» having been put off till tothe lash of Jeremiah.
cals
under
morrow.
go to church, and many who won't go to lime and cement, and at low water heeled over ; it
kicking and pounding the poor victim (and we think it would), the people will
Theatre will go to church for the sake had been thought that she would right when tinTIIE SENATE.
about for ten hours, they succeeded in patronize a good show and fair even if
'Fhe chief Joseph has done what his the
of seeing the Theatre,” so he packs the tide came
The Senate was called to order at PJ o'clock with fighting off the deadly stupor.
As it was, the
is
omitted.
no
Far
better
racin, but she did not, instead she took in
racing
scriptural namesake declined to do lie house every Sunday.
very lew absentees. Very handsome bouquets of he was very sick five days, and it is feared
water which slacked the lime and she was in im
llowers had been placed on the desks of Senators
all
at
than
to have it jockeying and has surrendered.
ing
What has put money in the purse of
his health is permanently injured. He
Blaine. Conkling, Sargent, Ferry and Dawes. These
niinent danger of being destroyed. The cargo was
will bring a suit for damages.
hedging and trickery.
the thriving Belfaster, that your city
attracted much attention on account of being the
been
nomhas
Frank
Nickerson
(Jen.
S.
quickly discharged in a damaged condition, and
our
more
be
desks
thus
decorated.
should
upon
only
represented
owned
After calling the roll in the Senate was completIn the Supreme Court at Norway, hint week, a
Robert Smalls, the colored pilot who inated by the Democrats for Commissioner streets just now than any other place in further mischief prevented. The cargo was
will go onto the marine
The
schooner
ed, Stanley Matthews, Don Cameron and Arm- man named Manuel of Oxford, was tried for steal
in
Bangor.
is
to
the
interested
the Union f Pleasant it
in Suffolk County, Mass.
strong. of Missouri, were sworn in. The creden- ingfour bushels of corn from a Grand Trunk car. ran a rebel steamer out of Charleston of Insolvency
for repairs.The Bucksport and Bangor
tials of Spoflord, of Louisiana, were not presented.
resident, to see the welcome faces pop- railway
The evidence was strongly against the man, but
the war, and surrendered her to
during
Let Railroad pays running expenses and the interest
Mr. Edmunds moved that the committee remain the jury did not lind him* guilty. On taking the
Paris. Maine, claims to have furnished, directly ping out from every other corner.
as at present constituted for a few days.
on the tirst mortgage bonds, but nothing on the
This was verdict, however. Judge Walton remarked, “At the Federal fleet, has his little weak- or indirectly, one Vice President of the United them
come, and may the prospect of
the same time, Mr. Foreman, don’t you think you
States, a cabinet minister, two senators, twelve better times increase the number. So stock. An effort is to be made to have a switch
agreed to.
after
all.
He
is
now
in
trouble
On motion of Mr. Conkling the Senate then at
had better admonish Manuel against stealing any nesses,
representatives, four governors and two United
station near the ateaui-ferry.. ..Thesteam-dredging
Good Night.
2 £20 P. M. adjourned.
for having taken a bribe, as a legislator. States marshals.
more corn/
-'

of the

near

river, just above Orphan Island and the narrows—11
the river hero is confined between high and narrow made a series of admirable stereoscopic views of
Blue Hill. Augusta and other places.
banks, and at this season these wooded slopes are Bucksport.
A man has been found here who don't take the pa
glorious in all the colors of the autumnal foliage ;
the scenery is unique and beautiful. Just across per: it appears that he don't give credit either, for
here is a sign in his store verbatim,—“Dew not Ask
the river sits Fort Knox, grim and solid, comcredit, for 1 canotgiv It."...The Journal is a favorite
the
narrows and the river in both direcmanding
paper here, and the effusions of “Our George" are
tions. The town is neat and thriving in appear
greatly enjoyed.Major Moses of the Robinson
ance. well laid out and well shaded with line trees.
Then* can be no jealousy of position, for one house House has shown us some interesting files of the

many

lodgings a large spreading
are fast

which he claimed had

amount of

«

of the Southern and civil service reform
policies. He thinks there is too much
sentiment and too little real work.
He
believes Ohio was lost to the Republicans
in consequence of the attitude of administration.
The election will result in.sending either Ewing or Pendleton to the Senate, and on that, momentous consequences
will result.

has been at work for throe weeks in the
the wharves, but has nearly finished its
task.Tapt. Mark Gray has returned home after a
river

*•

copious

years ago

...

signed by

News

Lilac bine

A large party from (.’aStine made a free excur
heal; and if the hat isn't over the left ear,
sion to this city. Monday, on steamer May Queen.
and the right eye out for rare happenings,
The most industrious persons in the city just
then count us out. Speaking of mosqui- rises above
old Columbian Centinel, published m Boston in
another, on the ascending ground, and
now are the boys that stone the horse chest n
said that Newton Booth of California will toes
1814.
Under
of July “7th, I SI I. are given
date
if
it
were
can
looks over the shoulder of Its neighbor. And over(alas!
only speaking)
“Translations from the late French papers received trees.
Administrators, Executors and Guardians act independently, and that Conover of any one
truthfully picture the horrors we looking all are the large brick buildings of the from Rochelle via
desiring their advertisements published in the JourHow queer it soundsHowes t£ Co. iast week sent to us some nice cuts
is
in
revolt.
With
East
Maine
Florida
Conference
institution
nal will please so state to the Court.
Morton, Spen- have endured from that pestiferous inSeminary—an
w.
from a saddle of venison received from northern
under the control of the Methodists, and boasting
cer and Patterson not voting, and Booth,
sect l
The
the
increase
sleepless nights;
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
Maine.
of a good library of 1200 volumes. Over the hills
The Sedgwick Silver Mines.
have the address of papers changed' must state the Conover, Dorsey and the new Senator of profanity; the much staying out late
There is a general renovating of furnaces and
the
town
is
the
lake
where
the
beyond
Post Office to which the
propagation
paper has been sent, as Davis voting with the Democrats, the of the masculine
Correspondence of the Journal.
stoves, m consequence of the strong hints of com
portion of the house- of salmon has been successfully carried on by Mr
well as the otiice to which it is to go.
Sarokn'tvjli.i., Oct. r*. is;;.
senate would stand thirty-three Republihold ; the great accumulation of lager Atkins : here is where a
ing cold weather.
water-supply can be found
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
1 promised to send you some facts and figures
cans to thirty-seven opposition at the
toi Bucksport when it is needed.
in
beer
bottles
in
the
lower
There will be a lecture at the North church nex‘
fact,
closet;
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
about the Aggamoggin Silver Mine, and the smelt
Last Sunday morning was bright and warm here,
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance. opening, while the opposition vote would nil that
evening by the Castor. Subject—"The
Stinday
goes to make night prolific of
works lately erected near. The building is
15 May 7H, means that the
and so your correspondent took occasion to visit ing
Foundation ot our Faith."
subscription is paid to be increased to forty by the admission of
can
be
on
to
the
mostucked
104x40 feet on the ground, two stories high, with
evil,
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
right
Fort Knox—an interesting object to visitors of this
The new bark recently launched m this city, ha-*
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIB- the three Democratic applicants from
large cupola, twenty-five feet above the centre of
quito. And still In* is allowed to tarry
the
we
were
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
soon
Taking
place.
steam-ferryboat
been
named the Charles Stewart for a son of ththe
roof.
the
use
of
the
The
for
boiler
Who yet a little longer, though great winds
chimney
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears Louisiana and South Carolina.
landed on the west side of the river, and in the
and roaster is nine feet square at the base and principal owner, at Bangor.
are requested to forward the sums due.
would have dared hope for such a result have driven noble ships upon the shoals, town of
Prospect. Fort Knox has no garrison : it
sells broken out
There has an epidemic of
eighty-one feet high. That and tin* roasting fura few
1
is in
of old
Walker, a veteran who
and
showers have drowned

Oct. 13. 1377. Charles Oilman,
of the late Nath'l Oilman of this place, on
10th
the
instant, took a crew of men
Thursday,
and in the absence of Kilwin Noyes removed the
titution. Its conscience seemed to have
line fence (which is in dispute between Mrs. OilCONOR ESS I o N A L < " NM E( Tl U ES.
man and Mr
Noyes) into Mr. Noyes' garden some been touched, so that
through its official
three feet. Oilman was warned off the garden by
Following is a summary of the political complex
"R of the Congress
0. S. Flood who was brutally assaulted by Charles
President Hayes, it confessed to the
according to the lists prepar
head,
ed
and Frazer Oilman, who beat and kicked him, and
Joint finally Charles Oilman struck him on the head efficacy of Democratic principles, and as
with a shovel injuring him so severely that he had its last act.
Senate
House.
Ballot.
applied them to the long sufISA
to withdraw amt cal! medical assistance.
Democrat.AA
l.YJ
fering states of the South, and thus reIAS
On Mr. Noyes’ return home he took measures to
1?>
Republican.A?
1
have the fence replaced on the right line again
Independent Democrat.. I
stored their rights, privileges and prosand several men at one o'clock to day were quiet
Independent Republican '1
-Not enrolled. A
i>
A
perity. It could in justice do no more,
ly replacing the fence, when a bullet came crash
Deni.
Dem.
iug through it in the midst of the men, tired by and iu
Rep.
repentance no less. Happily what
5
from
a
hole,
he
had
made
a
‘J
Charles
Oilman
in
14
port
Majority.
high fence which surrounded the Oilman house on has been done cannot be revoked, but
'The contestants Tor the seats as Senators from
this side, and some twenty nuts distant from when*
Louisiana an Henry M. Spofford and James B
the men wi re replacing the fence. The men kept must stand forever. The acts which freed
Fusi.is. Democrats, and William Pitt Kellogg and
.Knurs Lewis, Republicans.
For the seat from firmly at their work, when another bullet struck South Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana
among them, and two of the men went around to
South Carolina the contestants are Matthew r.
the front of the fence where Oilman was. and saw have now vindicated themselves, so that
Butler. Democrat, ami David T. Corbin. Republihim just taking up a ritle. and called on him not even
can.
the radical maligners of Democracy
In the House the seat for the'Third District of to tire, but he placed the gun through the port
must see alike the impolicy and the hopehole, took deliberate aim and tired: he then took
Missouri is contested by Richard G. Frost. Demo
• ■rat. and
up another rule, when they again called on him lessness of an
Lynn S. Metcalf, Republican. The seat not
attempt at reversal. The
to fire, but he again took aim and fired into
from Colorado is contested by Thomas M. Patter
the workmen, and then took his rifles and started men of brains of the South once more stand
•••"U. Democrat, and James M. Belford. Republican.
for the house. The two men who witnessed this
The scat from tic- Fourth District of California is
in the national counsels, as representatives
not being armed and supposing (iiluiau would not
•untested by Peter D. Wigginton. Democrat, and
fire again, started to return to the fence, but before of their states, of all
lb1 mu• ild** Pacheco. Republican.
industries, conditions
There will be but three or four Senators absent reaching it (iilm.au commenced to lire again, when
and colors—a recognized weight iu affairs,
Mr. John Flood was struck in the shoulder by a
irom the opening session.
Senator Morton and
bullet and another lodged in bis leg below the ami an active and
Senator Sharon will not be here at the extra sesself-respecting force in
•doii at all. but all the others are expected here by knee; William MeNclly was also shot in the wrist,
thank Heaven, is
and several other workmen had bullet-holes pierced national affairs.
That,
Senator
will
be
here
on
that
Tuesday
Spencer
in their clothing, but ‘bey continued their work,
da\ and if there should happen to be any other
fixed beyond recall.
of
Mi
under
the
instruction
who
was
the
Noy.-s.
absentee it will be Senator Dennis of Maryland,
There is no estimating the point at
last to leave tlie ground. Seven bullets pierced the
win !i:is Im*1*11 quite sick, siua is
Hardly well enough
it* b<* present.
The Republican Senators intend to fence when the men were handling it and most of which this tidal wave will be
stayed.
them
breast
that
about
Gilman
took
high, showing
-ia
"fV tin* adinissieu of the Louisiana Senators,
deliberate aim, with intent to kill.
New f ork and Pennsylvania, and probui'l *»t Butler of South Carolina, if possible, but
In the mean time Deputy Sheriff C. C. Carlton
He- Ih moeratie Senators are determined not to
will be whelmed by
>i;!>mit to the proposed ilelay. The credentials of ! took Constable L. A. Dow and crossing the Chilian ably .Massachusetts,
entered the enclosure and took Gilman with
lot.
•s«■•i.aftir Henry M
it, with many lesser states, hitherto lieSpollbrd of Louisiana (who was the rities in his hands. He was
*•< tt-d
brought before
by the consolidated Legislature to the seat
County Attorney F. F. Webb, and is now under publican. Its remoter consequences are
wliieli Kellogg also claims) will be presented on
bonds
to
at
the
next
term of the
appear
the assured ascendancy of the Democrats
Momlay. as soon as 1 lie President’s message has <heavy
ourt at Augusta and await the action of the Grand
been read.
A caucus of Democratic Senators was
Jury, which meet Tuesday next. This Charles j in the coming Congress, and a national
h* !d at the Senate Chamber to ay at which it
and Frazer Gilman are the same persons who i
was agreed that Mr. Spollbrd should be admitted
at oiit i*, if possible
brutally attacked George Gilman, their brother, in ascendancy in IdSO, that no frauds of reA motion to that effect will
the streets of New York a few months ago, with
be made, and it is probable that .Mr. Spollbrd will
turning boards, or chicanery of electoral
be seated whenever a vote is reached.
deadly weapons, an account of which was given in
The lie
commission, can overthrow.
the New York Sun at the time.
lnocratic St unitors will meet in caucus again to
The people are greatly excited hero and feel remorrow to deride whether they will move the ad
lieved that so desperate a character i* in the hands
mission of Mr. Curtis as Senator from Louisiana at
Tin- Belfast .Imtrntil Hunters as overmuch when
once, or whether they will permit
further delay j of the officers, and hope he will get his just dues.
it alludes to our intellect as ’■powerful," and urpes
Dr. N K. lloutelle and F. F. Thayer were called
for investigation.
M. C. Butler, the South Caro j
us to apply it to the Massachusetts
campaign. We
to attend to the wounds of Mr. Flood, blit have not
hna claimant, is here to press his demands, and is
once knew a man who was led
hy the kind hut de
to extract the bullets.
lusiv'. praises of friends and an overweening
likely to get admitted whenever In* can get the up to this time been able
Senate to vote.
Patterson will do his best to get [Cor. Bangor Whig.
vanity that was horn in him, into the idea that he
Butler admitted, in hope that lie may escape trial
bad a
powerful intellect"—so powerful that it
l<»r his crimes.
Patterson himself is expected to
Senator Conklin^; Explains His Position.
ought to he spread out over a congressional nomi
ui"\e a
Committee to investigate the charges
nation. The attempt to so spread it was a failure,
uiiist him next week.
It' he does not. some l>e
The Herald publishes ;m interview with for it was found that it would spread out too thin
moeratie Senator will probably make tin* motion.
and the poor man was sorely disapaltogether,
Senator l'oukling.
Referring to his alanv political
pointed. and huin't been able to
leged endorsement of Plan's speech be- comfort since. Now. we thinkenjoy
we hadn't better
fore
the
the
Rochester
convention,
Senato
run
the
Massachusetts
try
Meeting of Congress.
campaign, but will
tor says thal when he proposed Platt for apply whatever of intellect we may possess to our
Washington. net. lb.
legitimate business. Should we ever timl our in
After tin* House hiul I
no
lie
had
permanent speaker,
knowledge telleetual powers
I'f.-u railed t<. ordei. tlie Clerk, Air. Adams, com
expanding so that our held of
of the character of his speech. Refine the labor is too
menced to call tin* roll.
smell, we will try and benefit our
W in-;: Louisiana was readied the clerk said that I speech was made he advised Platt to be
nearer neighbors
hy working to reduce tin- He
thi''-'- sets of ;«-turns had been received from that
moderate and conciliatory. (‘oukling ex- publican majority in Waldo County a hit. [Hock
land < (pinion.
Mate, tin- lirst signed by John AlcFnery.
As Ale
pressed himself friendly to the administraI'difry ne\or\vas recognized as tie j'urto Governor
Perhaps nui' coteinporary “once knew"
tion, but doubtful as to the practicability
tli«- eertilicat*him would not he con
present subordinates were made under a forDemocratic House it is not expected that
there will be many changes made under the officers
of the present House.
ihr

What strange

around by the

she

u

ill

soon un

Tin* prospects

are

that

i vc here

\\ e present i<* our readers this week
paper on
the subject of croquet playing, originally coutrib
tiled b\ tie.. A tjuiiulo to the Boston liiobe

■

Tin* artist

has

a

photograph

of the

anth"i

and has

likeness f the Maine humorist u
the illustrations
That picture of the .-Imp that
pinching the girl's fingers, under pretence .»t gi\
ing her some peaches. looks exact:v like n,
tieorge. and nets just like huii too
let

The Pittsburg Commercial La.mtte and the Bit
falo Commercial Advertiser are for Lrant lBr Pr
blent in isso.
The wit'eofCapt. Brook inn's of (iardiner. recent
ly set his house on tire, while insane. She was
taken to the hospital.

the seh. \. W Kllis was b.dlig lowed throne
lower bridge by the steamer May Quern. outlay lust week, a slight accident oeeurrctl by col
liding witli the bridge. The anchor which hu; 1
from the cat head caught against a spile, parte u
Vs

the

Rhode Island Judge has decided that pi neons
are not covered by the word “animals' in the
statute relating to the prevention of cruelty.
A

John Howe at Wesley, shot himself accidentally
His left arm i'
a gun from a wagon.
badly shattered. H is a dangerous wound.

by drawing

the stopper, and the anchor went to the bottom
In dragging
running out fifteen fathoms of chain
it along, the submarine telegraph that lies
ti.

that
Washington
| The general impression
(Jell. Harlan of Ky.. will he nominated as Associate
| Justice of the IViitcd
States Supreme Court.
in

wind hound vessels

of

is

It lias sine.bottom at the draw was ripped up
been repaireil.
\
Brigham Young’s grave is closely watched
The Belfast t.i- « oti:pa:,\
elilurg.ng
;es.-building has been erected over it for the shelter of
a
party of men who keep a continual guard day voir on tin* t'ounty lot. near the fourt House bn:
and night.
l.y the company some six y.-ars ago At nine
Russell Lewis A Co. of Portland, largely engaged ! a ledge was reached from which a vein .f w.u.a
mid
of
the
trade
American
in the South
proprietors
was discovered, which, even in thcgrr.it drouth
White Line of lmrks to Buenos \yivs. suspended
I of thi> summer, has supplied the gas works, with
Thursday.
The ladies of Ellsworth are circulating a petition i the exception of hut one week, uid that w a> the
>

for the

more

thorough enforcement of tin* law
a thousand persons have

first failure known The reservoii is a
from
It w 1 b
small spring beneath t'hureh street
enlarged, blasting a distance into the ledge, th>•>

against lii|Uor selling, and
signed it.

a

The Eastern Bank of Bangor, has now been in
two years, and during all that
times has had hut one president, the Hon. Amos
M. Roberts.

walls stoned, cemented and covered
the gas e.»mpun\'s expense

operation forty

lluxford, of ILmlton. aged seventy four
lumg himself in his shed. The deceased

Hiram
\ ears,

bus been in poor health
leaves a family.

for

a

number of years. He

Portland. Mr. Stewart
Ewing was knocked down and robbed of watch
ring and money, by two roughs who were arrested
and are in jail.
On

Sunday night, in

arrested, and sent to jail for a
month, and fined *10 each, for insulting passengers
on the steamer Bristol, on the passage from Bos
ton to New York.
Two

women were

The famous Cleopatra's Needle has been sue
eessfnlly launched in the waters of the Mediter
ranean, and is at last ready to he towed around t<>
the shores of England.
A man named Briggs, stopping in Rangeiv. com
mitteil suicide Thursday night 1»\ taking lamia
mini, telling the people where he was stopping
that he had lived long enough.
A hunch of grapes from tie* mammoth grape
vine of Santa Barbara is on exhibition at San
Francisco. It is three feet long and six in eireuni
ference. and weighs l-> pounds.
of Indiana assaulted Columbus
Delano in tin* streets of Washington with a stick,
indicting serious wounds upon his head. W right
accuses Delano of swindling him.

Judge Wright

Mattie Strickland, the Michigan girl a ho was
married a few years ago to Leo Miller oi Minnesota,
according to a*free love coutraet of their ow n, ha.arisen and gone home to her father.
A convention of bee keepers is to he held in
There is said to he l.m.imoof them
New York.
in this eountrv.
They own :.*.nno.Oim bees, and
of honey yearly.
obtain 7,000,000

pound’s

Kverett Lias tv of Hast Maehias driving a team
in Northtield, I'uesdax. fell so that his body and
one of his arms was seriously injured b\ the wheels
passing over him. He is in a critical condition.
It is stated by a Pittsburg physician that dip
thcria is not a contagious disease, and that it never
attacks a child whose system is not depressed In
had health or by exposure to cold or dampness.

As the cotUn ot the late \Y ill is Daniels of Bristol was being lowered into the grave recently, the
latter was found to have been dug too short, and
the casket was taken out for the purpose of rein
edving the defect. While removing it from over
the grave a |x>rtion of the earth cared in. causing
one of the bearers to fall into the grave, and the
other three being unable to hold it, the codin fell
upon the man, severely bruising him.
Oct. 8th, Messrs, ('arlcton. Norwood A Do. received a despatch from Charleston. S. ('., reporting
tin* death by yellow fever of ('apt. John Stimlt, of
sell. Ralph Carh*ton. Cant Stimlt was mate with
(’apt. Orlando McCobb. who died of the same dis
vessel
ease at Matanzas, and was bringing tin*
home, when he was taken with the fever and died
at sea. The schooner put into Charleston, and
Monday afternoon
(’apt. David Grant left Rookport
to bring her home. Mr. S. is the third one from this
who has recently died of yellow fever on

place

shipboard

!•

b.-iug

done at

I

Winti:ri*out. The drouth lias been relieved.
and we are all rejoicing.. .The hut er< p is a!>oiit
three fourth of last year's, and is selling for from
fib... .Potatoes lo rents, crop one .juurtei
half of last year's, from four oi :ir.- times
us much acreage as hist year
Oats
quality good
lit cents, crop light..
\Vh>*ut. no sales v.-t. hut
fid

to

tonne

larger crop than
dust

for

still hauled for

rears.
ln inm--

Flat mud and saw
.The lico. Parker

l> II
house was hunted recently total loss.
Smith continues extensive improvements upon Ins
\\ interport that tormerlx mult
talking of try lug it again no na-mi

premises....

ship-*,

is

hm
win

.slu* shouldn't malm it go... Summer visitors an
all fioiii1, and the native Wiuterporter gets ready
Ladies are gathering autumn lct*xc>
fur winter

..Tramps

are

not

so

at

.iinl.tnt.

>n<

r.:l NS all

take all our part, ami keep them
x^uil« >iekl\
with fevers alul >e\e|e olds ....Tin* Commercial
Hotel, that has !u cii l*»h»-d for soim- tone. is t.. I».
.lohli M Snow has
opened by W A Lyndc
the John ILutlev farm
price M >oi».
Isaiah Larrabee lias bought the Me(ilather\
\ reckless part
place price saiil to he '■TsKi
ridge tlew into Col. liuh bard's dining room .1 was

bought

(apt

taken out and reappeared there n.-vf day on .1
the bird's tirst attempt at law The Judge
I’red At
thinks she‘‘was hatched this sprine
wood has bought the celebrated N iekolsand Haley

platter

Ayrshire cow. She is said to have given forty
quarts of milk per day. from which twenty

one
one

have been made per week
She
is thin in flesh, ami weighs now I :t Pi pounds.
The Journal's hold stand for temperanee is making

pounds

of hotter

Kex Mr Topper, who has
hosts of fiiemls.
been here nearly three years, preached at the
He is
Methodist ehureli in your eity the 1 Ith
very popular, and it is hoped he may locate here
.The Congregational Conference here last week
it

was

quite fully attended

.The clothing

maun

closing up the season's work, and
getting ready for an increase.. ..Bidhcid Hummer,
whose grist mill has just been furnished w ith new
faeturers

are

machinery by Mr. Castle, of Belfast. is about remix
for business.Charles Kitchct, who was blown
is better, ami will probably
up at Bluehil! quarry,
both eyes.James killman's house, in Pros
pect. xx as horned on the t»th, xvith part of contents;
insured. sioOO.It is reported that Pierce A Howe,
of Frankfort, have obtained the contract to furnish

save

for the completion of the New York and
Brooklyn bridge, amounting to somc^ToO.iHHt; that
they will employ some lot) stone cutters aud quar

granite

ryinen. blacksmiths and others, to keep that num
her of help at work: this xvill give needed employ
ment here to a large number of men.

Tin* reign of mud has

begun.

beautiful hunter's

Tlit•

roadway

The

the lower

of

is

moon

bridge

being

is

Miss Abbio Pulsifer acts as official
stenographer
the present term of the court.
he\. Mr. Estes has
choice

at

fullgiorv.

now in

re-

presented

specimens

planted.
bye

<..'od

ice

t->

and hail the

geological

the High School cabinet.

to

(>vster stow.

v

loads of telegraph poles for the Belfast
have arrived at Burnham. and will be immed
>.
listributed.
ear

a man with both hands full of
par
waked up much sporting enthusiasm, as he
>wii Main street.

.Monday

e

Pitcher & Soil have loaded sell. S. B. Haji
i.v for Brunswick, and sell. S. K. Woodburv
..i-.y uud potatoes for Georgetown.
*Lurch street man is ready to take Ins solemn
11 lit his steel trap in the cellar secured a rat

A

big

-VC* as

and fought like

cat.

as a

tiger.

a

Banner of Belfast, that has braved
eiits for many a year, has been eondeiutied
DC cut up for tin* old metal in the hull.

'•id set

.Mi.

sell. Baragou. of Belfast, recentlr
ii'te<l a- **ick with fever it (Jcorgetown. have
•*!’*■'». and the vessel has sailed for the North.
;<‘u

■

n.-ningschooners Liv:/;e Booruud Kspcran/a
ved here from the (iulf of .St. Lawrence.
l .'U ami 110 barrels of tnaekerei. respective!v
v::

?

partridge sat on the ridgepole of
Block attract'.ng a crowd of observ-

Sunday

»t

..i;*is

a

iutil soin one came with
id hi< wings and so.irefl

a

dbert t'handler, of I'nity. held
i”Mi:g counterfeit silver moino

!

:>t term of tin- 1
al

when In*

gun.

tin* charge
was indicted

on

art in Bortland.
ill take place early in November

'*

^

has presented to thecitx govern
amorously signed petition for a two plank

trips

named.

places

The Methodist Society of this
city will bold a
Le\oe in Hayford Hall.
Friday evening of this
week. Lev. II. \\ Holton and
of

family

expected

are

liangor

be present, and will give
wit It the Levee.

to

a

con'

cert in connection

The steamers are about to enter
upon the fall
arrangements. The Sanford line will after Monday make but three trips per week, as will be seen
by notice in another column. The steamer Mav
Queen will also enter upon a new arrangement,
making three trips per week. A round trip across
the bay will be made tut Fridavs.

Mi

William F.thelbert Kastty. of London, an
elocutionist and delineator of Dickens’
writings.
U1,l give a reading at Pierces' Hall. Belfast, on
-Monday and 1 uosdav. Oct. xhJ auil :?3. Mr. K. comes
w,dl recommended by tin* Dost on
press, and those
who appreciate an entertainment of this kind
should not tail
column.
A>
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his notice in another
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built from the present termination
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walk
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brooks.

arls blown
by
xplosivi* burn
])*•»Itl!t*r insisted upon trying
of

>

house

a

was m

seen in another
column, the Bohe
blower* will give an exhibition in this
week* s duration, commencing on Mon

city ot one
da\
This company spent six months at tin t'entcunial
Hur eitizeus will have an
opportunity to
scclass manufactured in all its varieties
Each
person attending tin* exhibition i> presented with
soiut object of glass made on the
spot.
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insane old

an

who

man

; nisauee about the streets.
pub!
Sunday evening by the night police
("
Mon lay .Indy Moardman
•n days in tin- counts jail.
; :a’
ij.ii!
this course will compel his
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lias
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are
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to
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.cry
Hi'-re i*

take

of him.

care

gratifying the ladies by an
this week, that is uneonimon

hewdhlering array'of dossers,
b.ni- rnehes. spangles of gorgeous eolors.
si k-.
shimmering satin.', and wonderful
Tims
enough to turn a man's head svlmt

its

do

m.is

a

woman's

to a

only

can

be

McLeod. Canadian Commander, lias coaxed
warriors into Fort Walsh,
and w ould endeavor to
keep them uutiltien. Terry
arrived with the < 'oinmissioners. who were expect
•1 tin* DUh
Sitting Bull refused aid to Joseph,
iii his late light, though warmly urged.
lU'Ssl.VN
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an

poor ssuiter. caused by the severe
hat iia
kept ssells down to their sen*
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Mi.'scs Ferwtis..ii A

is

p-onusc an unusual line display of those
Ti‘.:* and glim-ring arlu-les known under
*’.

utllmers

w

••'da;,
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lii-'

lish
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!

lish market

run a

0y>

ami clams
A Mrs.
specialty.
that ihey arc iu New York
dys ami fam y good", carpeting. A c.. for
\s a.tc'- trade
H 1. L. rd informs the
il ac has a ticsv and t'ash'onable lot of
announce
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»r ii.-

.Mr

a

ijis

i'c

ta

Tuesday

man

he knows how to
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on

These. wilhlheir

present.' a t.ue assortment
i: the
plain cod to all tin- lanes varieties
that line. Mr. <\ has established the

be

i'

op.-tiim

a*-n

week.

11.• .t

good.', will prove a tempting sight lo
Head their notice in another column.
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be
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in lir>l class goods

only

reli«*d
11.

otiers for sal*- hisdain and milk
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Mcllasl.

>

arm
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I'm

tin.*

Judge Im-kcrson
oiniueiiced its October >.-ssiou in this

rc'i i.
,'v

.11

sma.Mi

on

Tuesday

on

i.\i.<'«*«

The lolioss

i.

iug

an-

the jurors in

dalle*-

tel

.lames

K\

Tssitehell. I'oreman.

u

Montviih-.
ocnasi.

David l„ ('ro.-s.
* Mi- Drink a ater
.1 »ej>h Kllis.
''.u.d'-rsuii S. H i
\rtlim 1 Daman.
David Peirce.
<i'M.jy. Holmes.
\ri-d B kuiuht.
\mhrose 1. ND-rton.
Frederick Fark' i.

Lincolnvilk*.
North port
Brooks
Slock ton.

Prospect.

Belfast.
Frankfort.
Scarsmont.

Liberty

Monroe
Belmont.

Mil- Pease.
•lames 11 Pendleton.
Simeon .1. Treat.
Jeremiah W idth.
\
W W orthing.
I

its 1

B

mm'

Searsport.
Winterport.

Knox.
Palermo.

lcA'. i.nsi-

..

ri:v

iraut.

1
•*>«*!• h «‘ Atwood.
Iho'id W Billings.
l*aa>- M. Boardmuii.

Swan v

Knirry Berry.

Stork ton.

\V

Searsport.
Northpoii.
Frank fort.
W interport.

Joel Haley.
Addison Handy,
lhiniid iiaraden.

Trov.
Belfast.
Freedom.
Belfast.
Thorndike
Bn >ok -.

Holmes.

.Stephen

Houston.

HodjLfiunn.

Beuj. Leathers.

Llewellyn Ludwitr
John Park,
lthiel P«»ase.
Nathan Sawyer.
s'

i 1 It*.

Palermo.
Burnham.
W.lhlo.
lslesboro.
Liueolnville.

Treat.

Amos IS.

interport.

Bel fast.

Hiram 1. Blaek.
^ atson Blaisdell,
\ahum K. 'lttrey
Kdwin A. Haims,
William Farrar,
Michael Felker.
'N illiam .1. (ireenhiw.

Liberty.

Searsport.

Searsmoiit.
Montville.

mra'iin:

uais

Vmnziai; T Woods.
I nj((tieorge Woo,Is.
Belfast.
Thouis M Wing.
Morrill.
J<KU>}th Pnlmci
Monroe.
If
lirst niatier before the Court was that of
Mao
umphell. a ho last April received a verdict
tacose of bastards against Francis ,1.
Bailey, of
Moui'oi
she appeared hv attorney at the
present
l,'rui

"-king the Court to fix the rate of allowance
he paid for the
support of the child. The plainM and her sister have of late resided in
Belfast,
["Sting themselves and the child by such labor

tie-.' could procure, and a portion of the time,
•heir extreme poverty, supported hv charity.
'''
Dickerson fixed filMI as the amount to he
h'ud f a-arrearages, and one dollar per week, until
•tlierwi.se ordered. Bailey claims that he has no
,'r"|"'rtv with which to respond to the order, and
Tuesday was committed to jail. He is required
h.' his til remain there ninety days before being
all, w ed to disclose
divorce

Susannah

was

c.

ilic noted

•lai.dy

of

decreed,

on

Wednesday,

between

Smith ami Lewis C. Smith.
ease Martha J. Durboru vs. Sumner

Palermo,

trial for the second
tune, mi Wednesday, in this
case, it will lie re
un-uihered. Martha charged the defendant, who is
a
Baptist deacon, lii years of age, with being the
lather ot her child, and sues for its maintenance.
1 he Deacon sets
up the novel defence that, in con
"Wpieuce of an accident in his youth, he is and has
''v,’r since been
incapable of being a father to

Martha's

was

on

any other woman's baby. A strong
I'mtit in the ease is iho
baby's and the deacon's
iiair Both
fiery red, which is claimed to be the

•ouch

are

retreating,

SMI’iiULKHs.

Sep-

Administration Granted

on

Estates

of—

Elijah Howes, late of Montville, Olive R. Howes,
Administratrix; Isaac Sheldon, late of Searsmont,

Ambrose P. Sheldon, Administrator; Permit P.
Sanders, late of Swanville, Abbv R. Sanders, Administratrix ; Horace Edwards, late of Brooks, Levi
Rich, Administrator; Locke C. Gilmore, of Sears
port, James
Pendleton, Administrator.
G> a kdians Appointed—Warren A. Shehlon over
minor heir of Arnold Wentworth, late of Searsmout; Elisha M. Flanders over minor heir of Priscilla
Speed, lute of Northport.
I.It'KXSK GRANTED TO SKI I. REAl. EsTA1E ON
Estates ok —Minor heirs of Franklin Cochran, late
of Searsport; David Moody, late ot
S.
Unity;
Fletcher, late of Searsport.
Allowance Made to Widows and Widowers
on Estates ok—Bradford Marden, late of Freedom,
David McDermoth, late of Winterport; George F.
Hunt, late of Belmont; Lydia Munson, late ofMonroe; Lucinda Boynton, late of Liberty.
Warrant rn Skt ofi Dower on Estates ok—
WiIlium F. Neal, late of Liberty ; David Moodv, late
of Unity.
Inventories Filed on Estates or—Abial I).
Glidden, late of Palermo, miner heirs of Geo. O.
Clement, late of Montville.
Accounts allowed on Estates or —Alden
Robbins, late of Lincolnville; Wi'liam Clewlev, late
ot Stockton, Joel Prescott, late of
Northport; Lydia
Mansur, late of Monroe; William G. Piper, late of
-; James L. Brown, late of Northport; Lucinda
Boynton, late of Libert)-; minor heir of Will. F.
Boulton, late of Unity; minor heir of John B.
Clough, late of Montville.
Wills Prorated of—Andrew Giluatrick, late of
Unity, in which after providing for the payment of
his just debts, he bequeaths the balance, real and
personal, to his wife during her natural life.
Joel Adams, late of Belfast, wherein after making
a .'mail
bequest to his children, he gives the balance,
real and personal, to his wife.

KKSCMI'TION.

\ltorr

Heart Disease,

by

insidious

workings,
untimely grave.

its

brought
lives

preparation long

favorably known in
New Hampshire, where the Doctor practiced as a
It i> not a cureall but is a
regular physician.
medicine which goes straight to its work.
a

special efforts

to l»e poptile New York Com-

of

ular arc sketched by
mercial. in the ease of West, the Republican candidate for Governor of Ohio
•Judge West opened tin* campaign at Cleveland,
within a f«*w hours of his nomination, by making
a >pencil which was
interpreted to mean sympathy
with Communism,
ii«* lost many votes by this
end gained not one. Then the terrible charge was
made against W.*st that he was a crusader. He
did make speeches, in which lie mourned over the
evils of liquor trail'm
then he took a few drinks

for hi* stomach s sake, so tin* Hermans scratched
him because In* was a crusader, and the evangelists
because lie took stimulants, and the Hermans
thinking that !m drank to please them, did not lik«*
that, and scratched him again.
Fd.

Hyer

Farmington, aged

years, coin
mitted suicide today l>y taking strvehuine.
No
eau.-e is known
George ii Gilman. who sh.»t t-hafles It. Sidney
on the hluelierry plains of Beblois last
August, has
been found guilty of manslaughter.
Hon. Bion
Mrs.

Bradbury.

loll

Ne»»

Libby
Liverpool. Saturday,
Lurope.

Charles F. Libby, Fsq and
<#rk in tin- Gi-rmuniu f<*r
for an extended tour in

The \\ lug says that a valuable team was stolen
from Hr. Hennessey of Bangor. Saturday at about
dusk. He had left it hitched to a post in front
of his house while he ale supper.
For the tirst time in the history of the Beuio
vratie paity ,n Boston, a colored mail II
\\
.lohusoi! of Ward Nine
over a political
—

eoii\a*utioji

wliieh he

presided

did

with

Frida}' evening.

signal ability.

A couple ot men who at tempt -d to extort mom*}
from a young lady m London, by threatening to
publish letter- ,-ent by her to one of the two dimim

eiigag'-ment oi marriage between them.
sentenced to seven year.-' penal servitude.

Mere

Nlisi Minnie K 1 lodges, a lady who has ju-t re
1 the position of cashier and money-order
clerk in the lies Moines (Iowa) postottiee, handled
and paid out during six years s I.iHUMMfu and never
made a mistake of a cent.
sn-iie

The late John Ware could never be induced to
invest in C S Government securities.
Tiie Fair
field Chroniele says that Jiis property is variously
estimated, ranging from -SMmi.iiOh to -J.ooimhmi
It
is more
probabb*. that about SSO(l.iltH) to -1 .ouii ouo
be considered

a

rational estimate.

A fter the decease of M rs. K ingsburv .of Fort bind
her frieints, having an idea that she had left money,
looked through drawers and every place in the
bouse whore ii might be concealed, and finalli
discovered »in in bills in tin*
at of a large rock

ing

chair.

Last Surrv 1 attic Slow and Fair closed
Satimla'. A M
It was largel} attended in
•t the rain,
l'lie entries were about live
in '.lumber, and the articles exhibited Mere of ex
c lient
ijualit}. 'l'lie farmers m the vicinity are
The

spile
humlrcd

becoming greatly interested.

The police of Machias found at tin* steamboat
in Fast port, a box containing silver spoons.
1-e‘ks. napkins, sheet.-. bed spreads, childrens' and
hulies' clothing, boots, etc. Some of tin* articles
Mere
a
k *d Freeman House and Frehle House.
The goods Merc undoubtedly stolen.

depot

Nties G.

Parker,

I'aroliiia. has been

odged

State treasurer of South
arrested in Jersey t’itv and

ex

the county jail oil requisition of Gov
of South 1'aroliua. charging him with
plundering tlm State. He says In* is Milling to
turn States' evidence.
in

Hampton

Albert Needing'.- hat Mas found beside a pond
Wureham Narrows, a year ago. and ii. it a card
which was written: “Man, you ha e driven
me to suicide
Farewell."
Si ary was his wife.
Sin* More mourning until she learned, recently,
that he mus living m Boston with a new wife.*

or

ot nature

that makes them kin.

New York papers state that a farmer in Wayne
left his yes' hanging upon a chair with a
dozen strychnine pills in its pocket. 11 is two lit
tie children discovered them, thought they were
candy, and ate them. Physicians were called and
antidotes administered, but both died within an
hour.

county

Strong efforts are being made to save the neck
of Hayden, tin* cold blooded murderer of his wife.
A St
paper says—“One thing is ccr
tain, no murder was ever committed in Vermont

Concord. .V li
bottle.

For >air at

■><>

and Si per

cents

conclusive and terrible
than those Le t.- which point at Hayden as the
murderer of his wife.”
are

Thoma- W Whitney’s family, near Groveton, X.
11.. started a fire in the stove the other day. not
knowing that he had put half a pound of powder
in the oven some time ago. The til ing
Mr. Whitney s sister a cruel gash in
probably blinded three little children

pieces

gave

the head,

sitting by.

and utterly demolished tin* windows, walls and
furniture ot the room.

youth

put tip

M

tin* employ of a Frovideuee druggist
of opium for the rimui)
indicated

m

ine

ojmrti

physician's prescription, and a child was
nearly dosed to death in consequence. The Jour
nil suggests that “If the prescription in plain Fug
11 -11 had called fm* Fort Mine, it is not likely that
the perilous blunder Mould have happened."
The suit for Soil,MOO damages brought by Alfred
Speer against the New York World'company for
attributing to him “rascality” for bis gross negli
genet* in putting up the house at Passaic. N J

on

a

which fell uml killed

persons, terminated
Thursday morning in the Superior (' mrt. The
f»
awarded
cents
plaintiff
damages.
jury
some

die have been cured by 111 m s Ukmkov.
Ail Diseases ot tin* Kidneys. Madder and Crimin'
Organs, are cured by Hi nts Rk.mkpy.
Dlaukk’s Tooth A*tik Drops
Fills,

Fotions

and

w/>

Opening

In tlio Oitv ;it

i. jm i cm

Bonnets & Hats,

We

FANCY GOODS!
prepared

Styles

Which

Strayv and Felt Hats,

Thursday. Oct. 4, 1827.

take

we

Pleasure

ll.v kmi:r.\i k.
Sold by Richard

by

H nrab'ds,

C<tnins

and

rich

a

GLOVES.

COLLARS

Old J.iiil/i
I lands.

Clips. Infants Stupies and
X.rd/rs. Thremi.

s

d r.,

y\

lm

e

dr..

just received from New York

and

LA ROE

a

KID

!

buttons, at the very low price of

>

Undressed Kid Gloves Embroidered
Buck-. A
Button*, lor >1

thing
AT

FALL AND WINTER

Summer, is again with us. and having
spent some time in Boston visiting tin- openings
there, we feel eontid'-nce iii the ability to suit tin*
most fastidious

22

rile

High Street,

MILLINERY!

Belfast, Me,

ALL KINDS

Me

else

dealers gem nllv

Consumptives.
The advertiser, a retired physician,
havingprovi
dentially discovered, wliile a Medical Missiouarv in
Southern Asia, a very simple vegetable re tried v Tor
the sjieeiiy and permanent cure of
oonsumpiion.

OF

Bottom

Arc you a despondent sufferer from Sick Head
ache
Habitual Dostm-ness
l’alpitation ot the
Heart
Have \ on Dirtiness of the Head' Is
Does \our
your Nervous System depressed.'
Blood circulate badly
Haw you a t ougli
I.<*w
< <
ofihe
food
after
Spirits
miing up
eating’.' Ac.
A<\
Ml of these and much more are the direct
results of Dyspepsia Liver Complaint ami lmh
-estioii
(iiM KN's Ai i;tvi KloWi-.i: is now ac
know ledge.I hv till Druggists to he a
positive cure.
lOO.ihm» bottles were giwn awa\ in the l
S.

through Druggists to Hie people as a trial Two
doses will satisfy any person of its wonderful <|iiul
• tv in earing all forms ot
Indigesiiou. Sample
bottles IP cts. Regular size 7Acts. Sold positive
all
first
class
in
V. S.
by
Druggists
Sold by R. H. Moody. Belfast Kit t ridge. Rock
land: Fletcher. < aimhu : Smith A Sons Scarsport
Robinson Thomastou

lx

ro

ami

also

to

be

found in Waldo

Bueksport

Think for YoursolT.
'Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering from
a
disordered
stomach and liver, produc
dyspepsia,
in:1 biliousness, hearfburn. eostiveness, weakness,
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and often ending in fatal attacks of lever
Tiiky know ihi \ Aiti:sn k. yet get little sympathy
The unfailing remedy, which is yearly restoring
thoiis.iuds. i> DiiD. .-.tas Radical (hire sold hv \\ o.
Door A Son. sole agents for Belfast. A. .1. ’.Iordan,
agent for Bueksport.
A '-'A cent bottle will convince you of it* merits.
Don’t deluv another hour after reading this, but go
ami get a bottle, and your relief is as certain as you
live
Will you do it. or will you continue to sul
for
Think for yourself.
l’rofessor Barker's Pleasant Worm Syrup is perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No physic re
tfld.
quired. Costs‘JA cents.’ Try it.

MAURI El).
In this city, Oct lath, l»v I. M. Boardman.
Esq.,
Franklin French and Hattie E. Wentworth, both of
Waldo.
In Rockland, 10th Inst., Mr. Charles F. Harden
and Miss Laura A. Keizer, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Sept. 23d, .John .lories, of <>uincv,
Mass., and Mrs. A. Rising of Rockland.
In Uocklalut, Oct. ad, John A. Richardson, and
Melvin B. Dimer, both of Rockland.
In West Camden, Oct. ad, Mr. Alinon B o.vton, of
Camden, and Miss Alda Rohes, of South Hope.
In Warren, Sept. 25th, Mr. Henry W. Smith and
•Miss Alice J. Andrews, daughter of Seth Andrews,
Esq., of Warren.
In Central City, Colorado, on the 8th inst., Mr. T.
II
Potter, of Central City, ami Miss Alary Ella
Morse, daughter of Oeo. \V. Morse, ot Cnion, Me.

niKi>.
(Obituary notice*, beyond the Date Name, and Aye
must be paid for.)
In this city. Oct. 2d, Fred 1.., youngest child of
Charles and, ilarv Godfrey, aged 14 months.
JSo fades the lovely blooming tlower,
f rail, smiling solace of an hour;
So soon our earthly comfort fly,
And pleasures only bloom to die.
In Rockland, Oct. lith, Mrs. Lucy, widow of the
late John diems, aged b2 years, 5 months, 20
days.
In Thomaston, Oct. f>th, Mrs. Celia Talbot, widow
of the late Charles Talbot, aged about 55
years.
In Rockland, 5th inst., Georgiuua, wife of Wooster
Smith, aged 32 years, p months and 11 days.
In Rockland, Oct. 0th, Mrs. Hattie L. Hayden,
aged
2b years, 5 months and 20 days.
In Rockland, Oct 2d, Maud M., daughter of Geo.
F. and Cora F. Stetson, aged 11 months and i:s
days.
In South Waldoboro, Oct. 2d, Hulduh, widow ot
the late ( apt. Malachi Pitcher, aged 77 years.
In Washington, Sept. 2lst, Emma 31., aged 1 year
and 25 days. Oct. 1st, Ida M., aged 0 years, 7 mos.
and 11 days. Oct. -Id, Louie, aged
years; children
of Stephen and Albina Bartlett.
In Thomaston, Oct. ::d, Miss Angie M. Matthews,
aged 15 years, b months and 13 days.
In Portland,Oct. 7th, Frederick W. Andrews, aged
20 years and A months. The remains were brought
to Rockland for interment.
In Camden, Oct. nth, Mrs. Lucy II. G. Ravvson,
relict of the late Warren
til* years and
11 months.

Raw.son,'’aged
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Stop

Woodruff e & Gardner’s
ortio-iisr^L

Queen,

#lw!6

Stylish Assortment

iusl received a choice st
«*«l stork of all
kinds of Fish for Kal! an.I Winter trade.

UAS

mackerel,

Nos. 1
And

s

Choi.-.- I ,|| ol A1KSS MAI

•(

11 111

Curtains,

Yar-

&c.

&e.

Oysters, Scallops and Clam
A

ipiantity

Large

Variety

a

cess

Lively

I’rtft ies out of town furnished

COLLINS' Fish &
Old

nt

liberal

Untrimmed

and Permanent

Department.

BLANKETS!

.V.(UlO.fA Yll

‘sioubjj

We open this day Two Cases of lllankets.
sold at

waqojjjQ
*i( | uj

<

City

This advertisement holds -ood. until tie -ale ot
another lot

tin* eutir.- lot. a we c-iimot purchase
the same foods at tin t prit e.
-o

havo Now the DECIDED
FALL STYLES in

Ladies’
jda

<

in

Sir.-, t,

With

;i

:3-

lindervests!

upon exhibition Dm- c
at <t»c cjii-li < 'heap at
examination of the
F...

Ladies V.
«*a,-h.

-I*

Dressmaking!

ou-.t

of

.11 r

i»u

ii

selection in

BOSTON,
I

Whirh

will In- happy to show mi," friends amt
eii.-hmu rs ui their earliest convenience.
we

Mrs. Richards. Miss Southworth.

Assortment

WILL

lie I TliN

TI{(i.M

Boston & Ne w York
'I'll IS

-AT--

H.

WEi'k,

SATURDAY,

L. LORD’S.

Cloaks and Circulars Cut and

WITH

1ST

A

Made if desired-

N

Uelfast, four miles from the
oily, on the South road leading

IN

to lielmout and Lincolnville. Said
farm contain* seventy-live acres, being well watered and fenced with
with
stone,
very convenient farm buildings in fair
condition. There is on the farm live hundred young
ami thrifty apple trees, bearing a* choice truit as
grows in the ( <mnt.. Also one hundred and seventylive acres of tillage, pasture and wood land at a short
distance from the above. The whole making a very
desirable stock or dairy farm, t here having been kept
on this place an average of fifteen cows and three
horses for the last-ten years. Any person desiring
the above can buy ii cheap by calling on the subscriber on the premises.
\\
H. |\\M..
lieifast, oct. ir, is:;, -tf i;»

1>

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

BOSTON

AND

»'"

LOWELL.

Arrangements for the Fall of 1877.

l

Ih. 1,(1011 I.IOUT ri’iulcrcl !»y the
I, A K<; !•: ol \SS I'UONT I,, (Mir

IO

STORE,

i•:«:»!♦]«*(! to iriw

dost* ins|»«*«•
lion, to rvcry variety ami shade ot quoits

llit* trade i-

a vci

v

A GOOD LIGHT
Is essentia!

In Colors

Boots!

Prices havu been atlived
Stock.

Catalogues Arrived.
FREE TO ALL!

Domestic

city.

Styles!

itjf’”Uood8 delivered to all parts
the city promptly and Free of

of

in i:

Charge.

GOODS!

Serge, Foxed,

Geo. W.Burkett & Co,
S3 Main Street.

Goat &c. Boots

a

City Bl.uk. Belfast,

Sc.

MillineryOpening

C-JL-S-H !

Oct. 11th & 12th.

I'ALI.

\M> SF.K

III KM

The Prices shall suit You
LViiK inlut
‘>1

In*

UF.Lb'AST.

PEIRCE’S HALL,

Monday & Tuesday, Oct. 22 j 23.

READINGS

Mr, William Ethelbert

Easily,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND,
Tin* Distinguished Klocutionist and Lnrivaled
liiu*ator of

DICKENS!
Admission 25c.

PRICES.
Reserved Seats 35c.

School pupils under 1(» years, lf> cents.
Tickets for sale at Al. 1*. Woodcock’s ltookstore.

Doors open at 7:15.

Readings

at 8.

Corn!!

6,500 Bu.sh.Gls

Prime

Yellow

Just received and for

Corn!

sule Low at Lane’s Wharf.

A. M. CARTER.

Mrs. B. F. WELLS

THICK BOOTS
CAMBRIDGE.

KATAHDIN,

Capt. J. P. Johnson,

Capt.

Wm. R. Roix,
Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday. Wednesday, and Friday, at ‘i o’clock 1*. M. i’ommenc
iug Moday, October‘Jif. Returning, will h ave Boston every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5
Passengers for up River will
day, Thursday and Saturday
,s o'clock.

and Milliner, have just returned from all

Custom Made and Warranted !

Soft

as

Tlic Grand Openings in Boston,

Calf and will Wear

like Iron.

Don’t

before you

o’clock 1*. M.

plart*.

Main Stnrf,

POPULAR

MEN’S

tint" Stock of

Fall Hats & Caps,

seo

and

Buy

them

take the Boat Tues-

mornings, from 7 to

AWFUL LOW PRICES FOR CASH !!

Boston,
$2.50
3.65
Lowell,
checked
“New York, b“KXage
through 6.50

All freight must he accompanied by Bills of Lading in duplicate. AII freight bills must he paid on
delivery of goods.
l>. LANK, Agent.
is;r.
Belfast, Oct.

ARRANGEMENT.

Belfast, Castine,

Brooksville & Islesboro.
NEW STEAMER

V3.1T

MAY

QUEEN

Capt. FRED A. (ill.MORE,
Oil and alter Monday, October JJd, will run as fol-

lows
Leave. Brooksville for Belfast every Monday
and Wednesday at 11 o’clock A.M., Caatine ll.tiO A.
M., and Islesboro at 1J.15 1*. M.
Fridays the Steamer will make a round trip, leaving Brooksville at 7..to A.M., Castine 7.13 A. M., and
| Islesboro at n.:15, A. M. Returning Leave Belfast
i at 2 l*. M
Will also leave Brooks ville and Castine
i at l.::o 1’ M.

RETURNING,
Leave Belfast, Sanford Wharf,for Brooksville, touching at Castine and Islesboro, every Tuesday and
Saturday at 0 o’clock A. M., (or on arrival of Bostou
Steamers.) Also Fridays at. J o’clock P. M.
Connects with Boston Steamers going West Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Fare—Ballast lo Brooksville, $1.00; to Castine and
Islesboro, 75c; Brooksville t«» Belfast, $1.00; Castine
and Islesboro to Belfast, 75c.
Freight taken at fair rates.
Howard Conant, Agent, Belfast; Win. Wasson,

Agent, Brooksville; Benj. Ryder, Agent, Islesbaro;
Tilden, Agent, Castine.
WM. B. SWAN, (leneral Agent.
Belfast, October, 1877.

(ieo. E.

w

>

Large

HL

-lob

Lot

Hats & Bonnets!

.i

her dower may be assigned In r
said deceased.
Ordered, That the -aid Mary >. give notic< in
all persons interested by causing a copy of this ord* r
to he published three weeks Micn-s.-n ely ill the lb
-v
ina
publican Journal printed at Belfast, that tinBella
appear at a Probate Couit, to l»e held at
within and for said County, on the-econd 'lm--d:
of November next, at ten ot the clock bcfor* •
and sliewcau.se, if any they have, why tin pray
of said petition should not be granted.
PHILO HKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. 1*. Fiki.p, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Ine-dav «-t
< Ictober, A.
1>. 1877.
* I
JULIAS SF.AYK.Y, Administrator ol the estu’e
2j Nathaniel Stevens, late of l’roy, in -aid < ounty
it Waldo, deceased, having presented his timil ac
count of Administration for uilowunci
Ordered, That the -aid Administrator gi\c m>in
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
in t Inorder to hi- published thrt« vv eek.- surcessix 1
that tln-v
Republican Journal, printed at Relta-f,
mav appear tit a Probat e Court, to he In-Id :it Belt a- t,
within ami for said C- unity, on tin- second lm-dnynt
Nobvemer next, at t -n oftln-elock before m>i>n, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the -aim- should
not he allowed.
PHILO IIKRSK\ Judge.
B. I*. Fiki.p, Registei.
A true copy, Attest

!

Feathers

and

Bridal it

Ribhous,

Mourning

Made at SHOUT X< iTIt'li and
as

PRICE!
are

as

Hats
CIIE.VI*

the ('llK.M’KST.

CALVIN HERVEY,

DINSMORE & SON WATCHMAKER & JEWELER,
BELFAST, MAINE

GOODS
Constantly

on

Belfast, within and tor
I iii-mLiv

tin second

on

ol

(il.lDDU.N, widow of .\MhI (.liddm
lute of PhIi-i-jiio, in said ( ounty ot \\ aldo, «le
censed, having presented a petition for an allowanc<
from tin- per-oiiul estate ot -aid decea-i d.
Ordered, That the said Oriville give noth-,
to all persons intere-ted
by cau-iug a eopv ol
this order to h« published three w eek success iv ely
ill the Republican Journal printed at Biltast, thai
they mav appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
md
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
l uesday of November next, at ten of the clock f»
tore noon, and shew cau.-e, it any lin y have, wi
the prayer of -aid petition -In uld not be gram* I
PHILO 11 IRMA Judge
B. P I M.P. Regi-ter.
A truecopy, Attest
At a Probate Court held at Leila t, wit bin ami tor
eeoml iue-dax
the County of Waldo, on tin
October, A. 1>. 1S77.
M. IH Ri. KSb, named K\«-caior in a
certuin instrument purporting to he the la-i
will and te-tainent of Margar> Burge.--, it.- ot I;.
fa-t, in -aid < ounty ot Waldo, deeea-i-d, hav ing pre
seated .-aid will for Pj-otmle.
( irdered, That t tie said II• nry M give notice to all
ot this order to
persons interested bv causing a copy
be published three weeks >ucce-.-ix el y in tin- Reput
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that In-y may up
I’»< 1 ta-t, w it hi u
pear at a I’robute ( ourt, to be held at
uml for said County, on tin- second luesday ot
November next, at ten ot t In- clock !■•■!••, n- on, and
-hew cai se, it any they have, why the same -hould
not he proved, approved and allowed
PHI Id > III-. IPs I t
Jmlge
B. P. Fiki.i>, Register.
Attest
A truecopy.
At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and lot
the County of \\ aldo, on tin second I m -day ot
October, A. l> 1877.
A K It A R A Mll.l>, named l.xecutnx iu a e.
> tain instrument purportin: to hello last will
and testament ot ( liurle- .Mills, latent Rclhi-t, m
said County
Waldo, deceased, having pi sen ted
said w ill tor Probate.
Ordered, 1 hat the -aid l’.arhaia give m tic. to
all persons interested by causing hcopy I thi- order
in l)o
lb
to be publi-lted three Week- •ii. ce-siv .1
that tln-v in .v
publican Journal, printed at l.elia-t,
he In-hl at Bella-!,
appear at a I’rnhale < oiirt, to
within ami tor said County on tIn--eeoml lin -dav
ot Novi-mhei next, at I• -1• ot tin dock la-tore no
and shew cau-e, it any tln-v have, why the-am
should not he proved, approv• d, and allowed.
niiu» m.Rsi >. Judg..
B. P. Fiki.p, Register.
A true copy. Attest

1>

<

«•

At a Probate Court In Id
the County of Waldo,
October, A. 1). Is77.

u
.aid
Belfast, w i.
tin- second Iu -day

at
oil

!- r
td

'll TILLI AM FLAN DF.IIS, .. Charles
—. in -a d
\\ S. Burleigh, late ot
’ounty
of Waldo, deceased, hav ing pre-ent'-d 11is third am!
tinal account of (iuurdiuuship for allowance.
Ordered, That tin- -aid Ouardian give notice
to all persons interest!-d by causing a
op;. •»l ihiorder to be published three w« eks -mce.--iv. !y in iIn
Hint tiny
at
Belfast,
Journal,
printed
Kepublicau
may appear at a Probate Court, tol.eln-M.it Ih
<
tin-eeoml
1 m
on
said
within
and
for
'ounty.
fast",
dav of November n«-\t, and sln-vv cau-e it any thbe
allowed.
not
the
same
should
win
have,
rim." lll-.KSl-A Judge
A truecopy. Attest— B. P. Fiki.p, Register.
At u Probate Court held 1 Belfast, within and n*r
the County of W aldo, on the -ecoiul file-day ol
< >otobei, A. I >. 1 *-?7
W Kit It F R, mimed Fx-cutrix in a certain
instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of Klbridge Webh«T, late of Monroe, in
said County of Waldo, dec a~*-d, having pre.-i nt«d
said will for Probate.
Ordered, i hat the said Mar give notice to ul!
of 1 hi- order !>•
persons interested by causing a copy in t lie
be publisiied three xx eek- sucee.-six eiy
Repnbli
can Journal, printed at Relfa-t, tha. they max ap
\x itliiu
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
mill fue-day ot
and for said County, on the
November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, xvhy the same -Imuid
not be proved, approved, and allowed.
Pill l.« * HKRSIA Judge
B. P. Fu el*, Register.
A true copy. Attest

MAID

-e<

hand,

one

Cflll K subscriber hereby gives public not ice t.. .11
d
concerned that he has been duly appointed
taken upon himselt the tru-t of Admiuistrat<»t
t he estate of

.L

ISAAC MIF.KDON, late ol Searsrnout
in the Count
of Waldo, dec asi-d, l-\ gixing '■> no
all p«-r- >i.as thelaxv directs ; lie therefore r* ••|iie--;
xvho are indebted to -aiii deceased’- Mate t.» make
immediate payim-nt, and those who liave an de
mauds thereon, l.> exhibit the >atne for settlement
MIKLDn.N
AMBROSK 1
to him.

NOTICE.
is
f|S||
X
as

js to forbid all persons harboring or tru-t.
ing my wife F.llen M. Cooksou on my account,
1 shall pay no debts ot her contracting alter thiFR \ N K

date.

of the

S.

ft MMxSt >.\

Witness, Wii.i.iA.xi Bki:i:v.
iwl(i*
Burnham, Oct. lti, 1*77.

Caution Notice
are

hereby

eautiom*d again-t pur

note given in the tall ot P-T for s'* on.
tor
O. Preston. ot liuniell-ville \ 'i
running
M xkokn.
Km» i:
it was improperly obtained.
dxx
Prospect, (let. is, |s;r.

chasing

a

to

lu the District Court of the l nited
District of Maine.
I
FRANK

States, for the

the matter of
x DAN I FI. PFR

ii

KINS'
In Bankruptcy.
>
Bankrupts.
noliee
on
that
the
Pah day ol
give
X October, A. D. 1*77, a Warrant in Bankrupt* s
was issued against the e-tute of Frank Perkin-ami
Daniel Perkins, individually and as partners under

LARtiEST anil

the style of Perkins Biothers ot Belfast, in the( 'min
ty of Waldo, ami State of Maine, who haxe been ad
judged Bankrupts upon their own petition, tiled
August Is, 1*77. That the payment ol any debts and
the delivery of any
propert y belonging to -uch Bank
rupts, to them, or lor their use, and the traii-fer ol
that a
any property by them are forbidden t y lay
meeting of the creditors of the said Bankrupt-, to
prove t heir debts and to choose one or more assign*« s
of their (‘states, will be held at a Court ot Bankrupt
ey to be holdeu at tin* Custom Nous*- in Belfast, be
fore Clias. Hamlin, Ks«p, Register, on the seventh
day of November, A. I >. 1*77, at lo o'clock, A M.
(1KO. M. SARtiFN f, Deputy I S. Marshal, as Mes
senger.
W. II. Fogler, Solicitor.

BEST assorted

-A T-

Stock: of Groods

LOWER PRICES

In this section of the State.

than any other concern, lie lb re you buy,
be sure and call on

Dinsmore

at

flllllS is to

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

Gone !

-C:<>:C-

SELL

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
< Ictober, A. l>. 1-77.

All persons

Silk. Satins,

ol

ol' all kinds, which we will sell at
about

Get Some before all

to furnish all the

Velvets,
Flowers.

BOOTS & SHOES!
HALF

prepared

w

LOO
A

are now

N K.W and I.ATKST Styles of

Faro to

FALL

presented

—

for evervdav service, which thev will
Sell' VKHY L »\V for

W. HANEY

Il;i.-> ju.st rrc.'iWtl

Abiatlo;
-aid < oun:
p» titioi
in tin- real estate
I»«

m

—

We

Lower than have been Know for
Years!

And w ill warrant them to do good service. Call and look at them. They
also keep lull lines of

Wis

am! Qualities.
to our

for gentlemen’s Hoots and Shoes they
hate all the

BEST

solcrtion of tioods, hence

Guarantee Satisfaction

fect satisfaction, and would invite the ladies to examine
their goods.
They keep (and always have kept) the
llf.ST LINK of

Lace

the

to

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

C.

widow

<

ladies, in all widths and styles, and
are eoniident that they can give per-

in

CO.

uf

JSTEVSI

tor

Latest

Oil-Cloths &c.

m
m

GOOD LIGHT!

tin*

GOODS

in the

1 ) 1 *V GrOOCls
Carpetings,

as

New York Button Boots

Winter

Fall

KNOW ,I.S,

UKNUl

—

\NI>

Side

-W

C-

I hqiart mem

Burt'sCelebrated Button Boots,

COMPLETE STOCK OF

Farm for Sale.

!

made m the I niloil stati's. They keep
constantly on iiaiiil 4 lull i>-o»i I'.in-nt of

A

JH

O

Llannels anil Woolens!

SILLIMAN’S

Mr. & Mrs. L D. CHASE

-OF-

BEST

BELFAST.

II MAIN STREET,

-A—-—-

Splendid

wall

—

For Men and liny's wear, \ NEW' STOCK
re
-ived at PRICES that will WARRANT
IM M EDI \ Pi: SALE of them Food 1 \R
•. \ I N S to he obtained in this

r 11 r i \(.

i ( i

Full Assortmcut of

V \ FIFTY

Belfast, within an I for
the second Tuesday "l

at
on

as

.*«•

to seemv tin- most

pains

ill nlost

!* ek I

HATS. BONNETS & TRIMMINGS
<»li*vc!\

—

Messrs. Dinsmore l k
as

New Masonic Block,

CLOAKINGS!

Nearly Everybody Can Have them

Take tin*

and

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo
October, A. 1). 1>77.

OKIYII.I.L

ot

■•10

at

In-

to

$2.50 Per Pair.

Want their Feet to Look Well!

Milliner}

Oyster Market.

Telegraph iiuilding) High

Opposite

rates.

At a Court ot Probate, held at Belfast within ami
for the Count) of Waldo, ou the -eeoiid I in -day
of tOctober, A. 1 >. Is??.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered. I hat t!
petitioner give notice to all p« rsons int ere-te.1 by
causing a copy of <;ii«I petition, with thi order ther*-in tie
itn, to he published three weeks succes-iv ely
Republican Journal u paper printed at Belfast, that
at
a Probate < ouri, to he held
they may appear
the' Probate 'Mice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ot Novemler next, at ten o’clock in tinforenoon, and shew eaus*», if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
PHILO lll.KM’A Judge.
A true copy. Attest -It. P. I- 11.l.I», Register.

—

MILLINERY!
We

SPECIALTY,

A I" A K Y MoDKKMOTT. of \N interport, in tinCountv of Waldo, Administratrix of the estate
of David McDermott, late of Winterport, in -aid
County, deceased, lespectfully represents that tingoods, chatties and credits of said deceased are not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charge- ot
Administration, by the -win of three hundred dollar-.
Wherefore vour petitioner prays your Inner to
,,rant her a license to sell and convey, at private
sale so much of tin- real estate of said in ceased, including the reversion of the Widow’.- dower theieon,
as will satisfy his debts and incidental charge-, and
charges of Administration.
MARY MoDKKMOT I

<

most

EVERYBODY

to

Judge of Probate for the County

1

found this side of Portland. The sucthat has attended our efforts in the
ARl'ET LINE, warrant* us to
make it a

he

as can

FALL.

suit, in or out of the -lu ll. Tinbest grades in tin- city, at LOW LSI PKH'Ks.
unv

Tuesdav of November next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, \vh> tinsame should not be granted.
1»H I id > H KK.>K\ Judge
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Fiki.p, Register.

>

R PET. should not fail to
Everybody desiring
visit our CARPET ROOM. ;ls die recent
LARfE PCRCltASE fives the hade the
heuetit «»f as

H. H. Johnson & Co.

Bloaters, Finnan
Haddies, Kippered

In

and lor
ot

Tuesday

Upon the fo egoing Petition, Ordered, That the
notice to ail persons interested b
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there
I on, to he published three weeks successively iu the
Kepublicau Journal, a paper printed at Beltast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Oilice iu Belfast, atoresaid, oa the second

s.

mouth

Herring

at Belfast, within
on the second

Knowles, late of Winterpori,
MARY
ol
deceased, having

A

<

a

W

Herring,

liand.

on

of

Of any house in the

Pickled

constantly

Carpetings, Oil Cloth,

California Salmon, Smoked and
Smoked Halibut,

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
October, A. D. 1877.

■

Sounds, PRICES THAT DEFT COMPETITION.

and

are seized ami possessed of certain real estate situate in said Belfast, and
bounded as follows: Beginnii g at the west line of
Waldo Avenue at the N. K. corner ot land formerly
occupied bv l.-aac Smalley ; tlienee northerly on said
Avenue Jli rods t«* land formerly of John Ku->;
thence westerly by said Kuss line mi rod' to a staki
and stones; thence southerly parallel with said
Avenue :i0 rod-; thence easterly, parallel wi h sain
Kuss line mi roils, to place of beginning, together
w ith tlie free use in common of a certain spring near
said last mentioned line. Said premises being -ub
ject to the Widow’s right of dower; that an ad\an
tageous otfer of one thousand dollars has been made
h\ Mar> K. Downes ot said Belfast, which oiler it i<
for the interest ot all concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to he put out on interest
for the benefit >d said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a liceuse to sell and eolivey said real estate
of said minors,including the r* ersion ot the Y\ idow
dower thereon,) to said Man K- Downes tor said
LACK A A. UL'-S?.
sum.

Waldo,

Hats & Bonnets S0oi|s^s)oog

Kl.lil’l. ill K it.-.

MCK.

Halibut Heads, Fins & Napes,
DRY COD,

Tongues

Silks

place

1 v: A' |i, >

ml

n

£32

i

A full line of Black and Colored

©>

./.VF./'/.VM

Tnmmed and

1A >T OF NIC!

Salt

propose to

we

Choicest, Largest, and

the

F. W. COLLINS
A

ill lu* the specialty of this establishment during
Fail months, consequently our Purchases
have been Larin with a view of sellmy

Them at Prices not met by Competition.

before the Public this Season

2 i-2c per lb.

ported by Capt.

Fairy

m

^

o

tie*

Frices.

Quoildy Pollock

BOHEMIAN GLASS BLOWERS! Corn!

A sad ease of shipwreck and loss of life is re
Dizer of sch. N. A. farwell. The Will occupy the store opposite E. J. Morison’s store,
vessel foundered and sunk off Barnegat, in the gale ! Maiu Street, commencing on Monday, Oct. 22d, for
one week only.
Also, the Glass Steam Engine
of Oct. S.
The mate, Isaac S. Norwood, was
washed overboard and drowned. The second mate
fallen
had previously
from aloft, was nearly killed,
will he in full operation at each entertainment; was
and when the remaining crew were taken off. was on
exhibition at the Centennial. Open every afterleft in the cabin in a dying condition. He went noon and
cweniug ut 2 o'clock und 7 1-2 evening.
down with the vessel. The Farwell was a Rock I
Admission 15 cents. Every one Receives a Pres
laud vessel.
I eut.

H

F
vicinity,

BELFAST.

and Read!

►3

To the Ladies of Belfast and

Extra

\V

STOCK

(0

WOOL

ALL

BLACK CASHMERES!

£3 -M- M

8"

FISH I
gAt

To

asthma, bronchitis, catarrh, and .ill throat and
lung affections, also a positive and radical specific
\y\- nervous debility and all nervou> complaints,
•cels it his duty to make it known to his
suffering
fellows.
\etuated by this motive lie will cheer
fully send, free of charge, to all who desire it. the
recipe for preparing, ami full directions for success
lulh using this providentially discovered remedy.
Those who wish to avail themselves of the beneli’ts
ot tin-- discovery without cos-. can do so liv return
mail, by addressing. with stamp. Dr Dlmrles P.
Marshall A3 .Niagara.Street, Bullal-•. N 1
Iwlo
A»k Yourself These Uiientiouh.

FRANCIS

om-

Millinery Department

during

^

H ef

PRICES!

Miss A. A. Steven*, who had charge of

IN

French Polonaise Goods

8h

Grloves !

LOW

undersigned Guard in u of James A. Kuss and
1 George U. Kuss, minor heirs of Jan.o A. Kuss
Belfast, in said Couuty, deceased, respectful

To the Honorable
of Waldo

1, S O-

NOVELTIES

Q

&

Goods and Prices.

some

in

new

Astraoan

\|so

»

-A

CRITHE KOST

our

never

BASKET CLOTHS !

ALL WOOL

HgfzO

examine

wer*

tities, than at present. Attention is called to the very Choice Patterns in

ST £

dr.

FOODS
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earefullv fleeted stock of

FANCY

Fungencies.

It Has Stood the Test.
It you doubt tin* wonderful success of Sin i.<mi’s
Const m ption Dr UK. give it a trial : then if
you are
mu satislied. return the bottle and we will refund
tin* price paid,
il has established the fact that
Consumption can lie cured, while for Doughs.
Hoarseness. Asthma. Whooping
Dough, and all
Lung oi Throat troubles, there is nothing like it
for a quick and positive cure, as it never fails. HI
cents. An cents and >1 per bottle.
If your Lungs
are sore, Chester Hack lame, use Shiloh’s Porous
Plaster, price *2f> cents. Sold by Richard U. Moody.
Du. Shiloh’s Systkm Vitauzkj; is no doubt
the moist sueeesstul cure for Dvspepsia and Liver
t
omplaiut we have over known, otherwise we
could not guarantee it.
In eases of Consumption,
whore (ieneral Debility. Loss of
Appetite and Don
stipation exist, it will restore and regulate the.M s
tcm while Shiloh’s Dure
allays the iiillammation
and heals the lungs. Price’ 7A cents. Sold hv
Richard H. Moody.
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Extra Bargains

Mi*s L. having ju»t returned from the
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CARPETINGS!

Ribbons, Silks, Satins, Velvets,
Plushes, Feathers, Flowers,

Openings
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DRY GOODS

Tuesday & Wednesday, Oct. 23 & 24.

Insfanf/i/.

It is believed the recent killing ot' Joel Oomin- I
AlfKlVhl).
us u train robber, at Big Springs, was a mistake,
Oct 12th, schr, A. 11 a) ford, Dickey, Camden, to
lie was a wealthy citizen of Texas, who had been
load for J acksouville.
to the Black Hills where lie had sold a herd of
Oct
S. P. Hail, Smith, Bucksport, to
cattle and had *JO,000 with him. It is supposed load for13th, schr,
Brunswick, Ga.
he resisted arrest on tlie ground that he was at
Oct Hth, schr, Empire, Ryan, Boston.
The matter is being iuves
tacked by robbers
(Act 15th, schrs, S. K Woodbury, from Georgetown
t<» load hay for the South. Oregon, Case, New
tigated.
Vork; I>. K. Arey, Pattershall, Weymouth, Mass.
Oct With, schrs Kspranza, Smalley, Portland and
Sylvanus and Samuel Baton, of Deer Isle, crew
the Eastern Bay, Lizzie Poor, Dickey, do.
of a vessel in the harbor, were arrested at liable
SAILED.
ford.JSatnrday. for stealing nets and ropes and other
articles froni the Pool lishcnnen. Sylvanus an
Oct 12th, >chrs, A. W. Ellis, Bartlett, City Point,
sivers the description of the man wanted for house
to load tor Philadelphia; Geo. B. Ferguson, Fergu
son, do.
breaking at Deer Isle.
Oct 13th, schrs, Geo. Shattuck, Carter, Boston;
A New York jeweller, from whom a stranger or
Lillian, Ryan, do, James Holmes, Ryder, Hyannis,
dered 5nS00 worth of watches in the name of a well
Muss; A. llayford, Dickey, Jacksonville,
Oct Hth, schrs, S. P. Hall, Smith, Brunswick, (ia,
known Stamford man. took the goods to Stamford
Malabar, Hallow ay, Ellsworth.
instead of sending them, because he feared a swin
Oct 17th, schr, Mary, Magee, Philadelphia
die. He found his suspicions veritied. and felt so
good to think lie had not been cheated that he got
drunk, when uthief robbed liim of hisSSOO package !
The Commercial t»*lls a story of a young woman,
name not given, who disguised herself as a man
and worked for a Brewer farmer during having,
and since then has worked in Orrington. \Vheii
her disguise was detected, she gave as her reason
that her father being dead she was obliged to
labor for the support of the family, and could get
better pay while disguised.
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assortment of

Kidney Diseases. Dropsy, amt all Diseases of the
( rimin' Organs. are eared by Hi m s Kkmkhy.
Hundreds who have been given up by the Pliysi

more

A burglar who attempted to enter the dwelling
house of Mr- L. A. Osborne, at Newmarket, N
11
was confronted by a loaded revolver in the
bands of the plucky woman, who, without delay,
blazed away at him. The gentle burglar wheeled
about and made his escape, leaving a trail of blood
behind, to show that the shots had taken effect.
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io call the attention of the Ladies
Belfast and vicinity to their
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The JIkaui IIKt.ULAtor will assist the action of
the Heart, and its continued use will afford a
per
mauent cure. Send for a circular containing a fiiil
description of its merits, to Frank E. 1 no alls.

hanks to aid the Coverunient with gold.

perils

leave

has

The
many persons to an
and various parts of tin* Heart are very ten
der and easily disarranged, which in time will In
(nine settled Heart Disease, for the relief and cure
of which we oiler you Dr. Graves Heart Kh;i la
v

The New York Bank Committee has agreed to
recommend the » oc plan of specie resumption, the
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Heavy diamond smuggling by connivanceoi New
1 orl; otli« ials has been discovered.
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Uufug Littlefield, of
Prospect, one of the stead! tast subscribers to the Journal for forty five years,
called upon us this week.
V’lreosc Strout Inis commenced to manufacture
at his kiln on the east side,
flu* steamer May Queoil has been chartered to
r
usual amount of skulking is going on about run to Sedgwick and Deer Isle after the Lewiston
leaves the route
>»
1" avoid being taken before the (irand Jure
She will still keep her present
hue. merely extending her
to the
ereain.
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Prices of

goods reduced
the LOWKST KATES.

Watches, Clocks, and Jewelry,

Repaired PROMPTLY,

|

and in the BEST

manner.

17 PHENIX ROW.

TO LYCEUMS.
WILLIAM H.

SAYWARD,
Readings, Recitations, and Impersonations.
For terms address at

Percival Ave., Dorchester, Mass.
3 XX 1J

Tiui

liomts

ell, Tom, uiy boy, l must say good-by,
I’ve hud .1 wonderful visit here;
Knjoved it, too, as well as I could
Away from all that my heart holds dear.
Maybe I've been a trifle*rough—
A little awkward,
your wife would say—
And very likely I've missed the hint
Of your city polish day by day.
W

in lias whom gaiiui ibai
is what .1 *'4ero«|uet” is. A
side
was about to execute a
very nobby girl
my
very difficult shut She was going to eroipiet a ball
through a wicket, ami wishing to get the exact
line, “would 1 get beyond the wicket and sight the
ball, and tell her how to strike !" She stood on a
small knoll, the ground was a little uneven, and 1
got down on my knee—a rather unusual position
i'uo
tiwSl UloU.
L understand

oiiiy

Worm

thoroughly
on

N ew

A d verti seinents.

BEFORE
YOU

somehow. Tom. though the same old roof
Sheltered us both when we were boys.
And the same dear mother-love watched us both.
Sharing our childish griefs and joys.
^ rt you arc almost a
stranger now;
1 our ways and mine are as far
apart
As though we never had thrown an arm
About each other with loving heart.

ears are

aching

to hear

once more.

And 1 wish you well.
\iid many a year of wealth and gain.
)
were horn to be rich and gay:
/ am content to be p^or and plain.
And 1 i*o bark to my country home
With a love 11tai absence has strengthened

So

ih.w

Hark

l"

good by
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Montlih
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Plays! Plays!
Plays! Plays!
Heading Clubs,
Theatricals,
For

by the way- arid laid my face to the ground
and sighted through the wicket. She stood with
her left foot on tin* ball, her right hand grasping

lor
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Drawing Hoorn Plays,

Tem-

lor
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Williamson’s Block,

PiiglT St.,

Grand

PAKTKTTAS AD 1)11 ESS

e«

Orleaiut. I.va :
Man FranciH-o, Cal.

B

If you want the best tobacco ever made ask your
grocer for this, and m-c that each plug bears our blue
strip trade mark with words Jackson’s Uest on it.
Sold wholesale by Ii<>-ton and Portland Jobbers.
Send for sample to C. A. Jackson & Co., Manufacturer.-. Petersburg, ^ a.

Largest

eventually.
am devoting myself to business now. strictly,
on windy days, when skirts are liable to be
carelessly blown about.. I keep within thi coniines
re

Suits!

city

Vests,

SOFT.

Paper Ware.

ALL Ki.MLS FISH TACKLE. BOOKS. LINKS, rtf..

TO HAVE C;OOD HEA slTil THE EIVElt
MI ST BE KEPT II OKOEU.

T'r' z'ton\c/J ct£*\'*

j§*y K La ¥EJu®
a

Worsted & Diagonal Suits!
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1

AT

SBXHEMMHE.N £

OVERCOATS

I

-BILIOUSNESS,

:§

We have the LARGEST

Evuvifisiwffi-!'^^ iaDYS^r?,A-|!

L O WEST

JMSEbJ^sej^
or

Famuli let's address Dm San.

<

*.t».

New \ork.

fl f \ Extra fine
CunU. with name,
He" / IO ots., post-paid. E. .JUNKS & CO., Nassau,
New York.

RFATTY piano, organ^k Si-:LookULn I I I startling NVws. organs, 12 stops $55.
Pianos only $150 cost $r,50. Cir. Free. I>. F. Beatty,
Washington, N. .1.

| i PI AN Ol|
?J STOOLS ||
Ask

“i

At

Low

Prices.

your dealer lor llnm, an.I it he has
tor Catalogue and Prices.

1

x

none

send

! TORTSTART:
-V Sunday-school teachers are already on the
lookout for tin* best helps t>» use iu 1878, a plan rollered by which THE SUNDAY SCHOOL IIMES
mn betaken lor three months on trial at a very
Final 1 cost. The Times is a lb page weekly paper.
Among the tegular lesson writm-. during the
present year, in addition t<» tin- editois, 11. Clay
'1 rumbuU and to orge A. Pelt/., have l>een Prof.
Ta y! er Le wis, 1 To I'. A. C K e iu iri ek, 1U*'v. N e w m a n
Hall, of London, and Faith Lalirner.” Special
articles on the lessons have also been given by
many dLliiiguishod Bible students. The
for l.s78 include writers not inferior to these.

plan’s

H'vou will send vourname
anil post-office addless, together with twenty five cents, to the address given
below, you will receive The Times every week for
three months. This oiler is only for new subscribers (persons who have not taken the paper w ithin
the last six months), the regular price being $2.15
a year.
For seven cents additional, a specimen
copy of the Scholars' Quarterly will he sent.
Specimens of the Weekly Lesson Leaf sent free.
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Tens,
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Spices.

nr.st uiption.

Citron, Sage, Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.
OF

M A N F I- A<' l( It FA;

We

now

he

readily with Starch, hot or cold. I'rcvents
“blistering” and the iron .sticking. Saves turn
t\ ti\e t>er cent of labor and starch

Thankful lor past jmtroiiagt* I hope for a continuance oft he same.
These (Joods const an t ly on hand.
K. 1'.. SWIM, Wadlin's Block,
•'!. Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyl

ing nearly

FLOOIMioOM !

lias

our

Boots

Complete Assortment
()

FURNITURE, CASKETS &C,
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bought

at our

Kvery day of the LAI'KST SI YLKS, and BKST

(QUALITY.
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All
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see
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Our Prices Can't be Beat !

Glass Preserve Jars,

Ladies' American Kid Louts, fall Line.

H rackets,

Ladies' Sen/e ]latton and Conyress.

Lays

Lap-boards,

and Childrens' Shoes

JAS. W.

Children's Carriages,
15ed and Table Casters,
!

of all

hinds.

CLARK.

FOR FALL & WINTER

Goods, &c., &c.

Upholstery

J. C. THOMPSON it
39 Main St.,

SON...

BELFAST.

ISTo w is Your Time.

22

High St.

Rubber
O.

W.
54 Main

Ferguson & Littlefield’s

22

or

As

a

Clothing.

HANEY.
Street, Belfast, Me.

Maine Central Railroad.
Winter

Arrangement.
and after Monday, Oct.

folON
8, trains will
lows: Leave Belfast at 8.15
run as

a.m., Brooks 8 50, Thorndike
9.20, Unity, 9.30, arriving at Burnham at 9.55 a.m.
Leave Belfast at 3 05 p.m.. Brooks, 3.42, Thorndike,
4.20, Unity, 4.35, arriving at Burnham at 5.05 p.m.

Unity
10.50, Thorndike, 11.03, Brooks, 11.38, arriving at
Returning—Leave

Burnham at 10.20

a. in

Belfast at 12.20 p. m.
Leave Burnham at 5.23 p.m.,

Unity, 5.48, Thorndike, 6.02, Brooks, 6.30, arriving at Belfast 7.03 p.m,
These Trains Connect Ht Burnham with Portland.
Boston and Bangor Trains.
Belfast, Oct 8, 1877.

’■o. 2!l Miiin Street,
April 4, I-;;.
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CHEAP

Rubber Coated Pipe.
rjpH

IS is

a

perfectly

pure and

WATER

healthy

article for

PIPES.

By using this piping all risks of s toppage of supply
hy rust or poisoning by lead is renamed. For sale
by
A. D. FRENCH.
40tf
Belfast, April .'l, 1877.
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Corn! Corn!!
6,500 Bushels

Prime
.lust received

Yellow

Corn!

and for sale Low ut Lane’s Wharf.
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FOOTE & FRENCH

SHINGLES !

1 Congress Si.. & 1

HALL & COOPER.
Vml'.*

Belfast, Sept. 10, lfc?77.

U. 8.

ha* removed his stock of

Goods!

Dry

Day, Monday, May 28th,

This

formerly occupied by

<«. W. Burkett in

Xji o w
be purchased elsewhere. Thankful for past
Please call
favors and would still solicit patronage.
and take a look at the Old Place so well known.
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Days longer
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Stoves and Tin

STOVES & TIN
Constantly

I

and
am

WARE

hand.

ol

faithfully attended

sole

such universal

Come and look at my
my store.

new

satisfaction.
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Dissolution ot

IM I!H.‘

I

¥ AN l.\(i purchased tin* Patent Bij»ht

to niann-

and si ll tin1 above Churn in Waldo,
fact u
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc Couni i« s, wo take
pleasure in ottering it t< I>airymnn, in full eonlidrnrr
ihat it has no riv al and is I'MKoNLN PhKKKCI
CIILKN NOW IN l SL.
SIMPSON & MKIIKII.I..
Soars j ort, .Maine.
(»tf
re

TIIK

IKK

(ier.-hom I witchell is authorized to -ettIt all del
due lo and bv (lie -aid company
i.KKsllnM I'NV I K H I I.I.
WM. II. K ! M KA 1.1
fnvl
Kuril ham, Oct. ., ls77.
>

Dissolution.
Jill K

i

i-o

name

Under

LINK

OK

Garments,

partnership heretofore
and style of lla/.eltine

day dissolved bv mutual consent.
II \ /1.1.1 INK
Kelfast, Sept ir,
Idle business will b. earned
I’.

Haney’s,

\

Klt.’K I OKI».

ill future
Mwl \

by

I II

NOTICE.
i

■

Pay!

term of credit ha
and settle at one*
OAKK.s ANCilKK

to me whose
rj’MlOSK indebted
i expired, are notified to call

and SAVK COST.
Kelfast, Oct. lo, ls77.

Hh'I.FA ST.

vsrGo in and Price them !-*«

exi-tiu* ami.
\ Kirk ford i-t!

to entity that my son, (ieo. Skinner, In
rn|| 1
left my care without any cause on my part,
that all persons are forbidden to harbor or trust Inin
his con
on inv account, as I shall pay no debts id
11acting after this date.
rim.u* skinnki:
:t\vl4*
Kellust. sept, ds, ls77.

Call and
C. W.

oil

Ha/eltille.

TTotice.

BKST

Co-partnership.

is he eb\ r‘ i ell that the partnet-d
suhsi-fiiijj between t.er-honi |A\
ami William II. Kimball, both of Kurnhuiu, tiinh
the linn ot I'witidiell & Kimball. \va- di--oI\ed
the s. coinl day of (October, lsr.'. b\ mutual con-,
I

Sums- in I!ii(t•*f-iii;ikinij nt Lust \ttainn|.
T
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Nt latep
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ludj.
I Wahl". I .-ha!
l*i obate, lor tint >>11111
at public auction. mi tin- t.-nth da\ if' Novrmb.
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THE SCHOLARS' QUARTERLY (issued every
Man's rights do not include the right to all the
three months) is likely to he far more widely used
comforts of a home without any of the work, or !j during next \ ear than ever before. Its circulation
during the last quarter reached 115.ono copies. A
worry, or self sacriliec. or thoughtfulness ami well
large share of the best conducted Sunday-schools
doing incident t<> its creation and maintenance. A
throughout the country are now using it iu place
good many men think they have done their full
of the ordinary question book.
Its editors are
duty if they pay the lulls, more or less grudgingh
determined that no effort or expense shall he
Hut one might as well try to warm a room with a
of
all
the
lesson helps
to
it
in
advance
spared
keep
fireplace and a pair of silver-plated andirons, and
for scholars. Every superintendent and teacher
no fuel or tin*, as to make a home with
in
the
should
examine
it
before
money. I
deciding
country
The money simply makes a place for the home : i«.
upon lesson helps l'ur next year
complete it. tie* man must put in himself, and tieiTS COST is 25 cents a year, or $25 for a hundred
best part of himself at that.
copies a year. Sent by mail without cost of
postage to subscribers. Subscriptions taken for
“Old age." says one whose words have survived
three or six months at the yearly rate; under 10
his name, "is a blessed time when, looking hack
copies, three months, so\ en’cciitseach. To supply
/Or jive scholars, one
YOUR CLASS would cost:
over the* follies, sins and mistakes of past life -too
year, $1.25 ; threenioiiths. 85 cents; for ten scholars,
late, indeed, to remedy, hut not too late to repent
one
three
$2.50;
months, 08 cents. If ordered
year,
—we may put off earthly garments one
by one.
by the y< nr, they will be sent each quarter in
and dress ourselves for Heaven. Oriels that are
time
for
use.
The issue for the fourth
ample
heavy to the young are to tin* old calm and almost quarter of this year (October. November, December) is now ready.
Send seven cents for a specijoyful, as tokens of the near and ever nearing time
when 'there shall he no more death, neither sorrow
men copy.
1’o-tage stamps may be sent in place
of currency, if more convenient.
nor crying, neither any more pain.’
Even though
Address,
walking in darkness for a while, tin* aged have tInPublisher
JOHN D.
sure promise—'At eventide it shall he light.
6io Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Some men move through life as a hand ol mu.sie
Please state who e n.:ov. saw this advertisement.
moves down the street. Hinging out pleasure on
every side through the air to every one. far and
AMERICAN
Some men till the air with
near, that can listen.
their presence and sweetness, as orchards in Oc
tuber days till the air with perfume of ripe fruit.
Some women cling to their own houses, like the
honeysuckle over the door. yet. like it. sweeten all
>>
the region with the subtle fragrance of their good
There are trees of righteousness which are
ness.
ever dropping precious fruit around them.
There
are lives that shine like starbeams, or charm the
l.Ui 1.1 (IS, HOTELS, 11 OS.
Very desirable f,
heart like songs sung upon a holy day. How great
I* IT A ES, A A Y hi M S .-in ; all ia-t itutions for ehil
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a bounty and a blessing it is to hold the royal gifts
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Barley
of the soul, so that they filial' be music to some,
lioM Eftstl\ HQre-ded.
H.osf Pit lata l»i'c. tin;
and fragrance to others, and life to all! It would
>losr Eeonoiiii -i! t •'! toThoroughly cooked
id
ingdessicated, will
be no unworthy thing to live for, to make the by our p.iu-n: s;. m u pu.r'.m >>■■ prepared for the
In Jill climate-..
keen
which
we
have
within
us
the
breadth of table in
power
For sale by all firsttwenty minuies i-oilum.
other men’s joy; to scatter sunshine where only
class grocers and to the trade by
clouds and shadows reign : to till the atmosphere
where earth's weary toilers must stand, with
The Cereals
brightness which they cannot create for them
IS C OEEEEE PEACE. N. Y._
selves, and which they long for, enjoy and appro
date. [ hi very-1 >ay Sermons.

the other day, Miss
Lucy M. Nye •was wedded to Hiram Nye.
This is literally a Xye for a Nye.
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in l’ants and
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his letters
always put
on his spectacles when lie was about to eat cher
ries. that they might look the bigger and more j
tempting. In like manner I make the most of my
enjoyments: and though I do not east my earc's |
away. I pack them in as little compass as I can. j!
and carry them as convenient as 1 can for myself, ;
and never let them annoy others.

We have always pitied the little girl at the opera,
who, as she lay hack in the luxurious chair of the
box, utterly weary, and sleepy, and bored, at an
hour when she should have been snug in bed, was
asked whv she came; "Oh. I must, you know.",
yawned the little liuly, languid ten years before
her time, we have season tickets.” The trouble
with a great many older people is that they have
“season tickets” for the good things of life, and so
do not half enjoy them. Now, in my complete
equipment for happiness in this life, must he ;
reckoned a hod)’, mind and soul capable of receiv 1
ing and interpreting pleasurable sensations, and of
being moved by high and noble emotions. The
decree of pleasure that one liuds in reading tin*
Bible or Shakespeare depends upon the truth or
the poetry within herself. The song stirs respon
sive music in your heart, or the singer sings in
vain. If there he no sensitive plate in your mind,
to receive and hold impressions of beauty, vou will
The ox, despite the develop
never see a picture.
ment theory, never beheld a sunset.
It is this
capacity for receiving happiness through pure sen
nations, that prevents the good things of life from
being selfishly appropriated. By one of those irre
pealable clauses of the law of compensation, which
in a measure rights the mis--adjustments of the
world, the best gifts of <rod and nature remain free
to those who can enjoy them.
The “season ticket
holders” often tind their sensitiveness and zest
gone, and as the years go on they add continually
to the list of things that money cannot buy nor
opportunity furnish. [Holden Rule.
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of torture.

Jaw dan’s stormy banks I stand.”
Once <»r twice I felt it my duty, with others, to
the
girls when they got too excited and
separate
brandished their mallets too forcibly. I could not
hut think with what skill those four girls, in years
to come, will wield a broom handle, and with what
precision and unerring aim they will use a stove
lifter.
There were lots of terms used iu the game that
I did not fully understand. I was beginning to like
the game, that is, I didn’t care so much about the
game as I did the girls. It seemed to make a good
pretext for a party to get together and see each
other, and light and scold and otherwise enjoy
themselves, but just at a very exciting point of the
game 1 met with an accident that came near blot
ting out of existence one of America's greatest and
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ough repair, anti an engrafted orchard <>f bear
fruit tree>. fall at office 2d, Main Street, or «>n
pr.-mises at the intersection "t tclie Lincoln vil|.1 ittle lliver roads in the south part of this eit\
1. M lb >AK1>MAN
41tf
Belfast. April 12, 1*77.
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Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.

KEROSINE OIL.

Brothers,

at

»' L LL LIN 1- OK

1>K. H. MOOl>Y\S
tin* market.
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Fall and Winter Goods!

found

be
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Vinegar,
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prize
Exposition for its tine chewing qualities, the excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavoring.

abides with truth. And von will
generally sutler for wishing t.» appear other than
it be richer or greater or mon
are.
whether
you
learned. The mask once on becomes an in-triiun-nt

nut, not ‘MJeorgo." but another fellow’? name, and
my heart let go tin* roof of mv month and dove
down into me with such force that l am conlident,
bad I not sat down at that instant, that it would
have stove a hole right through me. When I suflicieutly regained my senses, l found that through
the mysterious workings ot unfathomable woman
I was on just the opposite from where I
expected
to he. and my female friend, who was full of deceit
and the peaches I had bought, cut ine all the rest
of the afternoon worse than any barber ever did. I
did not learn much about the game. 1 played as
well as 1 could, and did as 1 was told. Four girls
I could not
were scolding most of tin* time.
help
being reminded of that old hymn,

White Wine

ike

Orug store

I’he

Molasses, Syrup,

Opening*

first-class

a

F'XJR.IT. S

Pure Cider and

SWEET NAVMEWING TOBACCO! Andrews
awarded the highest
at Centennial

Contentment

quite

mi

in

JUST RECEIVED

Warranted

Suit, Butter, Cheese,

Belfast.

kept

in fact

can

WELLS

PORK, LARD,FISH

H. L. LORD’S,

was

lady ae([uaintauees

Store!

Has added to his Stock tin- best of

Two of thi* gentlemen picked me up. ami 1 n*
member hearing a younir physician who was pres
ent remark that tie* bridge of my nose was not
broken, but that 1 should have a pair of as hlaek
1 aui pretty comfort
eyes as ever my father had.
able at present, the skin is beginning to form on
and
dark
the
nose,
my
places under my eyes are
turning green, and 1 think 1 shall re-rain my beauty

Combs,

R. H. MOODY'S.

GEO. G.

JACKSON S BEST

my otliee.
will take occasion l.s

Everything

A

WILSON SEWING 1 MACHINE
CO.,
«»rk fliy:
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and
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numerous

Hair Brushes

Church

FurnishingGoods Variety

Mitt llroiulrtvit 1
Chicago. I II. ;

Tooth Brushes,
Face Powder,

Sponges,

POTE,
Street.

No. 3 Pierce’s .Block,

New Vork.

l oll

of

Nuts

Every single
preemption of

2‘.
8. Nflirul^ia, Tootlim !•<•. Karen-;>c,
2*.
it. Headaches, si»*k llt acC^ i
Vertigo,
10. Dyspepsia, Bilious Bttmuich.75
11. Suppressed, or Bainful
nl-y
iZ. Whites, ti.o P«''*':.co reriods-.2*.
13. Crttup. Cough, Difficult Breathing,
li Nalt Hhctini, Erysipelas. Eiupth n*.
15. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Duns.
it.. Fever and Asue, Chill l\
Agnt-..
17. Files, blind or bleeding
:»«'
18. OpiltiialillY, and Spit-III W.-nk Eves.
5.,
!•;». Catarrh, acute or chronic, lultuen/a,
'1
20. WlioopinKT-4 mietl). violent coughs,
5f
21. Astlima, oppressed Breathing,
5>
22. Ear Di»ehsirsre-, impniud heat in
5.
23. ttrrotliia, enlarged goind-. Sw. 11 iU'.r-.
21. Keiieral Debility, Ehysical Weakness.
V
25. Dropsy ami
anty Secretion*,
■»'
to tu ibing.
ah hi.
21.
2v Kidney-Disease, Gno.el,
2s A’erxnis liiebil'iy, \ ttul W ii n -•», 1
20 Sure .’limit li. Canker,
bed,
rn kites*.
:«>. I rinaiy
;J,i Faimut Periods, oru; 5 spn-iu*.
10
32 l»isei*s«-iui'Heart, pali'itau .i *. ev
D m.
1
33 Kptlepsty,
!• »-r.»~ ->. Vic
-Pe I *“f lli'"
31. IlipiHhet ja. ul*
35. < lii'otne 4 oi»u,e-i umi* und 1.. 115*1 ion

Bottled,

and

<

Thou art in the end what thou art. Put on wie
with millions of curls, set thy tool upon ell Inch
rod:- Thou abidest ever- -what thou art. (C.M-thc

French Dictionary) around it. assuring tne that she
should certainly want me on her side, and 1 was so
happy that my heart llcw up into my mouth, and
1 came very near losing it on the lawn.
On arrival ot the party, my charmer and a girl
whom I detested were fixed upon as leaders. Just
before the choices were made. I was assurrod by
my friend, that she wanted me on her side, so I
sauntered carelessly about the lawn, knocking
imaginary halls about and keeping my mind's eye
on my heart, which persisted in
getting up into the
roof of my mouth. My friend chose first:
my face
was all smiles; there was miles of it on mv'countenance. and 1 heard her clear, hell like voice call

Bulk

Hair Oils,

Confectionery and

FRED W.

prices. Costumes. Scenery, Charades, New
nt Tree containing lull description and
catalogue
prices. SAM’l, FHFNCII & SON, 122 Nassau St.,

tt lio !>«»•»«• Ilieir llurlin^n with
drastic purgatives incur a fearful responsibility, t he
gentle, moderate (yet effective) Jaxative, alterative,
and anti bilious operation of 1 \kka.\t\s Sim i/.i n
Aim kikn
particularly adapts it to the disorders of

Jewels

silt down *m a little rustic scat and waited
lor tin* ro.M of tincompany to arrive. She sat at
my right. She had a belt on that was fastened at
the side with a large pin.
I am particular about
stating this, because 1 remember when 1 took away
my hand this pin stuck into it. making
a
wuiind. so she wound her dainty mouchoir (see

Knives,

To be found in this citv.

duced

the mallet and her left hand holding up her dress.
As I look back on it now it seems to me that I did
not give tin* especial attention to the ball that the
In the excitement she had
occasion required.
raised her dress a few inches higher than was really
of seeing the hall my eyes
and
instead
necessary,
caught sight of a tiny little button boot, whose top
encircled an exceedingly pretty ankle, which was
encased in a bewitching navy blue silk stockin
which was lost in a cloud of white skirts above,
and for the moment 1 forgot what 1 was on tin*
ground for. when getting tired of waiting for me to
tell her how to strike, she gave the ball a tremendous rap. and it sped through the wickei with the
rapidity of a bo\ through a school-house door.

Two ladies an* leaders of the two sides. They
choose tin- players, and here another trait of womans character stands out as
of
and Devotion.
prominent as a gopher mound on a prairie. A gentleman under
such circumstances would tirst choose the girl he
Olio day. llaroun Al Kaschid read
thought tin* most of without regard to her skill as i
a player or what anyone might think of his choice,
A book wherein the poet said
but a girl invariably chooses the gentleman slu*
••Where
are tin* kings and where the rest
the
thinks
least of and then hates herself all
Of men who onee tile world possessed
through the game for doing it. and because her
friends an* all on the opposite side. I cannot disThey're pone with all their pomp and show.
cover why this is so
any more than 1 can why a
They’re pone the way that thou shall. go.
country school-house is always painted red. 1 once
“O
thou who ehoosest for thy share
that
the
reason
of
that
was
that
thought
perhaps
The world, and what the world calls fair.
the scholars read so much inside the house that
possibly it might strike through and make the out
••Take all that it can give or lend.
>id‘* red too. I could have sold this solution at om*
Hut know that death is at the end !"
time for >lo. but today I don’t presume it is worth
the paper it is printed on.
Haroum Al Haseliid bowed his head
Tin* weapons used in hunting this variety of
Tears fell upon the pape he reail.
game are balls and mallets, the skill consisting in
[Henry W. Lonpfellow.
knocking your own ball through a wire wicket, and
From the lowest dejdh there is a path to the
keeping your opponent from getting his through.
To do this well, one must ac wire considerable pro
loftiest height
[Carlyle.
licieiicv. Some,
to
refuse
this
ople
game.
play
Honesty coupled to beauty is to have fancy a
because they consider it a wick-lint, on second
thought. 1 will not finish that pun. because every sauce to supar. [Shakespeare.
reader has been waiting anxiously for it. and I
i.-> neither more nor less than biography
shall dasli this disappointment on his bead, with onHistory
a large scale.
[ Larmartine.
ilic overpowering force of a snow-slide.
I attended a croquet party the other afternoon.
Prefer loss before unjust pain, for that brings
A remarkably charming girl invited me. The first
grief but (nice, this forever. jChilo
question she asked after extending the invitation
What is becoming is holiest, and whatever is
was. "If 1
knew whether there were any nice
holiest must always be becoming. |Cicero.
peaches in the market !" I accepted her invita
lion and carried the peaches.
Sin* gave me to un
History makes haste to record great deeds, but
derstand that she should want me on her side.
often neglects good ones. (Hosea Ballon.
This was the first croquet party I lmd attended. I
learned enough that afternoon t• * make quite an
Knowledge is proud that be has learned
much! Wisdom is humble that lie knows no more.
acceptable appendix to a cyclopedia.
1 combed my hair, turned my collar, scented
my [< owper.
handkerchief, blacked my boots, and otherwise or
Let wickedness escape as it ma\ at the bar. it
namentod myself, sparing neither time nor ex
never fails of doing justice upon itself: for every
pense. and was at the appointed place at the proper
guilty person is bis own hangman. (Seneca.
time.
M\ lady friend took tin* first occasion to remind me that slu* wanted me on her side, and then
Most historians take pleasure in putting into tininnocently inquired Whai in the world I had in mouths of prince-, what they have neither aid nor
1 hat
paper hue-' and then we had peaches and
ought to have said. ( \ oltaiiv.
••cream. and then she said.
What ever possessed
Honor is but the reflection <>r a man own a.
V"U to brine them
and i smiled and picked her
tions. shining bright in the face m all about him,
out another ripe one.
and from thence rebounding upon himself. (South

‘‘On

A SPECIALTY.

im<*, moitey.

*

specific the wel 1 <r*cd
an eminent physician.
Cent*,
Nos.
Cures.
25
t. Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations,
25
2. Worms, Worm Fe.<r, Worm
of
or
3. I’ryiiis-fvOlie,
Toetiling Infants,. 75
4. Diarrhoea, of Children or Adults,
5. Dysentery, Griping, Biiion.-Colic,
(i. Cholera-AInrbus, Vomitim.•
7. roughs. Cold.**, Bronchi: is,.2:

Fancy Goods,

OYSTERS

WEAK

A I, S C)

AGENTS

*•

wickiirs7Ta;i«! siiTrrrinw.

best and most durable

Perfumery in

saving

people vunt,

the

great variety of

Sh.ovild.or Braces

children.

jaw.

and

TRUSbES!
The

Canned Fruits and Delicacies lor the sick always
on hand.
And the Largest and Best Stock of

Fairy Piays,
perance Plays,
Ethiopian Piays,Guide Books,Speakers Pantomimes
Tableaux Lights, Magnesium Lights, Colored Fire,
Burnt Cork, Theatrical Face Preparations, Jarley’s
Wax Works, Wigs, Beards, and Moustaches at re-

coo

::deal of this lii^rli moral game
There is
rolling around us now in fai l, it is about all the
It is too early in the
:miu«- then* i.> m tin* market.
•«< ason ami tin- weather is too warm lbr veniMHi or
poker. s.» tin* pcopb* have to be content with ero
iJU.t.
<
roquet is across between base ball and billiards,
and tills up and tits into a moral hole in those poo
pie who an* too lazy to play base ball and too pious
to play billiards,
li is a sort of national Boston
Museum, which gives an orthodox crowd a chauee
to see a good
play, without attend,ng a theatre,
and it is better than a muddvdayto allow the girls
to exhibit tin* silk clocks on their stockings.
Croquet i> generally played in the open air the
same as a brass band is. and is a ladies’ game, al
most as exclusively as darning stockings.
It is
played on the lawn, and it takes eight to play the
The players at a croquet party are four
game.
airls. who do the playing, and four gentlemen,
who are invited to make up the eight, though their
dutic> chietlv consist in pinpiring the game, parting the girls when they g*lighting, and in furnish
i ng tile fruit and eon feet onery for the occasion,
that is to say. the girls.
There is no time in a girl’s life that she has such
an
opportunity of bringing into public those little
qualities that she usually keeps hidden away on
the shelf on other occasions, as at a game of ero
quet. All those gentle and angelic traits of character that no om*. except everybody’s own indi
vicinal mother, was ever known to possess, those
qualities that make women ••but little slower than
the angels," she scoops out of her before making
her appearance on the lawn, and she seems to have
converted her whole anatoim into one bom—the

large Stock

Pomades,

CKOQUET.

W

Excellent Oysters Served in all

BELFAST

GENTLEMEN’S

ow n

baby

Bcfn in grenerai use for twenty years.
Everyhere proved t he most h,.\fl\
SIMPI,E,■ <ll'.At and KITltiI \T
medicines kmmii. They are ju>( v. t^n

In the market.

1

My

HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

Genuine Patent Medicines
A

rnh h subscriber otter* for
i,
1 liirin, lour milt s from h#-ai
port Village, formerly knowthe Whithum farm; cftntains
acre’s of good land, au«l building
Said farm contains a good orchard ami one hundr
ami liftv maple trees, constituting an excel!.!
sugar orchard and over 200 cords ot wood, alhalt acre strawberry vines, just coining into beam,,
condition. A good bargain will be given, a.- p.,.
health oblim .■» the owner to sell.
BENSON STATU-.'
iwlo*
Searsport, Oct. 11, 1*77.

CURES

and Chemicals !

Drugs

Of all kinds.

HIGH GRADESOF

the concert was grand, last night.
The singing splendid: but. do you know.
My heart kept longing, the evening through,
For another concert, so sweet and low
That maybe it wouldn’t please the ear
»>f one so cultured and grand as you ;
Hut to its music—laugh as you will—
My heart and thoughts must ever be true.

soft and sweet as the music fell
From the mother's lips. 1 heard the coo
<U ui\ baby girl, as with
drowsy tongue
Mir echoed the song with "tioo 21-goo.
1 vet her they sang, the mother and babe.
My wife and child. by the cottage door.
\h
t‘‘
is tin* concert brother Tom.

Pure

Pote’s Saloon.

Farm for Sale.

THE MILD'TOWER

—AT—

Styles.
IN

es.

And

MOODY’S

Display

Autumnal Fruits DRUG STORE!

BUY

Stock of Cloths!

Y<>ur city home is a palace, Tom ;
'I our wife and children are fair to see ;
couldn't breathe iu the little cot.
The little home, that belongs to mt.
And 1 am lost in your
grand large house,
And dazed with the wealth on even* side.
And 1 hardly know my brother, Tom.
In the midst of so much
stately pride.

shut my eyes in the hall last night
\ For the clash of the music wearied me).
Vud close t<< iny heart this vision came—
The same sweet picture 1 always see
in tin* vine-clad porch of a
cottage home.
Half in shadow and half in sun.
V mother chanting her lullaby,
Hocking to rest her little one.
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Call and See the Finest

Hm
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Splendid

ulik<
( ards, Snowflake, Damask, etc.,no
haim It.eta. NassuuCardL’o., Nassau, M
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